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Treating

Animals

with

Portland in the Revolution.

Gentleness-

1 Hindi brutes have
1 In

v

everything to learn.
nearly as capable of appreciating
words and gentle treatment as many
are

kind
d' the human species M any persons are disposed to think that if a young horse or an
\ doc.- not obey
the commands ol his
driver In- .s obstinate or perverse and must
toil the truth is, animals do
ilashed
:
!,
di rstaiid what is wanted of them.
,\;
domestic animals should be made
.in w.’.i, and encouraged to form a
cm
t ol atfcci'.on for the eoutidence in their
w: ri-s mu!
managers. 'J'his can easily be
1
tight about, especially if commenced
t he) are young and persevered in
by
an—sing and talking to them in a mild,
'•asani soice. and
showing a mild, familar
id p.casing expression of tiie countenance. and especially of the
eye.
i-csv seem to understand or realize the
a
cfleet the expression of the eye and
,c tom- o! it .- voice have on domestic an• u;a
Few
lak
he liorse tot instance
■caHi-’>c. in to consider that his eye
a ut
i.
...
-.mslantlv on the watch to disderstand what his master is
o
wisjics hun to do, and that
•: this understanding is
,-tiai.
him Ay and through the exc,
tc
tin1 ey e and the tone of the
t
is in-,iv
especially true in red
tiie
'it, oi young animal, which
hiirncd *ii; little in regard to the
«ords, and can and will lie
-i'ic. d
more by tie- eve and voice
if the words
,;
11
is important to make the
1 nlL
ii,
a with its owner, to
cilice i
::u
eking for and confidence in him.
By t xen jsiiig a kind, patient but perselie -•<a
dl our relations with a
s'.
ic iAway made to know and exo. c: ::ia; !,.
A
whatever is required
ic more
readily and easier
a,sot
that whatever bad
tempi
spositi. lie may have, never
omg ai-ou-e.l, will have but little it any
-Ic w itself, and consequently
tii-iitde a subduing or breaking
mi ot
t.
But by learning to have con... m and dependence on liis master,
and easily brought to a eondi1

wiiich lie

needs ii,*

breaking,

but

needs t
learn to do whatever is
i.,tcil d him
Tins ean be done the
.id. v : !■ the i- :i-on that lie is used
o
ni'y car,--.- d and talked to, and to
-11cI-cstatid ate .\ all the words that
rA.ua
tis.-.l iu driving and
v

working
in
•a

him.

ditlii'ii.tv in training colts is
iiital lc stupidity of the drivers.
■;i i y harnessed he is told to “go

_■ •cat
i■

U

understands that language no
Tartai would understand an
lie were to direct the Tartar
-'i.uau
ii■ field to work.
We employed
u,. a
,ast season to do some plowing.
He had a v aluable pair of mules. He was
frequently aeard to say to liis team,
Whoa, naw. gee, peetdy.” Wliat sort of
jeiiii i.co a,old a mule, horse or any other
leant 1'eiidci to a driver giving such direi
ns
"Whoa siiould never be em■; whei it is desirable to have
i.
lean.
ip ami stand still. If certain
■
employed to signify certain
iguage
vements a team will soon learn what is
'jiiired i.f them; out when a teamster is
nsTssantly bawling “Whoa!” “Haw!”
ice
“l’eddy!’ or W!n»a -gee!” “Geeiviiia
or “Wiioa-back !”
“Gee!” “Gone
a i, am
will be confused, fear will
excited, so that ox. lfor.se or mule will
net know what to do more than run, if
possible, from such a stupid driver.
Me n teamsters seem to think it an im:
j atari part
driving to keep up a eon-t.'iiu baw lag at the team.
Animals are
m t deal
A horse, ox or a mule will obey
luoie readily it lie is commanded in
a
ou
tone i.l voice.
We have known
teamsters so addicted to the habit of
had my and i :uv!mg at their teams that
we i a.
frequently hoard them, when a
m

■

■

■

■

i. ; in:, all the day long, bawl,
u
at. their team,
it is inexeusaany teamster to allow himself to

ui.: mdt

Ii.i

-—
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Within the last year
two,
number a half dozen u! our tanner acquaintances who have been lured to litiancial destruction by the glamour of speculation. And going back ten years, and
carefully looking up the history ot the men
we know, who have left llie larm to engage in trade, we find that not one in ten
has succeeded. A recent ease has eome to
our knowledge that is full ot instruction
to those who are tempted to leave the farm.
By his own exertions qlone this farmer
had accumulated a handsome competence,
and at the age ot titty could look with
pride over his broad acres of rich land,
ids line herds and flocks, and comfortable buildings. He was out of debt, and
had a handsome surplus in the bank. Two
years ago, 1n an evil hour, he was induced to invest in a dry goods store. Last
fall iiis larm and stock were sold for debt,
and he is reduced to the necessity of dn\
later to support his large and yet dependent family. All the accumulations of over
thirty years oi hard toil—many of them
years of privation, hardships, and the closest economy—swept away in a few months
by this demon, speculation. And this is
not a solitary case.
Every reader can
count similar ones in his own list of acquaintances. They all teach one great
lesson—stick to your legitimate business,
the business in which you have succeeded.
"Bet well enough alone.'1 A man who
has lived all his life on a farm stands but
little chance to compete succescfully with
the men who have been educated and
trained for speculative pursuits. The two
occupations are extremes—honest toil at
one end. and the tricks of trade at the
It you have a good farm, keep it,
other
improve it, adorn it. he proud of it, and
when you are done with it. hand it, down
to your-children : the nest inheritance, with
a good name and
education, that von
could leave them. [Ohio Farmer.

Sulphur

for

Fowls.

is a very good
the* ravages of foxes.

safeguard against

For our own profit, and the eomtort of
such an obnoxious the lowls, let us use sulphur or remedies
oa
it
Speak in a low and pleasant lone of .. It!.. .mt.wo, [PoUltrV 'Vnvl.l
of vi'iee not onlc to toLims, but to milch
A NT.w Gkass. After General Sherman
•ows,
'Hiyes, sheep and other animals,
■<
flunk
moment., respected reader, made his march to the sea, all in the wide
would feel or act were you among track ot waste amUlesolation that he. made
how r.
with the tramp of his footmen and the
die Hunt .os without being able to understand one word addressed to you, while iron feet of his cavalry, there sprung up
talking inn-terously to you, swinging their a new and unknown grass from the soil,
fists about \ mr head and occasionally giv- which the farmers called ‘Sherman clover.”
It would grow up in the most unexpected
ii an unceremonious slap because
ing
:
•!
:.s tin v had directed you!
you hi,
places, and it is said would root out Bermuda grass; and, as a strange similarity,
[N V Herald.
we now hear that after the t ranco-Prussian
war of 1870-71, in many districts of France
Poultry-Foediiig in Winter.
a new vegetation sprang up, evidently the
1 i.uiiljiiigs. Leghorns, ami Spanish are result of the invasion.
It was believed
ini h
their egg-prqdueing qualities; that this
would become acclivegetation
i ii
n these, with all their natural-born
matized. but very lew of the species inpropel, -ities tn lie everlastingly laying troduced in this way appear likely to conii
dry up’’dining severe tinue to flourish. In the Departments of
i-ggs, vert
ess well housed and regularly
Loir and Loir-et-Cher, ol one hundred and
led '-vilii something better suited for eggGerman species, at least onesixty-three
making than Indian corn. The Asiatic half have already disappeared, and the
being better feathered, and usually surviving species diminish in vigor eaeli
■in.a:i- of
carrying a surplus of fat, can year. Scarcely live or six species appear
•land He rigors of Winter with less extra to manifest
any tendency to become accare than any others; but they, too, will
climatized. Can any of our naturalists
m u;i good returns for attentions paid to
account for it?
[Savannah Advertiser.
l or several years past we
mi
i,
i, at
Flie grasshopper plague at the west is
nitehoriiig time in the Fall, made
ii a point to sav e all the oflal that would believed by naturalists to have been caused
make good chicken feed, such as livers, by the extermination ot the grouse, wild
kidneys, etc as well as ears, and parts of turkey and other small game, which lived
■ji* heads
generally the leet, also, where largely upon the grasshoppers and their
manv
liogi are killed. Last Fall we crorq
butchered a couple, ol beeves, and these
The Torpedo. During the discussion
also furnished a good lot of scraps for
All such gatherings are on Mr. Burnaby's paper, at the recent
chicken iced.
thrown together into a large iron kettle meeting oi the British Institution of Naval
and i■ i*v.■:• i■ ii with water, then boiled until Architects, Admiral Lord Dauderdale rethe meat "11 drops from tlie bones. Tlie marked that since the torpedo system had
fat is skimmed oil' tlie top, the bones tished been so much improved we need not be
out and put away to dry, and the meat afraid oi our harbors, for the torpedo
•••raps put by themselves. Into the rich would take care of them. The Ameriliquor left in the kettle is then stirred cans, with that aptitude lor mechanical
This makes invention lor which they are distinguished,
wheat bran and corn meal.
plendid teed for immediate use, and lasts have developed both torpedo attack and
•air flocks if alternated with their usual
defense to a very high pitch ; yet Admiral
food, several days. The bones, after be- Porter, the very able head of the Americoming dry, are, together with all that can fleet, in his annual report to the Secrehave accumulated (luring the year, run tary of War, lately published, asserts that
several times through an old corn grinder, no towing, diving, or swimming torpedo
t Ims reducing them to coarse bone meal,
yet invented is a match for a smart vessel
which is saved for the liens during tlie properly armed with her crew at her guns.
snowy weather of Winter and toward The Harvey and fish torpedoes can only,
Spring, l'y silling through an old sieve, he adds, be used successfully against ships
tlie lines! part ol this meal can be retained taken by surprise, or lying at anchor. Still,
lor mixing with food for Spring chickens, both authorities we have quoted may he
instead of the commercial bone meal often right, lor the American admiral evidently
used for this purpose. The use of bone contemplates an engagement on the high
meal is said, by good authorities, to pro- seas, and the other probably the defense
duce a great increase in size and stamina, of a harbor against a bombarding squadm
chickens fed on it, over those reared ron. Yet there even might, in the conwithout the meal. The tat skinnned from fusion and smoke of a sea-light, be ample
the kettle would answer well, no doubt, opportunity for launching these formidaloi soap
making, did we not think it bet- ble missiles against a vessel hotly engaged.
ter lor
flavoring the scald A1 bran and corn It is satisfactory, at all events, to know
meal prepared lor the hens on cold Winter that the
subject is engaging the close atThe
morningthoroughly cooked moat tention of our own naval department; so
r.fl
the hones is put
taken
away in the that, when the occasion arrives, we shall
moke-house and afterward dealt out to not he found unprepared.
the
fowls during the Winter, as their
Our “poultry keeper”
wants required.
No Exemption from Death am> Sokhas just gone the rounds, through snow
uow. Not a hearthstone shall you find on
and sleet, giving to all a good warm which some shadow has not fallen, or is
breakfast of mashed potatoes, wheat bran, about to tall. Further than this, you will
and corn meal, seasoned wiih salt and probably find that there are tew houseflavored with scraps of last Fall s butch- holds which do not cherish some sorrow
ering. prepared as above mentioned. We not known to the world: who have not
naturally expect with every such recur- some trial which is their peculiar messenrence ol adverse weather that the supply
ger, and which they jio not talk about,
“1 eggs will be diminished, but with such except among themwlves; some hope
feeding and the gradual approach of the that has been blasted: some expectation
regular laying season for poultry gener- dashed down ; some wrong, real or supally, tlie supply not only keeps up, but posed, which some member of the houseather increases. 1 Prairie Farmer.
hold has suffered; trembling anxieties
lest that other member will not succeed;
trials from the peculiar temperament of
lo make up this year's
cranberry crop
environthe Jersey lowlands are credited with somebody in the house, or some
it. sharply from withment
touches
that
having produced 90,000 bushels. New
in the flesh; some phyEngland 105,000, while the west has given out; some thorn
The Cape Cod cranber- sical disability that cripples our energies
us about 50,000.
ries are probably the finest in the world. when we want to use them the most;
some spot in the house where Death has
It has been found by experiments that left his track, or
painful listenings to hear
in feeding cows with abundance of roots his
coming on. [Dr.
stealthy7
footsteps
and hay, but without grain, the milk Sears.
Though abundant, was deficient in butter.
Baltimore, Mil., March 23th. The steamCorn-meal, wheat-meal, and cotton seedship Nurnberg, which arrived today, brought
meal, variously mixed alibi d a good food ten
men, who belong at St. Mary’s, Newfoundfor cows.
land, and who on the 2d of March went out
e

addicted

to

To prevent a horse from gnawing his
crib a correspondent of the Maine Farmer
says that a strong wash of cayenne pepper
and hot water applied to those parts of the
crib which the horse is in the habit of
gnawing is a sure cure. One taste is

enough.

from shore two and a half miles to the assistance
of a ship m the ice, and were cut off by open
water. The remainder of the party, twelve
men, perished of cold and starvation.
The ten
survivors, after enduring terrible privations
and sufferings, were picked up by the schooner
Geo. S. Fogg, from Prince Edwards Island, on
March 11, and by them transferred to the Nurnberg March 22.

WaitiuR.

He waits for us, while, houseless things,
We beat about with bruised wings
the dark floods and water springs,
The ruined world, the desolated sea;
With open windows from the prime.
All night, all day. He waits sublime,
I util the fullness of the time
Decreed from His eternity.

i hi

1

| From Harper’s Monthly.1
Lion in tlis Wn.y.

A little headstrong piece, a pretty little
headstrong piece, ev^rv old woman in the
neighborhood called Bessie Allan; and
when she and (Jrorgie Knight, her mate
in

most

ot

her

trolies and adventures,
the same au-

together, anything,
thorities declared, might
were

he

expected.

Nevertheless, all the neighborhood were
Bessie Allan’s friends; they all loved the
little bright head, the dimpled mischief ot
the rosy face, the glistening of the brown
eves, with their long, bright, half-curled

lashes that knew so well the demure trick
of veiling the lustre underneath them at
the auspicious moment, and making the
taee too tempting lor anything but forgiveness and kisses.
She was seventeen, and though all the
neighborhood might in some way he
called her lover, yet she had never had
that single and individual lover who belongs to young girls’dreams; lor with all
her gay spirit there was a certain shyness
—almost like that ol' the little wild-wood
animals, which allures you and then oseapes you—and no admirer had ever approached the lovely, frolicsome, piquant
thing near enough to become a lover.
That is to say, until this present epoch,
of which we are about to speak ; and then
one day the new minister—yes, the new

minister, young, heart-whole, handsome,
and believed by some of the old women
of whom mention has been made, and
some of the
young ones too, to lie nothing
less than an angel in disguise, for if such
things had happened once, they reasoned,
then they might happen again—just as he
the pulpit, saw Mistress Bessie
rose in
come walking into church, and it was all
over with him.
Pray don’t think ill of the young minisIt was no earthly love of which he
ter.
was conscious during the brief hour of
the pulpit. Only to him, that early summer day, the sky was bluer, the rose was
rosier, the sunshine seemed more than
ever to be flowing oul of heaven itself,
like the shimmer of the river of life, lie
was not exactly aware that he had ever
seen Bessie Allan ; all that he was entirely
conscious ot was that suddenly, as it he
were in an ecstasv, the whole world had
brightened and lifted itself, and he prayed
and read and preached after a manner
that made the congregation talk, during
all the intermission, ot Tobit and the angel ; and then he went home to dine with
Mr Allan.
As for Bessie, she sat very still between
tier lather and mother in ehurch, and forgot all about her roguish glances hither
and yon, all about this body's ribbons and
that body's hat, and heard the preaching
and tlip praying with a new light in her
eyes and a new comprehension in her
mind; joined in the singing of the hymn
with her whole soul, and a voice like a
birds; and perfectly agreed lor the time
n«-:"cr

women

old women and tl>« your«t
was no common minislikely to be a spirit in mortlein any mere graduate of the♦*’<»

that till-

ter, but more
tal guise

us.

.-
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(irand is tlie leisure of the earth :
She gives her happy myriads birth,
And after harvest fears not dearth,
But goes to sleep in snow-wreaths dim.
Dread is the leisure up above,
The while lfe sits whose name is Dove,
And waits, as Noah did the dove.
To see if she would fly to him.

A

upon

--

BY JEAN INGEI.OW.

we can

There is no remedy and assistant so
easily and cheaply obtained, so harmless
to the fowls, nor satisfactory in its results,
as sulphur.
It being in the system of animals to a small degree, there is a greater
affinity for it than there otherwise would
be. It can be administered to the fowls
by having it in a small box, so that they
can hcdp themselves, or by
mixing it with
their food once a week, as often as there
are indications of vermin.
Penetrating, as
it does, to every part of the svstem, all
parasites are quickly and surely destroyed.
Also gapes are said to he prevented in
chickens. Fowls need it more than the
most animals, their feathers containing between four and five per cent, of sulphur.
1'heir eggs also have a small quantity,
which is noticed by the discoloring of a
silver spoon when it comes in contact with
a boiled
egg. Applied externally to the
fowls when on the nest, to the nest itself,
or mixed with the soil in the
dusting box,
it is equally efficacious in destroying vermin.
To be used as iumigator of buildings, it
is necessary to remove the fowls, close the
room or house, mix a little saltpetre with
the sulphur in an iron vessel, and apply a
match to the mixture
This should be
done in the morning, and the doors and
windows opened in the afternoon for a
through ventilation, hard mixed with
sulphur in proper proportions and applied
as often as necessary, to the leathers on
the neck and hack of young and old

turkeys,

■■■,l,n

God's

Stick to the Farm.
or

are coming back
The circling of the century
brings us round to the starting point <>i
the nation and “the time that tried no-:'
souls.”
The events ol the Revolt i on
have been obscured
during the past
cade by the
mightier content of tin- I.’
hellion, but now that the centennia' o
_aim_
niversaries of the earlier confli t
crowding thick upon us, 0ur tit n'ditturn to that great
struggle whirl.
the nation birth.
-...
Hie year 177.7 was marked b\ .-.turt
for. is he acknowledged the truth to him- him, she was afraid but lie was a minisevents in the history oi the colonies
i
What a scenn it was! what a dreadful
;
the Boston Transcript.]
[From
self, lie loved the little baggage at such ter, and she didn’t want to love a minister. scene! Men
the long discontent with the p. i..
v
were
as
A
Match"
in
ran,
yelling
Flaundera*
they
“Spelling
times more than ever.
the motiicr country broke into e>p.
She was hall promised to him, but in her children were
n
*
women were
villescreaming,
it actually seemed to all the
sistance, and the lir.st clash ot arms
nighber- thoughts there in the dark room she defied fainting, horses were rearing and snorthood, at about that time, as though llessie him to exact the promise.
curred. In February there was a prelimi
l'l.AFXDEKSVILI.E, March 25, 1875.
ing, the crowd was surging and plunging
Allan were beside liersell with exuberance
Alr. Editor. The people of our town, nary movement at Salem, duly eelehv tied
“What in the world is the matter with this
and
that
in
a
frantic
etfoTt at e.-Tway
and the mere delight of youth and health the
as you
said her mother.
girl
very well know, make a point of last month, by the people of that ancient
cape. Bessie, suddenly called from her
and sunshine.
The sewing circles and
But the father only nodded his wise
with that spirit in the air, keeping up with the times, and therefore town. In April, took place the march < u
rapt
reveling
the prayer-meetings were
only so man}’ head, and hade the mother leave her gave one look—one look of horror—tried it will not surprise you to be told that no Concord, to be commemorated this month
sooner had
places for her wiles and witcheries—pos- alone. He looked at the absurd little por- to
they heard and read of the by poets and orators at a great gathering
puli the rein, and, weak as a child, fell
sessed with glee at the one, a
coquettish trait of his short-waisted aunt Dorothy, of | hack upon the seat. The filly turned her famous “spelling matches” that are coming oi the people. Jn May. Kthan Allen ie.j
little Puritan at the other under all her whom Bessie was the
oil throughout the
country than a “bee” the (ireen Mountain boys to victory at
image and super- head, and then, with starting and foaming in our
own Town Hall was decided
glances —always contriving to go home scription, and remembered the
of
upon, Tieonderoga. a well pi armed enterprise
stood
nostril,
story
upright one moment, and it took but a few
with some other gallant than the minis- her
as he had heard her tell it.
the next bolted
days for preparation, which the Vermonters will not allow r
courtship
from the broken
away
ter.
The Bible class was the
only place “It will all come right, mother,” he said. traces and left all standing. Georgie and Tuesday evening last was assigned as pass unnoticed. In June came the stout
that tamed her much, and there she
the time for the contest.
“it's all wrong now,” said the mother.
tight at Bunker Hill, never to be forgotgrew
Knight, with a screech, dung herself from
more and more silent; her veil
W ithout going into minute details, ten. Other events of scarcely less mogradually “And these tantrums will be the death ot the wagon, and was swallowed in the dylowered and lowered till it shielded her me it
which would lie wearisome, let it suffice to ment, though of more local interest, rapidthey don’t come to an end soon.”
ing multitude; but Bessie sat stone-still,
that twelve ot our most
face; and as long as her unaccountable
say
her
heart
Mr.
Beckwitli
with
intelligent ly followed, the centennial celebration ot
Perhaps
beating
great knocks, as and
thought thev
tears could tall
highly educated ladies on the^one which might make the year one round 1
quietly, and only blister would be the deatli of him. If he did, he unable to move as one paralyzed.
the leaves of her Testament unperceived,
anti an equal number of our foremost patriotic jubilation.
eould devise no way to overcome them.
What swift thoughts swept through her side,
she stayed; and when an
townsmen on the other, were stationed
hysterical burst Half promised as she was by those melt- mind ! This was the end ot all
Maine, th -ugh but an outlying province,
her
wickbecame inevitable, without a word ot
the platform of the Town Hall, with was not without her share in the exciteof tiers, lie could not arrive with- edness.
This was what she deserved for upon
ing
lips
the
that a word was first to ment of the times. Her sons were no less
warning she would rush away, as if in in suilicient distance
again of the rebell- all the pain she had given father and be understanding
out to a lady, then to a gentle- patriotic than those ot the older <■ 7 i.-s
danger of her life. Nobody else dreamed ions little maiden to exact
given
their
the rest of the mother—site,
only child, their hope,
what it meant. Mr. Beckwith thought
promise. That his power was felt, and who should have been their joy! This man, and so on alternately. A prize of a On the 12th of June, 177.7, a brave band
he knew. Poor little Bessie! if ever a not
barrel of cranberries, according to the de- ot Machias men began the fight upon lieonly felt now but recognized, was evi- was what she deserved, it flashed across cision of the
Committee of Arrangements, sea by capturing, in Mac-bias Bav, id- r
young taleon out of the forest objected to dent
or she would never have
tor making bleed the heart of tlxe
her,
enough,
the clipping ol her wings, she was one,
was to be awarded to the
tried to escape him so. In the mask of man that loved her. Deserved?
person who held a 'shaup and bloody struggle, the kb ..no
Ah,
lor she felt the band tightening around
out to the last, and a second prize of a armed schooner Margaretta,
tin; mask ol nonnette, which- one eoulil quite deserve to be torn to
hoiden.orin
carrying 1 r
pieces barrel of
|
her. .Evidently she was in the mood of
was to be given to the
For rid-, g
apples
guns and fourteen swivels
the
ever way it was, she was
teeth
of
a wild beast.
If
she
inacby
had
equallv
those who mean to have their lling out
next best speller.
Mr. Double Dott, the lant act they received the thanks of Hebut been true to herself, to him, liked less
cessible).
because they know an end is coming.
village schoolmaster, was chosen to give Provincial Congress, and ouiimi-'iH there was to be a
picnic now in the to see her power, feared less tor her liber- oui
tho words, and he. in turn, selected do the like as often as they eho-e
And vet if you could have seen Bessie’s parish, an occasion where all were on a ty, what
peace and pleasure might have
Our own city, then the town illface sometimes as she sat in the twilight, level, this
Squire Baseom as umpire, in case any disyoung woman announced her been hers this instant! And now— She
should arise between him (Double mouth, has goo-l reason to renv-mi
there was such a serene content in its half- intention, ot
going, before Mr. Beckwith remembered the Christian girls in the putation
and the spellers.
(
.:
j.
hidden smile, you would hare said to your- had the chance to invite her, in tiie com- Roman
year of bloody beginnings.
amphitheatre; she was not even a Dott)
1
e
been declared ready, fathers were the first to feel the :
self that here, if anywhere, was there su- pany of another suitor, and
even-tiling
having
She
had
wanted
to
in
that
natural
martyr.
nobody
study
-n it-.,
premo happiness. But the child did not house had ever been much in the habit ot history ; site had a fine chanee. She could tlie contest began, tlie first word being of brutal warfare. Upon F ilm
to Mrs. llemmenway, tlie wile of the vengeance of British comm,
know herself, for, close upon any such
gainsaying Bessie Allan. When evening not stir. In another moment, the brute given
tlie, postmaster.
brief experience of content, there would
‘Spell bombazine !’ ex- upon no other town during the v
meeting was over, she was not the one to would be done his havoc there, and come claimed
the school-master, in a loud and year brings the centennial a ifollow such a restive rebellion against all wait for the
minister; she caught her leaping through the canvas. Another
tone, and rapping the table before its burning by Capt. Mowatt
chains that even Mr. Beckwith was star- ; father’s arm, and sail!,
QuickDon’t shriek ; a great bursting wave of shrieks. ringing
-.The people of Falmouth v
tled, if lie happened to be in the house on let anybody take me!” And after that Ah, yes, there lie came, tail in the air, him with his walking-stick, so as to add
awake to the issues of tin- t. no
I
some parochial errand, and saw her dancmark ot confidence, the proud and loyal tawny mane bristling, eyes blazing—com- emphasis to the words.
•B-u-in (bum) b-a (ba-bumba) /-e-e-n early expressed their indignai:
ti
ing down the stairs and through the halls, father, happy slave of a spoiled mistress, ing in great bounds through the already
was the response ot
acts of Parliament bearing on u
vouchsafing his neither word nor look, would not have surrendered her to the half-deserted place, coming straight for (zeen-bumbazeen
1
As tar back as 17C.7
they ha
answering neither father nor mother. Hing- minister himself, who was, it was very her! She cowered an instant, then sprang Mrs. llemmenway.
‘Not correct!’ shouted Mr. Double Dott; burnt the hated stamps sent
ing down her hat if any body called to her likely, plodding on behind with her to her feet, and glared full at the advancin the custom-house
Ii.
to put it on,
whistling to her dogs, and mother and the lantern. When the sew ing monster, ll was too much. With a ‘step to the rear, Mrs. llemmenway,—to posited
resolved that they would
:
making oil' for a tramp that was to tire mg circle closed its session. Bessie said wild cry herself, she turned—but only to tlie rear 1 say !’
-Jt is correct!’cried a lady among the sell any India tea whatever,'
r
out with its fatigue some of the refractory
\ es to the first spruce young (Jorydon hide her lace in Mr. Beckwith’s breast, as
audience, (1 think it was Miss Pettingill, there was a stock oi tw-- tin
that stepped forward. And when three he climbed into the wagon behind her.
spirit.
a
writer in Tlie Flaundersville Weekly hundred pounds in the hands
Most men would have hesitated a while weeks had
passed after that twilight in
Thought is fleet.: instantaneous was the ! Fire
era in town.
When the newalter one or two such scenes; would have the lane, Mr. Beckwith had not
Flash.)
with
the
instanrapture
mingling
spoken
agony,
foreseen the plucking of a little termagant one word with her.
‘•Squire B.iscoin,’ said tlie schoolmaster, tie ot Lexington arrived here
taneous the motion with which shy pushed
with excitement, ‘turn to the dic- of April, a companv ot soldi"]-from this nettle; would have anticipated
But, ibr all that, there was a change in him from her. “Go! go!” she cried
“1 shaking
and see how the word is spell.' t ie same day to aid the people
trouble in the flesh after the fight was won. Bessie.
tionary
can't
ever
have
kill
!
heard
too
her voice
Nobody
Oh, as And tlie
my folly
you
Not so Mr. Beckwith. If so good a man
Squire put oil his spectacles, re- neighborhood of Boston.
caroling out of the window now ; nobody he did not move, “it you love me, go"
It was not these acts, howevi r,
could bo piqued, ho was perhaps piqued, heard her old sweet
“It is because I love you that 1 shall marking, T think myself it is b-u-m-b-alike the music
laugh,
in fact I'm sure on’t!’
He then brought down upon them the le.,-:
into the resolve lor conquest; he was de- ot‘ a brook; there was a curious little
stay,” murmured Mr. Beckwith, swiftly, z-i-n-e,— to
I
termined tn teach the tantalizing
proceeded
open tlie dictionary, but it stroke which destroyed the towi
thing irowu between her eyes when on her in her ear; “that I shall never go until 1 was
a
time ere he found the word, curious fact tltat the burning ot 1 im
:
that it was happiness she was flying from, maddest
long
as
hear
much.”
Mr.
lookescapade.
Beckwith,
you say
when found, he turned very red in grew out oi England's monopoly
to
and,
and not torment, as she seemed to believe ;
at
know
it!”
her
with
his
“Oh.
she
ing
unpereeived,
you
cried, and the
longing
face, and looked rather cheap all over, Maine forests. She marked a! the !
he was all the more fixed in his intention
pain, felt that if he did not conquer soon, fainted on his shoulder, just as the keepto the audience, Ttsb-o-in, after trees for her own navy, anti any me u
to win her—to win her and to tame her. it would be tiie worse for Bessie,
observing
lie ers sprang with their ropes upon the pomall. as sure as my name is Calvin Bascom !’ cut a marked tree down was subi-mt :
But not one chance tor his
winning and knew well enough now—after tiie inno- old toothless lion, who loved his frolic
The next word was given to Dr. Shut- heavy penalty. Ships came here i:
taming did lie get, that is to say, not one cent kiss whose remembrance so thrilled and enjoyed the scare, and of whom Air.
and highly esteemed citizens. !y to carry the masts to England, md
chance after the abrupt end ol the
single him—that she loved him ; lie knew well Beckwith—a muscular Christian, with a tleworth,
a business of much import o.
opportunity he had contiived to seize and enough that it would break her heart pistol in his pocket, having made his ■Spell ipecacuanha!’ roared Double Dott, became
that the Doctor is hard of hear- the town. One Coulson, an English:
lose.
should lie abandon his attempt; lie know harmless acquaintance, moreover, inside knowing
Hf had been called that
ing, and for that reason indeed ho repeated who had settled here and married
day—almost weii enough those hidden springs of reel- the tent—had not felt it necessary to be the
„■
word in a still more stentorian tone. daughter ol J)r. Collin, wh wa
three months since he first saw Bessie—to !
which reacted so upon the young much afraid.
ing
At first, the good man wavered, but pres- in this trade, but being a lory, in h m
visit a dying person across the lulls; for! nature of which she was
was Georgie
It
seat
that
Mr,
Knight’s
totally ignorant,
to the popular sentiment
t ; ...
many ol those who did not exactly belong j and wtiose first stirring so disturbed her; Beckwith occupied that evening as thev ently lie struck boldly out, ‘i-p-(ip) i-(ipi)- opposed
ncolonies, the people refused to allow 1 :
to Air. Beckwith’s parish used to
k-a-c-k-(kack-ipiikack)-u-(ipikacku)-h-a
for
I
he
knew
well
drove
after
the
that
he
make
of
could
home,
beg
slowly
enough
recapture
to rig or load his new ship ot one tn
!'
bis ministrations; and m the little time ol ( her so blissful that she would one dav the
filly and the mending of the broken n-a-h-tipikackuhamiah)
'And that s what a the matter with sand tons, which he had built at the i
his residence among them, more than one i wonder at and
despise this time of doubt traces, Mr. Beckwith having made the Hannah!'’
soul had seemed to wing away the easier and fear and this desire for
rudely broke out a reprobate of what is now India street. I li:-,
|
longer liberty most ot the three hours in which he had
of the people was in accordance w
the boys on the front seats.
on their eternal
path for the rapt prayers I from the great thrall of love But not had Mistress Bessie on his hands; anil among
Silence!'’ screamed Mr Double Dott, compact between the colonies wh .1 1
with which bis presence had
upbuoved one chance was lie finding to make her ! Bessie herseit, tired and weak, lying rest
“Silence ! or I'll have every boy o! ye put bade any Tory from taking hi- prop -rt.
their tliglit.
learn these tilings.
fully, if you will believe it, within the out ot the hall !' Then
-The roads being roundabout, and the I
turning to the out of the country. Coulson, em.-ig.-.i «•
arms that enfolded her.
It was just, at this season, as it haptheir action, procured the a- .-t.i a■■■
Doctor he said, “retire to the rear, sir
bridle-path direct, ho had borrowed a sad- I
tie
was
“Bessie,
saying, '‘this is only
toward the close ot the bright j
pened,
a shocking muss of it!—
have
made
Mowatt, in the B:iti-h -, :>p f
Captain
you
valuable
as
it
dle-hoj'se—a
chanced—
the second lion in the way
one,
What was
September days, that flaming handbills that first one which always
retire to the rear, 1 say!” And I really war. Canceau. The people ot the -e
and was returning now in the
drove you
twilight, were posted up at every corner and on ^
lost in thought, and
pittiedthe poor oh! man, more particular- rounding towns, making rominnu cans
coming siowiv, his every empty fence proclaiming the ap- from me so ?’’
horse's feet tailing so softly on the"
ly when 1 noticed Mrs. Shutt'.eworth, who with Ealmouth, conceive.', the o
“1
I
was
murmured
afraid,"
Bessie.
turfy proach ot laden's great Scriptural Show
the platform, point her
S&i’Tdi1'.
finger at destroying Mowatt's ship and <
way that one could hardly hear them, ami Gymnastic T'"*,—
o.„
—\?i!u men you look it so for
.♦,
when a sudden enured erv, as lie turned
—-oi-o not, however, detuned into
heard her mutter “77/ hannali him with a wick, with fifty men, to uceonipksii to
Fni.e:..
!”
curve ol ttie windino.iu mm who
in a thick gr-vsupposing anything other than a circus. granted indeed,” said the
vengeance !—his mind is forever running purpose. Encamping
was wandering UiereTaefore him, with her
“Oh,
minister, folding on
Miss Bessie, ot course, read the handbills
Hannali Ross, that little witch !”
pines on the northern side of Muni
closer
still
“and
if
in
the
at
her
what
I
it
took
for
;
wind,
light garments fluttering
in common with others, and straightway
Miss
Hawthorne,’ said the school Hill, they seized Mowatt. In- surgeon,
sight of which his horse had reared and announced to her astonished family that granted that you were going to the par- master, Nancy
'in is now your turn.'
(Miss Haw- and the Key. Air Wiswall. as they w«rswerved aside ; and he cast himsell from she was to lie a
The officer in comot the great sonage witli me next month ?”
thorne also writes for the Weekly Fire walking nn the liiil
patroness
the saddle and caught Bessie Allan’s hand, j
“Oh, I’m not fit "’cried Bessie, with a start.
mand ot AIowatt's ship threatening to t re
Show to the extent of :i single
as the editor informs me.)
Scriptural
Flash,
‘Spell
“If von make one objection,” said her [
begging her not to be alarmed.
tii ket.
carnivorous !’ And she began, ‘k-a-v (kar)' upon the town if he were not so: rendered
“I shall stop at Justice Pettigrew’s
“But 1 have been !” cried Bessie
“Go in the circus''’ came the astonished lover,
-—•Stop! stop’ cried Mi. Double Dott, the leading citizens at last prevailed upand
take
on
our
home
von
with
me
“1 was thinking,” said Mr. Beckwith,
way,
to release him on parol- M
chorus of remonstrance.
up both hands to his ears, as if to ’1 hompson
putting
And
with
that
tender
there,
>
“and i had forgotten myself. And when
“It isn’t a circus,” said Bessie, ••it’s a to-night!”
flint, out the sound ot her voice, ‘tor mer- att broke his parole and -:iii> 1 aw .•. v
face
arm about her, that
beside her own,
1 saw your white dress, it seemed like a
Scriptural show. There arc texts from all in the soft
sake, stop where you are, or 1 shall mg vengeance. Thompson’s soldi,
cy's
September twilight and
continuation of my thought."
a
the Bible on every cart.”
to the rear, Miss milted some excesses in the t- w:
under the lamp of the evening-star, what go raving mad!—go
the house of C’oulson and other 1 r
"Wereyou thinking of my white dress,
to the rear !’
■•They take the livery of God to serve could Bessie
Hawthorne,
ing
go
do but yield !
I lion ?” asked Bessie, aptly.
the devil ml” exclaimed her father.
‘Why, you don’t gin the poor critter no The people of Falmouth voted ;:n-ir
“I don’t know what father and mother
“No, ol another; a whiter dress,” said
I don’t see any such necessity,” she
sort ot chance,’ said Farmer Frizzle risapprobation of these proceeding-, b it
she
as
at
will
havlast,
say,”
whispered,
Air. Beakwith, gravely—“of a white dress rejoined
"It’s an opportunity for studying from his seat in the audience; 'She tered none the less from the : .d
left
the
ing
wagon, they clung together haint
that I saw a soul put on to-day winging ;
ing natural history such as seldom occurs, one
skeercely begun, and you can't tell ot their country neighbors.
moment in the porch, and saw the
its heavcnlv wav.”
These events took place in Aliy,
the bills say.”
how well she may letch up
A little overawed, Bessie was silent.
“Much natural history in those dancing father and mother hastening toward them
'Fetch up !' exclaimed Double Dott. when Mowatt returned here w ta a
down the long entry.
••
“I have just come trom a death-bed, 1 women and ruling men 1”
•who ever heard of beginning the word of four war vessels in the t dh wing <_)
“Father Allan,” said the minister, walkBessie,” said .Mr. Beckwith, taking advan“Oil, as tin that part, I shouldn’t think
‘carnivorous’ with a k, 1 would like to her, the people had no thought tl. i:
with his arm round their
came lor any other purpose than to pr
tage of the mood, "So peaceful and beau- there could lie anything more interesting ing boldly in,
know !’
w
darling, “this is a will-o’-thel n
tiful it was that it makes the things of this than the sight of those people
naughty
•Let us have fair play, muttered Squire euro cattle and provisions
springing
I
have captured, and that I inlife seem too poor and small for thought through the air from their trapefce,” said wisp that
Bit scorn,' as lie again put on his glasses soon awakened trout their dream of
three weeks longer to van
beside that everlasting one.”
the well-informed young person, “and trust for just
and reopened the dictionary, lie turned ity by a letter from him, dull
“Is Miss Barton dead, then ?” she asked, showing what tine bodies thev ca,n make care. It has come from the circus, and it to the letter lx, anil
busily searched for English and worse spelling,'' a- lb i'
is bound for the parsonage; and there,”
though no one knows how she had learned tor themselves. Like pictures of the hea- said
•karnivorous, while Double Dott looked said, announcing his purpose > b :.■■
it is going to turn
Mr. Beckwith,
of two hours, as
where the minister had been. “Yes, she then gods 1”
on, actually writhing with disgust and the town at the end
was a saint. 1 wouldn’t like to be so good.”
“Nonsense!” said Mrs. Allan; “non- into the light of the house, the spirit of indignation.
••just punishment” for it- amp n i
the
the
sunshine
of
!"
home
fireside,
“Bessie !”
Your head's turned.
sense!
You! a
Ami so it went on, .Ur. tvutor, till at rebellion.”
“1 mean it would be so stupid !”
The announcement ot this h
deacon’s daughter!”
last ouv pretty little school-niann. Miss
Curiosities of Wooing.
“But at the last ?” he queried, patiently.
“Yes, my child,” said her lather. “1
Cordelia Arabella Archibald, was left the purpose to the people assembled
a
“I—1 don’t like to hear about death,”
Jn olden times it was the fashion for a last, and she spelt the word ‘haberdasher’ town house must have presented
agree with your mother here. I’ve never
li "oil
said Bessie, with half a pout, halt a fling, denied you much, Bessie, hut 1 feel that suitor to
of thrilling interest.
I
c-a-t
Lawyer
and
ean
as
as
on
his
Knees
to
a
down
easy
you
spell
lady just
A
the Into
“Few of us do when we are young,” 1 must deny you this. You can’t go to when lie go
asked her to become his wife, (eat), or d-o-g (dog.) Of course, the voice shook as lie read,
said the minister. “But we are all drill- the circus.”
Miss ment and consternali m ea .-•■ i
was
awarded
cranberries
barrel
of
which, with very stout gentlemen, was an
i !.
ing on the tide that takes us there.”
“Y'ou,” said her mother, “that the min- uncomfortable proceeding. The way in Archibald, and, all the rest of the contest- silence tor a lew moment-1 I
“Don’t!” she cried.
ister has paid attention to!”
which Daniel Webster proposed to Miss ; ants having made a failure of it, the ques- tnittee was sent off who pru
“Ah, I have felt it myself,” said the
That settled it. Nothing but irons could Fletcher was more modern, being at the tion arose, what shall be done with the Mowatt a postponement o: the i
j
ment until the next morning, * :
minister. “Youth is so full of vitality have kept Bessie from that circus after same time neat and
committee
The
barrel
of
Like
finally
apples?
poetic.
many j
that it is antipathetic to death. There are those fatal words She confided to Georgie other
of the delivery to him oi eight sii
lovers, lie was caught holding a ! decided to donate the limit to our worthy
only two things that quite reconcile us Knight at once her intention ol going to skein of thread or wool which the
! and excellent pastor, the Rev. Mr. Slasli- All that night the town w,
lady
with the inevitable fact—one, weariness the circus; and when the mighty show had been
alarm and confusion, iamtiii s in.:
unravelling. “Grade,” said he away—a decision that no one found fault
of life, and the other, that exceeding love came into town, she watched her chance
Let us see with, saving Mr. Double Dott, who hinted away with their household gi
we have been untying knots.
which makes the hours seem long. 1 hope and harnessed the tilly herself into the if we cannot tie one which will nut uniie that ‘school teachers stood as much in and on foot, as best they could.
the first will never come to you, my—”
.uotvatt imu proposes mat
little open wagon, and set oil with Georgie in a lifetime.” With a piece of tape he need of a lilt of that sort as ministers.’
tom sin
“No, indeed,” cried Bessie.
“Flow Knight, unseen and unmissed for a time, fashioned half a true lover’s knot, Miss
Well, take it all in all, our ‘spelling would surrender to him
all
its
arms and
ammunitl"
could i be weary of life—how could any to visit the beasts and the gymnasts ot the Fletcher
non,
that
us
an
entertainment
afforded
match’
and
a
kiss
put the
perfected it,
would suspend proceedings until lie
one he ?”
forbidden entertainment.
was both amusing and instructive, and
seal to the symbolical bargain.
instructions Iroin .Vim
“If such an hour as this were perpet“What the minister can see in that girl.”
Most men when they “pop” by writing there is some talk among our people of receive further
ual,” said the minister, taking off his hat, said old Miss Sparks, looking through the are more
The ladies are lull Graves. The people, to theii credit
another.
and
matter-ofup
getting
straightforward
this prop'-*:,
better to enjoy tire perfumed bieeze upon window as the wagon whirled by, “1 can’t fact. Richard Steele wrote to the
lady ol nf the tiling, and declare 'there’s nothing said, indignantly spurned
o'clock on tho m
his brow and in his hair—“this purple air, see. She’s an engaging
rogue, that’s true, his heart:—“Dear Mrs. Scurlock, (there like it.’ The Rev. Mr. Slashaway, too, and at half past nine
the til ing
ot October 18th. 177
with tire scent of the liav fields floating but I shouldn’t want to marry her.” But were no misses in those
days,) 1 am tired favors the movement, tolling elks that itig
through it; this tender sky, that trem- as nobody wanted Miss Sparks to marry ot calling you by that name; therefore, 'apples always come in play, and are both nienced from all four of the vessel a :
harbor, and was kept up all tlav, a s :
bling star, and the young strong health her, it didn’t so milch signify.
say a day when you will take that ot toothsome and wholesome.’ But Mr. Dou- of
and heart. Oh no, ii such an hour were
bombs, carcases, grape-shot ami
Bessie was in great spirits. She was madame.—Your devoted; humble suitor, ble Dott, as 1 learn from Mrs. Dou do D.,
ceaseless y ui the do.
ket balls
perpetual!”
disobeying; that in itself always kindled Richard Steele.” She fixed the day ac- is inclined to throw a damper upo. the ed town. raining
Falmouth was then a little t
her merriment. Then she felt sure that cordingly, and Steeled tier name instead project of a second contest. He is a
lage, containing but two hundred and
tidious creature, however, and (outside <,
Mr. Beckwith would disapprove, and that ot her heart to the suitor..
thirty-six dwelling houses, scattered nw
ways will come to me as long as 1 live. was another excitement. She had a foreThe celebrated preacher, Whitefield, the sehoolhouse) of no great account.
the declivity from Congress street d v
TuiPfs.
Puaxl’F.l
No, 1 never shall be willing to die and
Tours
to
a
a
in
faithfully,
that the time was coming present- proposed marriage
young lady
to the water's edge, presenting » t >
leave it; never shall be willing to lie in boding
ly when her free agency would cease; till very cool manner—as though Whitefield
mark lor the guns ot tli fleet.
Fa:
my grave, and know other girls are walk- it did cease she was defiant.
And accord- meant a field of ice. He addressed a letiviSSlNii in China. It is a singular fact landed and set tire to various buildin ;
ing in the lane these summer nights, with ingly. well-pleased with her success thus ter to her parents without consulting the
and the town soon presented a broad sin
the sweet wind blowing over them, ami tar. she
and Georgie sung and laughed till maiden, in which he said that they need that the custom ot kissing is altogether
of flame. One brave woman, widow Giv.
the—-the—”
'lie road rang with their overflowing gay- not bo at all afraid of offending him by a unknown in China. The Chiuese indeed,
le, who kept a tavern at the head of llamo
Bessie stopped in confusion. \\ tint «':i4 ;
no word or term expressing love as
ety as they drove along and put the filly refusal, as he thanked God he was quite have
shire street, stood by her house to the in-;.
it she had been about to say i1
the
tender
An
we
understand
called
love.
Of
passion.
free from the passion
through her paces.
and saved it from the flames
The bun
ChinaAmerican
officer
voyaging
navy
Perhaps the young minister was not I it was only a couple ot miles before the course the lady did not conclude that this
narrates an amusing experience of number ot buildings burned were tom
aware that he still held Bessie’s hand: but road
People field, however white was the field tor her. wards
grew dusty and thronged.
the Chinese maidens of the science ot kiss- hundred and fourteen, including thirty
Bessie was. She essayed to withdraw it, were coming and people were going. All
me wen known Drainers, uaeou ana
■ 1
and then the grasp tightened. She blush- sorts of vehicles jostled together. Par off William Grimes, were exceedingly attach- ing. Wishing to complete a conquest he six dwelling houses. The great body
and uia ay
ed red and redder; she fait an arm steal- they could hear the strains of a band ris- ed to each other, and had no desire to be had made of a young mei jin (beautiful the people tied from the town,
did not return until the close ot the w o
ing round her; and then, looking defiantly ing and tailing on the wind till they were married. But it was thought proper by lady.) lie invited her—using the English
This terrible event indelibly impressed
a
word—to
him
kiss.
her
of
bein
that
one
them
should
give
their friends
Finding
an ecstasy ot expectation, as they grew
up, there was the minister’s face bending
on the memories ot the inhabitants,
before her. She knew what he was about silent and listened. Booths began to line come a husband, and Jacob being the eld- comprehension ot his request somewhat itself
and
was
lie
suited
action
to
the
the
word
long after referred t" as tire epoch
to say.
She didn't want to hear it; not the way, with lemonade and mineral wa- er, it was agreed that he should be the one obscure,
"in u
from which every tiling dated
yet, at any rate, did she want to hear it. ters and worse; and presently the tents to enter the bonds of matrimony. A suit- and took a delicious kiss. The girl ran
was you when the town was burnt
But she diil hear it. That arm held her rose on their sight like white clouds, the able lady was found, but Jacob declined away into another room, thoroughly alarm- old
was the frequent inquiry put by elderly
close, close to a plunging heart; that voice flag waving its long folds over them. And to do the courting, requesting William to ed, exclaiming, “Terrible man-eater ! 1
to each other in alter years, until
shall
be
But
in
a
people
devoured.”
moment,
as
his
now
act
William
but
was murmuring in her ear; those lips,
consented,
agent.
they were in the great space before
it became a standing jest used to nqc a
the
herseli
salute,
he
in
was
uninjured by
love, and wanted finding
they sought her own ; and her own—yes, the tents, crowded with teams, with foot- soon found
the forwardness ot children wise bet
indeed. Mistress Bessie—halt eager, halt passengers, with men leading piebald the lady himself. lie could not think, she returned to his side, saying : “1 would their
years.
ot your strange rite.
like
to
learn
more
unwilling, were answering them—were horses and Shetland ponies, with boys however, of depriving his brother of such
It seems to us that the
pluck of our nr
Ke-e-es me!” He knew it wasn’t right,
a
and
not
!
of
knew
how
them
almost
the
voice
the
to
act.
An
And
with
their
treasure,
wares,
answering
suddenly,
crying
lie kept on instructing her in the rite cestors in standing by their guns, at tm
but
him
as if she did.not know what she did, she
aunt
delivered
of
his
the
claims
of
the
who
kindly
difficulty
pressed
Boanerges
to do cost of all they held dear on earth, desert. s
had lifted her hand, with the willow fat woman and the learned pig on the at- by telling Jacob, who willingly resigned of “ke-e-es me” until she knew how
after all some commemoration amid the centennial
and,
a
Yankee
it
like
native
the
damsel
to
switch in it with which she had been play- tention ; and through it all came the burst
girl;
his brother, and went out of
anniversaries of the year. The best aca second course by reing, and had dealt the horse beside them of the band again in some tripping dance the way, until she had been made Mrs. that, she suggested me
count ot the Burning ot Falmouth is to e
seen jin Meemore
“Ke-e-es
a swilt little blow that startled him into a
marking,
music, the roaring of the beasts and William Grimes.
lee-kee !” (Anglice—American), and the found in a paper read Indore tho Maine
rear and a bound, tore the bridle from Mr.
A
one who popbeadle
was
the
and
and
Scotch
of
monkeys
parrots;
screaming
her mamma’s voice Historical Society by our local historian.
Beckwith’s other hand, wheeled Mr, Beck- then the great canvases seemed to swell ped the question in the grimmest manner, les-on went on until
from their deli- Hon. Wm. Gould, and printed in pumph
with shortly about, and sent the horse off and soar, and a girl, all gauze and flowers, lie took his sweetheart into the graveyard rudely awakened them
let form for private distribution in 187
nt a gallop.
There was nothing for Mr. was running up the air on a rope stretched anti showing her a dark corner, said,— cious dream.
[Transcript.
Beckwith to do but to hasten after the from pole to pole far overhead, dancing •‘Mary, my folks lie there. Would you
horse—so valuable a creature, and not his from sunbeam to sunbeam, as it seemed like to lie there, Mary ?” Mary was a
were
better
than
never
at
now
doing
They
Rome, March 28th. The Opinion** say*» that
own—and then there was nothing tor the to the rapt Bessie. What transport! she sensible lassie, and expressed her willing- the shoe factory in Warren. The woolen mill the Government has decided to give as.sutaut
wayward, wicked Bessie to do but to sit thought; and she sat with her head thrown ness to obtain the right to be buried near lias not shut down, and though business has within certain limits to Italian exhibitors in
been dull through the year, they have run conCeuteunial Exhibition, but it
down on a stone and cry, and go home at back, regardless of
everything but this the beadle’s relations by uniting herself tinuously, selling almost up to the loom, and the UnitedtoStates
appeal mainly to individual effort**
proposes
last all dew-bedraggled, and dash past the flying wonder in the air, till
in
him
wedlock.
to
a
suddenly
at the annual meeting of January, 1875, declared
and will recommend that only such articles be
A similar unromantic view of the sub- a dividend of six per cent., with several thous- sentrfes are of exceptional merit aud
family room like a wraith, up the stairs to shriek rose from the great tent—a shriek
great comher own nook, bolting the door with a re- that was repeated in the crowded square ject was taken by another maiden. Upon and dollars retained as a surplus.
mercial importance.
I think i’ll marry
sounding echo that might have dispelled —the shriek of a thousand voices—one her lover remarking,
A woman in Dawson, Ga„ accidentally bit
“Your son died rather suddenly, yesterday,
Man Jock, I her
any tear of the supernatural. She sat awful cry of fear and agony from all the thee, Jean,” she replied,
tongue off the other day, and since that, her of throat disease,” is what an Idaho sheritl
down in her dark room then alone, dazed, people, echoed again by all the beasts would be muckle obleeged to ye ii ye husband
two
hours
wrote to a fond mother in Indianu the other
gets home every’evening
but sate. She loved him—yes, she loved within : the lion had broken loose !
would.”
earlier than usual.
day.

publican
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ology. Mr

Beckwith was notof such immaYet
terial form as might lead to such opinion.
He was a deep-chested, broad-shouldered
fellow, with short brown curls clustering
in thick rings upon a head ot antique outline, with a steely glance in a pair ot
great blue eyes, and was by no means
any more ethereal in appearance than a
man ot proper proportions and natural
emotions should be, except in such moments as those when his excited aspiration lent a singular pure and holy expression to the lace that was usually rather
severe than otherwise.
But if this young gentleman had not
been self-conscious of Bessie’s presence in
church, he became very conscious ot it in
her father’s house. Not immediately, to
be sure, for the awe in which she had been
half spell-bound did not wear oft’ at once.
But when she found that the minister liked
plenty of gravy, when she had helped him
twice to dumplings, when she had discovered that he had a good hearty heathen
appetite, then the mischief in her began
to get tiie upper hand, and almost before
she knew what she was about, the eyelashes were doing their wonted execution.
Mr. Beckwith saw the rosy roguish lace
before him on the darkness as lie walked
home that night; it made a picture in the
I sunrise clouds when he woke in the mornj ing; and after he had known her a fort[ night, there was not a day or an hour in
which that face did not seem to be lurking
on his sermon
somewhere abort him
paper, between the leaves of his common—

tary, m the very sunshine tliat tell across
him. Mr. Beckwith was not the man to
consider this a mawkish sentimentality,
or a thing to be checked by flagellations
and mortifications ol flesh and spirit, lie
knew, in fact, that his hour had come,
lie sat down and reasoned the matter out
with himself A child, indeed, she was,
he confessed, but then an utterly lovely
Not precisely the material for a
one.
minister’s wile, according to old-fashioned theories, but then he had abandoned old-fashioned theories in that respect. I I'm wife was to belong to him,
not to the parish, and in time she would
be everything the loudest parish could
And as lor anything more that
wish.
could be urged, there was but one answer—he loved her. A month ago he
had never seen her; now, lite would be
a hard struggle to the grave without her.
A month ago he had never seen her, yet
he was sure he had only been journeying
toward her, and he was as determined to
make her his own, and as confident that
he should do so, as it he had seen it writWhen Mr. Beckten in the book of late.
with determined on a thing, he was in the
habit of accomplishing it.
But still Mr. Beckwith hail perhaps hail
different subjects to deal with hitherto;
as well calculate on a will-o’-the-wisp,
ho presently found, as on Bessie Allan.
To-day she wras all melting smiles and
glances, to-morrow she was remote as a
star; to-day she was like a bird on which
he was just about to put his hand, tomorrow' she was singing and soaring far
beyond his reach. After lie had met her
in some of his walks, and had spent an
hour beside her, sometimes strolling,
sometimes sitting on a mossy stone, and
had been amazed at her acquaintance
with the things of nature, at the insight
into spiritual things which her young
mind in this quiet moment showed, its
sympathy with all sweet and innocent influences, its ready acceptance ol the great
truths to the statement of which his
words were apt to tend—after all this, he
would be just as likely as not to catch his
next glimpse ol her down in the meadow,
in company with Georgie Knight, making
cheeses with her skirts, as if she were
ten years old, or racing like a madcap
through the straight lines of the orchard,
stopping only for whirls and twirls and
swift waltz steps as she went along, like
one of the old pictures of the slyphides;
or else calling the filly to the bars, and
catching her by the forelock, and galloping away down the pasture without saddle or bridle, hair blowing in the wind,
Mr.
as wild as Madge Wildfire herself.
Beckwith was not sure that there was not
something unregenerate in his heart still,
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red her affections to him owing to his
presence he was most unblameworthy,
that this came on him like a thunder-clap.
He also protested that he had not done
Tilton any injury in his business relations,
and that Tilton was not severe on him as
lie was on himself, Moulton said Unit it
Tilton heard what he said all would tie
well. He asked witness to write them.
At first he said lie would put his head was
in a whirl and lie declined.
Moulton said
let me write. He made a memorandum
and said 1 will tell Tilton so and so, and
then he would say what about so and so?
and 1 would tell him, and lie would put it
down in the memorandum.
I'lien the bell
rang for dinner, and he put the sheets together and said “Sign this." 1 said “No,
I can't sign what 1 didn't write." He said
that it would have a better effect if you
sign it, and finally just at the edge of the
paper 1 put “Given to T. 1). Moulton in
confidence.” Then just as it was gas lighting time he gathered tip the papers and
departed. This memorandum was not
read to or by me or any part of it.

been

making charges, and he has sent me
althe
to
verily some of them. He has
reterence
with
The
Tribune
said
1.
of
Witness
New Y .uk, April
says
charged me with alienating your affections,
Mr. Ifoecher*- testimony: Every ouc knew tin- leged visit to Mrs. Tilton's room when she
“I do corrupting vour simplicity and truthfulsupreme moment ft the trial had come, and was recovering from confinement:
that Mr. Beecher, was to face the jury and
ness, and with soliciting improprieties. It
a v isit to lilton s while the
not
remember
that
had
been
lie
made
deii\
charges
a'gain-t
is a hard thing lor a man to sav to a wowet nurse. Carey, was there, and nothing
b\ the
vhim*. Tim -ileim w a- unbroken
Beecher’s

Testimony.

THE

ALLEGED

VISIT

TO THE SICK ROOM.

to you to

movements of variou- auditors
arts, turning to Air. B-< eh r.-aid :

occurred between Mrs. Tilton and me like
her sitting on my knee, or calling me dear
Her form ot adlather or father dear
dress to me always was Mr. Beecher, or
sir, or in conversation, sometimes, well,
conmy friend. I do not remember any
versation with her at any time at which
her brother Mr. Richards, witnessed or
came on us,
1 have no recollection of being on Tilton's stoop at 8. A M., one day.
There might have been some errand, but
none that I remember oi, and il the gentleman say he saw me as he passed by,
From 1866 to
very likely I was there.
187U 1 should sav 1 saw the liltons once
in ten days to once in three weeks; my
visits were not more than thirteen a year.
I speak ot the time 1 was in town on vacation or lecturing. When I visited them
as
my manner was very much the same
in my family, very simple
They kept a
hospitable house. Children were almost
always present. Sometimes my visits were
altogether devoted to the children. The
conversation was varied, of books, literature, Bethel church, and above all Theodore Tilton. (Laughter.)

when
“Air.

Mr. IN
H* eeh« r. will you b< sworn
lie had come into the loom n* arlv ai? hour
before. :n advance of tile time for the opening
•■f the court, hi- wife «*n hi- arm. and had
seated liim-e’t
-ale. Mirroimded hy nih<
daughter and 1« h isl md, Mr. Seoville, his
thers, Edward and P
h. B •••■her. Airs. Ed. Beecher,
!:i- d.r-in-::vv. a lid a larg* r delegation
ti
Plvm ith Chui a t ban ha 1 c\ r before
appeared in die court-room. lie wa- attired
"usual. i!"' a change in hi- habit. His long
w a- d: die v died. as it usually i-.
lie
-ray ha:
w iv s does, exet pt that his face
w iii >! j ..!• r, bu’ :
llu.-heti. (Otherwise it
w:is the -ame fixed, placid look which he lias
worn throughout the trial, except on the excit.ag oeta-i-n when Airs. Alouiton told her
-:range .-tory of hi.- confession to her. He rose
when Air. Evarts spoke, and. with only a look
and a smile at hi- faithful wife, who turned her
white thin face up to his a* he arose, he
shipped
behind the Plymouth group, and, passing behind the jury box, approached the witness

whom he reveres. (Here the witness’ lace became purple, his eyes idled
with tears, and his voice trembled.)
He charges me with improper advances
She
to you, and that you confessed it.
said:
“1 couldn't help it. You know
these tilings are not true. 1 was wearied
with bis importunities, and he gave me to
understand that it 1 confessed undue affection lor you it would help him in his business.” 1 said, “But this is a charge ol
improper advances, and you know it not
to be true.”
She said, “What can 1 do ?”
I said you can take it back. You can take
back that written charge.
man

SIGNING THE BETBACTION.

She said, Give me paper, and I went to
the secretary and got paper and pen, ar.d
she hesitated. I did not understand her
hesitation, but she consented to give a
written retraction provided i would not
She then
use it against her husband.
chair.
wrote the first part of the retraction dated
it- mount, i the stand upon which it rests.
The officer presented tin- Bible for him to be
December, 1S70. [Witness here read the
'•worn, but lie motioned it aside, and turning
retraction so olten published in which she
mil upon tin- elerk, lifted his right hand. The
says she was persuaded—almost forced—
terk. -uppu-mg lie desired to atlirm. had beto make the charges against her friend,
m
administer the form of oath. when Mr.
r'u !■•:•- -n and Mr. Beach objected unless Mr. MRS. TILTON'S SOLICITUDE ¥OR IIER CHII.- Beecher, and she now withdrew them.]
Bet .-her -hould declare in- bad conscientious
Alter she wrote the first part she read it
DREN.
runic- against -wearing upon the Scriptures.
to lierselt; then 1 got her more ink and
a
di-.-u—ion between the Judge and Mr.
her
ol
Mrs. Tilton's habitual speaking
-he added thu next paragraph saying “Air.
Bca■ ii wa- brought t" an end by Mr. Beecher
husband was so eulogistic that when she Beecher never made
li.in-t It, who de< Ian d that he had such conany improper adon religious
ientiou- -cruple-.
Tin- clerk then began disclosed serious differences
vances, but always treated her as a Chris■ gain—"You
-uicninly atlirm and decl.m*’’— grounds 1 was surprised. 1 can only say tian and a gentleman." 1 did not suggest
wlnn Mr. B-ci cin-r dropped bis arm and Mr. that she consulted me as to her duty and
When she
or dictate either paragraph.
1 biriv r tin -anic moment.
explained that her dutv to her children on account of her
ot the objection that it would make
I-1 1 c
spoke
t'-uk the oath iu tin- New Hnghn d
<
)rthofrom
husband's growing defection
difficulties between her and her husband,
mini.
\sain tin- clerk began, tlii- time in
and she asked tor advice in 1 said I would make no
wa r and nn-rc
iinpre->i\c tones. and in a dox views;
difficulty with it
of her children
manner -imngeh unlike the
rusty mechanical regard to the supervision
but wanted it as a defence if some such
.bit of -p'-ceii, which ha- grown
upon him in in that respect, whether 1 thought it right rumor
got into the church and to mischief
r- uf
«-Y..u solemnly swear lor her to
bring up children under a parent makers; that 1 only wanted it in such
w
ii"
ii\ i*i led, that the evidence you
the divinitx of Christ, !
faith
in
lost
who
had
1 also said no woman could
-da.i
in tlii- i--u<
dm-d b-twon Theo1 told exigency.
and was losing faith in the Bible.
dor- 'J'ihuti. paiiitili’, and Heur\ Wan! Beechmake such a charge without injury to her
that
on
make
r. -hah he tin
her
not
to
truth, the wlude truth, and
any difficulty
and her children; that it would injure
m.thing but the truth.** Mr. Beecher. unlike
point, that time, patience, and God will them if it should be brought out. -She
a
•!!•. r w-tij.
who lia- preceded him, and
1
make all right.. 'This was about 1807.
stated something more of the reasons
di a n. •-! r« \ return b»w. hi- eye- ca-t
of her
d'ovn. m-weivd “l do." ii any ot the auditors think, 1 came to have a knowledge
given her by her husband which produced
a
nticipai' •! anything tli"in-c!\c> in hi- tones character. I thought at first she was
that confusion. 1 do not recall them but
w.
and
and
tm \
mice
ot
tin
woman
purity
reporter
great simplicity
«!isa_pp"int«‘d.
have given the substance.
'light hi- UplltlcO hand trembled a- lie took fair
her
domestic
1
admired
intelligence.
hn; it w a- pr-'bablv ini agination.
11:THE WALK HOME.
traits; but alter considerable acquaintance
m
w i- a- un. !i: nget; a- iii- habit and look,
It seem.nl to me as if the interview was
a very deep and religious nature
found
I v. i, :i p. !, :•!
his
hat
and
taken
p«
!
-iioii.d'-r- his cloak, and thrown it
developing ilselt. Some develop them- ten hours,—it was probably halt an hour.
h-it arm. it wa- the
unc familiar
selves in veneration others in enthusiasm. I do not remember whether 1 got it in an
,
j'\ Friday evening in 1’iyHer character developed itself in the envelope. I only remember putting it in
'b
innvh I--ctiiic-ivoni; and throughout
lorm ot ecstatic devotion and semy pocket. There was some other little
oi t!i
day’s session In- -at there nn- double
i enity under trial
talk—some. 1 am afraid, of undue severity
d. apparently a- cool a- if ill
Uig' d. C a ifini’-i tuic-hini.
lii- manner wa- the h-a-t oi i:sri<>x- in 1’i.nsT and their answer. to her, which 1 was sorry for when going.
bb
"f ;im man in tin room, and wa- en1 remember saying 1 hoped my visit would
Mr Beecher next alluded to Mrs. TilI’ nn.-oii-trainct.
11
-at nio.-t of the linn
not be the means ot throwing her back on
'ii Ah- tw
and
mi Id!, ’ing.-r-of hi- right hand ti. r.'s
for
her
afteelion
husband,
great
her sickness. 1 took leave and went away.
..•
u!\t noon, when tin triK:ug tiie affection and
respect fliat he as her 1 came back to Moulton's
tic < it> Hail
|u.-k interrupted the pr-Mvcdparlor and lound
no alhe
had
that
lor
and
Celt
her,
pastor
o;,i Id- w at.-!i. a- if to sec how
i.ia-. In
him there. 1 did not sec Tilton. Ho asked
in
this
relation.
than
her
other
for
tection
o
{m<
inn
kc;
when i
had
me, or 1 informed him, that I had seen
i1
*k |A: a lie an .ralldum book, the Witness made no calls on Saturday, but
Mrs. Tilton, and 1 rose to go home. He
•tli
: h 1.1 "tli to relieve him oi hispent the day wandering about New said he would see me home. 1 did not
:« ak. and h. -urrendcred it with "thank you.**
York: but it was probable lie was in
H* wa- p"rn .fly at « a c.
ask him. There was no conversation on
J’he reporter looked
NothI
I., \ am
lln»-c mililltc evidences of nervoiis- Brooklyn on the loth of October.
the way, about the letter of Tilton to me
T
and
himself
Mrs.
occurred
between
hi b l'< ader- arc always glad to hav* deii»—
ing
through Bowen, and Bowen’s conduct to
■rib d. a ml tin- dc--l ptc 11*111.1} a[)pear tame,
on the 10th or 17tk that impressed itself
Tilton, lie did all the talking and l ansbut it is truthful.
on his mind.
wered in monosyllables. I have no mode
Tin 1" -I idea, to '■ formed of him by tho-e
Question
During your acquaintance,
of fixing the time when 1 reached
iio have -ecu him in the pulpit <.t lecture oom
exactly
and up to December, 1870, was there ever
to recall him a> lit appeared then and there.
home. Here the court took a recess until
anv undue familiarity between Mrs Tilton
A ull' d the e .nn-r- uf his mouth and
2 p. ill.
--yes
and you?
then* lurked the familial ,niet smile, which be*
ri KTiii.i; audit the walk and talk
sir
tray- tin- great humor of'the man. which eanAnswer—Never,
1
ii"t
WITH MDl'I.TON.
repp-sej. and which so frequently indever solicit or receive any
Q.—Did
you
evpi—dun e\eii in hi- most seriou- discourse* undue favor from her as a woman?
Alter recess Mr. Evarts said that they
in 'le extraordinary j»j.rui-f-in which his ideas
A.—Never, sir; and it would be impos- iiad subpmned Isaac 11. Bailey to give the
are
>fteii gr .I- -qin !\ addre—cd.
in his testidates referred to in Schultz’s testimony,
mony yesterday this humor ropped out several sible to her (loud applause).
<
t due-.
*;i
when ref. rriug to hi.- literary laThe Judge ordered the officers to look and that friends had taken his note; that
bur-. In called Jiimaelf **a \ cry voluminous
after those making the disturbance.
he sailed for Europe June 3, 1871. and the
anti;.lie halt -milcd and half blushed at
ever in the course ot your
dinner given him was on the Thursday
Q.—Did
you
w;ia: lie rvidenrly tlmuglit might be
regarded
Mr. Beecher then testified: On
•
an
:-1i• ;11 c.\pre--iun. and a moment later acquaintance have carnal intercourse or before.
his eves t u inkled and brightened just the least, sexual connection with Mrs. Tilton?
this night. December 30, Moulton did not
ml idd half -mile came back wlnm lie had
A (with great energy)—No. sir! never, ask it 1 had Elizabeth’s confession, and
tu -ay that during a certain
period he had made i sir!
(Witness gave all these negative not a word about it passed between us. 1
-in a: -peeidie- and pr-ached not a I *w
many
a
-» rmui,-.
Thi- irrepressible humor answers with much feeling, and < nee or don’t remember using such an expression
i
as “this will kill me,” but may have done
babbled t
the surface-till later, when lie \\ as twice stamped his foot.)
a-Ke ! if Jjc bad not written
1 did not tell Moulton that Tilton had
many letters, was TILTON'S LETTER AND THE CONVERSATION it.
not m fact a great correspondent*.
He smiled
me permission to go to Elizabeth
given
WITH
MOULTON.
;- inhesitated a second or two before answerfor confirmation ot the story. Nothing
I .-liould say not, if 1 should
ii1'iiese preliminary questions having
judge from
was said between Moulton and me about
my impr«*-sioii, but it thev should begin to been
answered, witness was handed a let- sexual intercourse between
iiunt nvr my letter- I presume it would bt
myself and
ter
ol
Tilton’s
which
Bowen
carried
to
•••mil Hub I bad." T:ii- w a- tin- lirst adusi* li
Mrs. Tilton, or any confession of it. I did
to bi- trouble-.line bul.it of writing
and
said
witness
Bowen
said
lie
had
him,
long letter-.
not speak that night, or anyone to me, of
°
a letter for me and did not know its conb later thi- luimor found more
extravagant
sexual intercourse between herself and
a
"ion.
Jb-bad been asked if bis lirst pubi opened it and read it and said
tents.
I may have said, “This comes on me
me.
d.-' U-'i-m with Mr.
Ti 1 ton bad not been
“Sheer insanity, this uiau
as if struck by lightning,'' but ray impresmarked by uiidderabie antagonism and asperi- substantially:
is
Mr.
Bowen
said
he
did
know
crazy.’’
n tin
oil "1
sion is that is the phrase 1 used on the 1st
their \ iews. He anthnt trails'Aiideth wliaf I .->■.• iiere in court.'*
made use of some’expressions of surprise
•u
[Moulton sat
Mr. iie.jeb i-111 nt at tin— and smiled with that Tilton should write such a letter. night to lie a friend to me.
all this time with his hand to his left loredir. If-' 'e r parly.
J be re.-t of the plaintiff's,
Then Bowen, in consequence of my strong
'in... -at gammy. -ilent and
at Beecher.]
stern, as thev
fell in with me. lie told me head, intently gazing up
a ! m-'iie aii through the
day. taking their cue expressions,
he
THE
had
dismissed
MOULTON
AFTEK
ItETItACTION.
Tilton
from
ii *m Mr. filton and .Mr. Moulton.
the
indejJutlest it
would fa imagin'-.i that tin- witness* manner pendent, and did so from business reasI next saw Moulton about 7 P. M., Janwa- trivial, il -liould be added that these ineion--: that Tilton’s views were not
accep- uary 3d, at
d• iit- u .nrr-'.i during tlie «
my house. He came to my
arly part of the day. table and the
was suffering from it,
paper
hen h
cut ion was drawn to eoinj laralivel
room and shut the door, made some introy
d
1 iiia- m i*-.
And, even during this period, and that when Tilton was reduced to a
remarks and drew a letter from
subordinate character on the paper crowds ductory
di' re were incident- of the oppo-ite character,
his pocket in which Tilton stated that he
dining tin ile.-j. feeling and hearty earnestcame in to tell stories about Tilton : that
found on going home last night 1 had taker
0
••! the man.
uiiee. for instance, when
he (Bowen) was amazed. There was one
a-k-u
of my interview to get a re.;i: ki-early intimacy and
advantage
coni) mil ionabout
a
in
Winsted, another traction from Mrs.
lady
diij will. Mi. lmton.be answered with great story
Tilton. Moulton asked
feeling: “It wa- eunnnon employments. eom- about the Northwest, another about a me it that
was so.
I said, “Yes.” lie
i.-aiiion-bip and downright loving on mv part,*' lady employed in the office, who told said that
1 claimed the
was dishonorable.
and a- lie j k <* tin-• last words he glanced for Bowen that Tilton locked the door on her
of self-defence. He said that was
the l!
dim at Mr. niton. Still later in the
and
“Now
is the opportunity i hav e right
said,
I" Wo V
In- \ iueed moia feeling wlieii qiicsindiscreet: did not make peace but the
H
:d
the occasion of the service so long wanted.” and made improper ad- other
way, and 1 ought to give up the re''
vances
to
her.
1
re
told
to ii> -on iii the army
Bowen Bessie Tur- traction.
by Air. Tilton,
There were some little interlb
i "lie w a- doing me little kindnesses that
ner’s stories, and told him, “1 wish you
of talk backward and forward,
>-'•
\
!•—:i 111.
changes
but then was one that
would talk to my wile, she knows more
*ut 1'eyuiid
alJ.mbei’-.amlwasVervspe- about these things.’ I think he spoke to and then he drew from his pocket a letter
1 d.
;
m .**
!:er the word ,*verv*‘
ot Mrs. Tilton’s (letter handed to witness)
1 ll#Je Was a long pailmy wife, lie told me that he had made I hadn't this letter in
my hand, but I think
his
mind
Tilton
could
not
remain
in
I k
v.-.ird- -111ei. ill tl.< witn< s-‘ throat, aud up
this is the one read to me.
1 am sure it
A at etVort that
on
Wa- u11v w 11
the
.1
and
he
be conceal. ,\ any capacity
Independent,
is.
[Witnessread the letter. Itpvas from
the
meg on upon which lie telt.
Only the had grave doubts whether he would reMrs. Tilton to .Moulton asking to have the
• •' •''•-I
•.. r-.
aim those very near him,
tain him on the Union. 1 told him 1
confession and retraction returned to her
knew ii.it in- a a- k- Aping back : and, on another
doubted it a man tainted as Tilton was
ii. I.a long time in
and burned.]
getting control should remain on the
which
! ! '•
t" an-w« r
Independent,
tbe
clearly
qiiestion
THE PISTOl. SCENE.
'■
1 loved, and as to the Union, he was an
r'C hi-children in the words :
* ■•■!!'
'll U;
a lid liv.
W. it illg Ibl" lllC.*’
i reflected Tilton told me the letter of
impracticable man and would get the KeI II'' '•
’A
o| Mr. Ileeehcr may be called
publiean organ of Bfboklyn into trouble. accusation was destroyed and this note
;imiliary. I wa- ar outline narrative, an Bowen grew more friendly in view of implied its existence. 1 said to him that
dmjed Jii-toj-v of in- early life and
struggles, this, or aiming to send me out ot town. it 1 gave up the retraction 1 would be ded.t-c.pc in religion- and political services,
;
1 wasn’t ready to go then.
lu- m .ale-tie
latioiis an I bi- intimacy with
(Laughter.) fenseless against accusation. He said that
lie said he would stand by me. This was he would stand by me, and he would burn
Mr. Howa-ii Mr filton and Mr. Moulton. If
■d from in- mrili dow n to tin eventful
period in the evening. 1 understood Bowen had both in my presence or guard them with
"*
I ’•
nil*'
l"Tu, when according to the tliejust come from Tilton’s, but he did not his lile. After some little parley I went
•mv of tlie d* fence, tb
conspiracy began. It is
The night of to a drawer and took out the retraction
iiaiTaliv not without inter -t‘ but it cannot say it Irom this interview.
with propriety be -'dd to form a part of the de- the dOth ol' December, i sought and had and gave it to him. He took oft' his overle net ort- furni-b an explanation m hi-course
an interview with Bowen or Tilton and
coat, and I saw the hilt of a pistol which
m reference to the issues of ibis suit.
heard in no way from Mrs. Tilton and did he took out and put on the table and subThe defem
Avid
doubtless
proper
begin to- not see her.
sequently returned to his pocket. MoulIi w
n. ; witlioiit its
purpose and bearton said Tilton was a wronged man, but
THE INTERVIEW ON UECEMI’.EU 30.
ing on tbi'-. aliowt-vi r. and some of the
points
i nt* r- -i ar-- worth elucidation.
Mr. Beecher next relerred to the inter- he was his friend and he meant to do
Throughout
I understood he referred
it walniraetcrized by line touches of senti- view
with Tilton on December 30, when right by him.
ment and humor, aud several times Mr. needito Bowen, but after what 1 had
chiefly
he
told
witness
that
lie
wished
he (Beecher. in a few
phrase-, drew striking sketches of
seen the night before J didn’t exclude
my
character.
er) would consider the letter demanding own
participation in the injury.
his resignation not written. Tilton then
nil
SI.I-IIM, 1I.\I
ill'
F.FFl'IIFU’.S TF.-1I- accused
him of alienating his wile's affecMOUI.TON AS A GENTLEMAN.
11DM
tions and ol making
proposals
'The witness said that Moulton’s manner
I’Ri iiikfif April 1. The anxiety to see to her, and drew from improper
his pocket a slip of and
conversation were gentlemanly; he
and hear Bem-hcr as a witness in his own paper which
purported to be a confession did not
say, “Since you know the truth 1
behalf, was maniiestod by the crowd of ot his wife that “i had solicited her to be
will throw myself on what i believe to be
respectable people who hastened to the my wife, with all that that implied.” lie
desire to save me.” There was no
Brooklyn I oiirt House early this morning said in July previous she had confessed your
talk of his (Beecher’s) relations with Mrs.
and obtained places in the city court. undue affection for
me, that she since re•
Never before wa- such a spectacle wit- newed this confession, that for shame’s Tilton.
Question-On that night was there any
nessed in the Brooklyn court, every place sake he tore
up the original, and then
imputation by Moulton that you had crimallotted 1" the audience being filled fully
taking the paper he tore it into fragments inal
connection with Mrs. Tilton ? [Quesan hour before the
jury came in, and when and burned it. Turning to me he said, tion
objected to.]
the court was filled, there still remained “and now
can
down
and
you
verify
go
Mr. Kvarts—1 want to negative every
crowds outside waiting until
they found these statements and see Elizabeth.” I form of
it hopeless to wait longer. There was no said .she never could have written
imputation and leave no room (or
any- the assertion that this was not done.
excitement in the court. The audience thing so base. The house is but a
few
were nearly all of a better class than the
Judge—He may answer the question.
blocks off, said he.
I turned around,
Witness
There was no such imputaaverage of attendanceat trials. Mr Beech- went down stairs, and Moulton said he
tion, insinuation, or implication, and
er
three sons and his daughter-in-law would
go with me; he had his overcoat
were in court before 10 o'clock.
nothing was said by him or me on that
Hr. E. on, and he put on his hat. The
key was subject. [Applause, and one of the men
Beecher and his sisters, Miss Beecher and not in the
and
he
took it front a
door,
in the gallery was removed for clapping
Mrs. Perkins, and Mr. Beecher’s brother- drawer and unlocked the
door, remarking
hands.]
in-law, (). < Bullard, were among the in sotto voice that he didn’t want
an interearly arrivals, as were also Mrs. Field and ruption of the interview. I did not request THE NEXT INTERVIEW WITH THE “MUTUAL
some 8 or 10 other lady members of PlyFRIEND.”
him in any shape to
go with me to Tilton’s
mouth congregation. Air. Murray, usher —he went.
Ihe next point taken up by witness was
in Plymouth church and Mr. Caldwell,
the interview when Moulton called, on
THE VISIT TO MRS. TILTON.
deacon, wearing flowers in their button4. Moulton said that witness’
January
Witness
continued : I went to Tilton’s
holes, attended lo the seating of Air. and a
conduct on the previous night had a salulady whom 1 do not know told me
Beecher's friends. The counsel were all
to go up.
I did so, and knocked at the tary effect; that Bowen dismissed Tilton
in their
on false accusations, and he
places at five minutes to 11 ami door.
(Moulton)
The
room was opened and 1 went
then
Mr.
and
and
Airs.
Beecher
two
just
could prove many of them to be lies.
in.
One
of
the
Iront
rooms
is
a
friends
lady
entered the court. The desitting
When
Moulton
asked
witness
what
Bowlendant immediately mounted the witness room and communicates with the. bed en said
about Tilton he (Beecher) told
stand without being called. lie carried a room by folding doors which were open. him he
found Tilton’s opinions such that
sprig of lavender in his left hand and a I went in by the door which leads im- ho had to remove him to a subordinate
into
the
bedroom. The foldmemorandum book in his
right, and on mediately
position, and that he had no sooner done
taking his seat nodded to some of the ing doors were open: the bed was pure so than the stories,
ones about
stenographers near him. Then he placed white. Mrs. Tilton was dressed in pure Tilton, came pouringshocking
in, and I related to
his fingers to his forehead, closed his
white, and her face was pure white; she Bowen stories of Bessie
eyes
Turner, and what
in an attitude of deep thought aud so re- was raised on pillows, and had her hands occurred at
my interview with Mrs. Tilmained until twelve minutes after eleven. lolded, this way, and her eyes closed ; she ton and her mother. Moulton told me
was asleep as one dead, yet she was livthat of his own
he knew many
Air. Beecher began by making a slight
I sat by her side and said a prayer of these stories knowledge
to be false, and said that
correction in his testimony of yesterday. ing.
lor her.
he believed Tilton to be absolutely chaste
He professed to give only the substance of
Beach—One moment.
and faithful to his marital obligations. I
what occurred when Bessie Turner called
[Witness delivered the last part of his replied to him that if there was anything
in December, 1870. She asked him to go
with
considerable
his
emotion,
in the world I hated and abhored it was
to Airs. Morse’s and see Airs. Tilton, who testimony
voice trembled somewhat as he described
had left her husband; and Aliss Turner the
slander, and the worst of it was I was
scene in Mrs. Tilton’s
bedroom.]
in the slum with those who betold him Tilton treated his wife with great
The Judge said he would take the testi- caught
lieved these stories and circulated them.
severity, and on two occasions had sought mony as
to the conversation which ocher (Miss Turner’s) company in her own
(Here Beecher’s voice trembled.)
curred.
bed.
The summer that Tilton’s child,
IIOW MOULTON OBTAINED THE MEMOKANBeach objected to
Beecher
as
receiving
Ralph, was born, witness said he very the authorized
DUM.
,
agent of Tilton.
likely called there. He said he very like- THE
Mr. Beecher next referred to his reCONVERSATION
WITH
sent
MRS.
flowers
to
TILTON.
Airs.
he
olten
as
ly
Tilton,
marks made on this occasion, that when
1 diew a chair to the bedside and
brought them from his farm by the basketsaid: he (Beecher) was in trouble Tilton had
*
lia''e
seen
ful for distribution.
just
your husband. He has I helped him; if Mrs. Tilton had transfer-

MOULTON'S

FOR TAK1NO Till: MEMORANDUM.
Mr. Beecher -aid that lie next saw tliis
The next time
memorandum at the trial.
he saw wnat purported to be a part copy
ot it was ,n the Bacon letter, and never
saw what purported to be a lull text of it

until the publication last summer. Moulton assured witness the interview was fur
the purpose ot a reconciliation with I illon, and when lie went oil' with this memorandum he said, treating it as a memorandum to he re td, that utter he had read
it he would burn it or return it u me. It
was to remove from Tilton's mind the impression that witness was imliil'ereut to ins
welfare and inimical to him. lie said he
wished to make a memorandum <>i witness1 feelings toward Tilton as he then
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letter
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ot
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Monday
apology al-

fit

and said

When Mou ton failed at my h-mse and made statenients as To Tilton's innocence
the charges made
against him, 1 earnestly and uvr r-cladlv believed
his statement was true. I beli. vrd in niton's inn...
ceiice.
Idle paper in in hand the memorandum
mad. by .Moulton, usually called the “letter ot*apology” ! is in in* sense \vi an-ver a composition ot' mine,
or copy or dictation from me
In no sense of tin
word did 1 dictate jppu -lion ami answer objected to
on the ground that the matter wa- tor the
jur\ to
decide; objection overruled..
I a-k through you
riicodore I’iltou's torgiv.-U'
and humble mvs.lf
before him as
do before ir> nod." was not dictated
by me. but 1 said 1 had humbled nivself for it before
(iod, and was willing to hunide my -elf before l ib
toil.
I did express tin word- in the clause ”il<
would have been a better man in niv place,” in the
sense that 1 in the first Hash took -ides
against him
"lien in trouble, lie with a .-pontaueitv took -id.
with me, and this was in niv mind, and 1 shall not
soon forget it.
llit- clause “I can ask nothin!'but that he will remember all the other hearts that will ache," was not
expressed bv me, but 1 did repel the idea that 1 was
acting selfishly, and 1 called up the idea several
times. The clause I will not plead tor myself, !
even wish that ! was dead, b n others live and must
sutler.” is not my phraseology. It is a weak and
I was not
poor interpretation of the sorrow ( felt.
iu a logical mood. Sometimes i wa- what I had
done in Tilton’s household, somet me- i: was indignation at Elizabeth, sometimes ii was an excusatory
mood. The clause "I shall die b fore anyone but
myself shall be inculpated,” is mo mine. 1 did not
say that. I can't recall the expression definitely.
I said 1 would rather die than cause such trouble.
It was a strong expression of regret and remorse at
the mischief committed by me. but it was not a practical expression, though 1 can see the source from
whence it came. “All my thoughts an-running to
the poor child there with folded hards,” was very
likely mine, though a poor and meagre reproduction
1 felt like a father standing over
of what 1 said.
the dead body of his child, and I -poke from the intensity of my distress. It was the nigh: before this,
when 1 refused to give up the retraction, that .Moulton reasoned with me that selfish considerations
would l"- nn an. “She is guiltless, sin.wd again.-;,
bearing the transgression- of another.'' was v,
likely uttered by me. “1 had been in her house hold
for years, and ii' I had alienated her all etion.- and
paralyzed her moral reason, if I had wrought that
IJer* the
mischief, I took the blame to myself.'
How could a mai -.-e
witness's voice trembied.
such mi-chief and not take1 tin- blame' ; Itimsel
Mr. Beach—One moment, sir.
Witness—I took it to myself till D74. Theprossion “lle-r forgiveness 1 have, 1 humbly pray
(iod to put it into tin- heart of her husband *ro forgive” is not mine. Moulton spoke of reeon.-j[j;.tjon
all round on that occasion, and ii wa- in coni:.-, tion
with Elizabe-th lilton, I -aid i had no doubt ,♦ her

«

l.
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—
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u.

•.

easterayiMiEni.'i Tilton'-;! x-t “!"■."

In my letter of .June 1, 1,-;::.
tinphrase. “Agreement wa- made alter thelettei was
written.” In that expression “through you," I su]»
I
pose I had reference to thi- same memorandum.
never had it in my hand, and never saw it until 1
The tir-t time I heard of it was in Desaw it here.
cember, Wc, when Tracy, Chitlin, and my brother
Edward spoke to me of tile letter 1 had written, but
the document had pas>ed out of my mind.
In my inters iew with I iltou, Dec. 7, lie did not in
any form accu-e me of adultery with his wife; most
certainly lie did not say his wife ever accused me of
adultery. During that conversation there was not
raised on his part or mim any allusion to adultery
no such topic whatever, nothing of any imputation
but the memorandum that his wile had accused nmol’improper solicitations. There was no reference
lo or recital of arguments by which I had overcome
her virtue.
EMPHATIC 1 1 MAI -.
natural enemy.

....

«

>

1

1

I

1 did not say our early years were marked by -ex
ual intimacy; no, sir’ no, sir' It is wholly false, it
is horrible to have tu answer such question-.
I did
not say our latter
years were marked by such
intimacy. Before Almighty (iod no such statement
1 did not say I sought her for no
was made.
vulgar
end, but that our intimacy wa- marked by love.
1
am obliged to hear such questions in court, but no
such thing was -aid. No such thing was possible.
I did not say 1 had taken companionship in her
mind, or that she was my critic. I do not ren ember saying, “Tell me before you go away, can vou
ever reinstate Elizabeth in your respect and love,”
but very likely I did.
I don’t remember using the
figure and speaking of my sitting on the brink of
and
don’t
hell,
remember bury ing my face in unhands.
11 was garbled.
Mr. Beecher continued, and near tin time for adjourunieu* the following exciting episode occurred
truest on— On that occasion in February when y ou
visited lilton and found him at breakfast, did lm
a-k you lor a correct date of your criminal inter
course with Mrs. Tilton, so as to remove tin- shadow
from the nam of little Paul, and did you say as before (iod that Mrs. Tilton had given him the corn et

date?
Answer—Can' you revise that question.-

Mr. E\arts—How?
Mr. Beecher— C m’t you
lv^i-e that question, and
ask me whether tlu- father asked the seducer ot his
wife the date of their criminal connection ?
Mr. Beach—one moment
.Mr. Evarts—Pleas answer the question.
Answer—Never, s’r. N o such eonversat imi e\ ,-y
took place, and it is a monstrous falsehood.
i. .ml
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Witness further

“crime" was not used
with reference to his
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—
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them.

Muted that the wont
during the inter, iew
(Beecher'-' emiduct
toward Mrs. Tilton, lie continued: 1
told him when I went to see her it w as all
mental trouble and that 1 prayed with her
and no such thing whatsoever in any
manner or shape wa.- -aid to Moulton or
to any other human being,
'The court ad-
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1 he

Black

iv*, uou

Hills.

ha.- witnessed in California and the Bike's
Beak mania, is about to be repeated in the

the belief that Gen. Grant did not intend
again a candidate, and that his in-

fluence would be

as

Indian reservation will

an

the

ot the Black

subject

letter which in matter anti

deal better than

anything

llills,

w

style

is

rites
a

that has

a

good
lately

emanated from his rather careless pen.
The Black llills are so called front the
dark and scrubby character of the timber
which grows along their sides. The re-

gion is much

extensive than is

more

monly supposed,
localities known

and there

by

the

same

com-

several

are

name

and

included in the great reservation, such as
the Black llills of Laramie, Black Hills
of l'owder river and Black Hills of the
Cheyenne—the last being the spot which
Custer’s expedition visited last summer.
The story of the origin ot the gold legends
alloat

the Black Hills is

concerning

strange one.

missionary

a

Father l)e Smet, the Jesuit
who knew more, perhaps, of

republican
promising, with a

aspirations,

elections,

with the

The New York

has

an

on

rection ot

the third-term scheme

as

it. but what

than

only

by

the

The

policy.

can

election. and that the custom-house
is already at work for him.

there

The proofs that no etforts are spared to
make the party machinery subservient to

tain of

gold

mountain of it. This mounSheridan says has been found

candidate for

consist merely of a formation ot yellow'
Nevertheless, he has no hesitation

Sir

--

..

grounds.

protection of the reservation trom trespassers, the lieutenantgeneral is concise and accurate, a> he

usually

is,

concerning

1 le says ;
I feel quite confident ot our ability to prevent
intended trespasses on the rights of tile Indians,
and cavalry and infantry in the depurtm ;nt of
Dakota are heiug moved at the present time to
the most available points to earn out my directions of September .'id of last year. Were it
not for these precautions on Hie part of tin
government there might lie a repetition of the
California (told Beach and (told Lake humbugs
with still greater sufferings as many of the persons now crazy to go to the Black Hills, never
think of how they are to exist after they get
there, or how they could return in ease failure.
If they will wait for further information from
the government, which now seems to he desirous of nuking concession* to meet thesi new
interests, there will he no one more willing
than myself to aid in ascertaining their value.
matters.

fodder anil

\\

pr°g. Age

ot this paper.

This is not

ring

the contrary it is

the

give new life to the enthusiasm lor explor
ing the new Eldorado. Sheridan's own

master crooks his

words will
lor

serve

to add tuel to the

adventure, which

passion

st'.'Td.

It then asks this hard

Fresh lrum the
wo

iptestion—

dictionary

define weather

district

tlie Filth without lubrication.

as

olten

a

great deal

It that

was

taken in, and

nothing

pledge

Certain other

is sometimes

men

uncer-

gentlemen pledged

b\

a

linger,

periodical peek

tioned in
have

no

none

and is rewarded
This is men-

ol oats

spirit

ol

to make.

complaint, for
We

we

as

—Charles F. Hatch, 11s.p,
!

now

manager of the .Maine Cent al

general

Its Irani.

last week along the line, making

was

tour of

a

inspection.

It i' reported that there is to be a
general reduction of taritf all along the
Maine Central Kailroad, as a part of the
—

policy

ot the new

—Can

management.

was

cer-

note the

whole, if the administration and its ser- wards the great autocrat of eodlish and
polled previous to this year was lor (!o\
in 18GS, which was G7,-'G_’. Tlie vants are trying to keep emigrants out of molasses. The appointment of Barnabas,
Democratic vote lor this year was ;"!!•. 1G;’> the Black Hills
they are taking the most it declared, was shabby treatment ol Bel—an increase of 1,901.
The largest prewonderful methods of
that last, iieeau.se Beltast asked to oner
a
e.rnor

vious

Republican

vote was polled lor (Govin 18G8, which was :!9,785. The Republican vote this year was 59,-85, or 5o0
less.
In other words the Democrats have
done better than their previous best b\
nearly iOOt), while the Republicans lia\e
failed to do as well as their previous best
by 500. Which horse is making the better time for the Presidential goal of 1n70
To sum up. 'The Republicans are ahead
on the gubernatorial vote by UT', and have
a majority ol live in the lower House of
the Legislature, and the Democrats artahead on the Congressional vote by
they tie in the Senate, have a majority in
the Council, and a majority of the Congressmen, being a gain ot one, and the\
have improved upon their best elVorts iii
the past by nearly 5u<H) votes. If, upon
the whole, this is not a Democratic victory it is very nearly like one.
ernor

accomplishing

have

The country will be swarming
with settlers before next winter's snow is

design.
on

the

The Kennebec .Journal says some inquiry has been made relative to the course
that will be pursued by the Kvecutive department. in the appointment of women

marriages,

take

acknowledg-

ment of

deeds, and affidavits. On inquiry
of the authorities, we learn that any woman who lias been ordained or licensed to

preach by

any

it.

It

was

republicans,

ground

to solemnize

residentcollector, and all (lie district asked

recognized religious

de-

in

disregard

Ac. A

of (lie protest of

c.

That was pretty vicious
the
kicking
mule is supposed to have done it .,n iis
own account.
1l wanted provender,
the
interests ot Belfast in
having a resident
collect*n were great and
then.

But, in progress

overwhelming

time the first

ot

term of Barnabas wore aw
ay and
A new appointment was to be

expired.

made. Then
if it was a con-

was the time for the
Age,
sistent mule, to kick
up again, and demand the rights ot Belfast. If it was an

nomination, on proof of such tact, and
proper recommendation by any persons outrage

to

appoint Barnabas for

one

term,

personally known to the governor, will what was it to reappoint him :J Wouldn’t
be appointed to solemnize marriages in a consistent and
reliable mule have again
part of the State. Any woman who tiling out its heels towards the custom
any
Tragedy.
has duties to iliseli urge in a public or pri- house ? Of
course.
The Lewiston Journal learns that a horBut strange things had
rible tragedy was enacted in Farmington, vate office, or in any other position where
happened meanon Thursday of the present week.
Enoch the discharge ot the duties imposed upon time. The diplomatic Barnabas had
capwho resides in the
Avery
part of the town, had

southeasterly

a son who was foolish or insane. The sou had got possession of a shot gun and pistol, and then deliberately lired the gun at his father, who
is a man some sixty years oi age. The
shot took ellect, but did not disable the
old gentleman.
The young man then
rushed at his lather with the pistol, but
the father succeeded in getting the pistol
away from the infuriated son without
injury to himself, and drove him from
the house. Thereupon the young man
went to the barn which was near
by,
set it on lire, remained in it and was burned to death. Mr. Avery, it is thought, is
not fatally injured, and will soon recover
from the effects of the wounds he received. Alter the lire the young man’s remains were found in the ruins,
where,
from the position they wore in, he evidently intended to destroy himself. The loss
by lire was several hundred dollars.

Rev. Mr. Kalloch, formerly of lioston, has
brought a suit against one Tough, a Kansas
politician, to recover $2000 for certain thoroughbred pigs sold to him. Tough was unable"to
pay because he had been bled heavily in politics. 11 is supposed that some
interesting political secrets may be rooted out.

her makes it

necessary

or

convenient that

she should receive the authority, will be
appointed to take acknowledgment of
deeds and affidavits, as well as to solemn-

marriages, for the county in which she
on
presenting evidence of this and
furnishing the governor with appropriate
recommendations of citizens personally
ize

resides,

known to him—the persons appointed to
to Hie State the usual iee of $.3 lbr

pay

the commission.
—The

heavy rain

of

Saturday

and Sunday produced a freshet in most of the livers of Maine and New York.
The Kennebec

rose

rapidly

until it

the
The Penobscot did
was

over

wharves in UalLowell.
not rise to a dangerous extent,
although
tiie heavy ice creates fears, and in some
cases goods were removed.
The Maine
Central bridge at Lisbon Fads was moved

tured the mule, and made him to understand that there was fodder in store. Job
makes the pertinent
inquiry, “Doth the
ass bray when he hath
grass?” No, nor
kick his trainer either. On the
contrary
it kicks where he directs, and that’s why
the heels
coming this way.
We do not find tault with this. On the
contrary it is consistent with the
we see

great
creation, which is admirable in
all its parts. The prophet Isaiah, whose

plan

ot

chapters

are

full of

philosophy applicable

to human affairs in all

of the

times, describes the

Age—“The

kuoweth his
owner, and the ass his master’s crib.” it
is simply a question of fodder.

case

ox

—The Rockland Courier relates that

a

woman knocked at the door of a Masonic

and rendered impassible, but was soon reThe Merrimac was greatly swol-

and said she was ready
She mistook the entrance
for that of the Good Templars. The grim
sentinel leaned on his sword and smiled

len, but

very

placed.

no

sorious

damage

resulted.

Lodge in

that

to be initiated.

audibly,

city,

ordnance,

Democrats, thus,■ ntm Democrats, brought the President «.l the Ellsworth
Temperance League into tin* ring. Will Neal
Dow. that distinguished apostle of t< mper nice

and

Republicanism,give

Rails elected their

«.

J hie of our niii.batiis passing bwn I'.ruit"
wick street, bad the mi"f .-nunc to have his ilb- \\ a" "ho! ;:\ a!It
"ecu
slip m tin- ;
Cardim-i !!•
ing to hiia-out f.-i a i- rtk./er

ctvdettci tothi-y

The

by

77 majority, but the
Democrats carried three of the live wards; and
thereby bangs a tale. In oue ward the Demoman

ticket bad one majority all round. In
counting the votes there were several mutilated
ones found which were the cause of some discratic

pute, but the warden and clerk (both Republican-) declared them till light, and so made up
the returns, and gave them to a citizen of the
ward to be delivered to the Mayor and AiderPhis man, a Republican and defeated

men.

candidate, look these mutilated vote- from the
lloor, placed them in his pocket, and the next
morning tilings the ivr;/ .some ones into the

city, ami after a consultation with the leading
Rads, tin1 warden and clerk were summoned to
and
appear before their tribunal. They did
after learning their duty (';) endeavored to make
out a new return, electing the Republican candidates.
Rut this was a little gauzy.
The
Democrats rightly protested, and they were
forced to give this up. A new election was
then talked of, hut' being certain of a defeat in
that ease, they have decided to admit the Dem(who were honestly elected) and then
contest their election.
so
They hope
ocrats

by

doing

unseat them, and admit the men of their own
clique. Do 1 hear anyone say that theirs is
not the party of virtue and moralityy
If so.
put him out.
to

Democrat told one of tin’ divines ol lids
and rightly too, that the ministers, t<mperonee men, and rumsellers voted the same
ticket. And now as regards the Mayoralty.
Three years ago a ward clerk in making up his
One

city,

returns, gave the initials instead of the lull
of one of the Democratic candidates for
a county office.* These votes were counted as
though thrown for another person, and as
name

a

result the Republican candidate was declared
Mark the contrast. A ward

elected.

clerk

returns the initials instead of the
full
name of the Republican candidate
for Mayor,
and the Rads are in a stew. What is
sauce for
the goose ought to be sauce for the
gander; but
there is something nauseous in this
and
the Rads make up fearful
wry (rye) faces when
forced to swallow it. Last fall the
republican
majority here was about 175, and next year wo
w ill put our shoulders to
the wheel and place
Ellsworth in a line with
Portland, Bangor, Bidnow

sauce,’

deford, and Rockland.

porter.
n;
.1
till
TI^‘ Lew i>t• c.i I in.
hav»
a
-Li:
aiig'eiiieuts are beam m !
ati -a: i> .lav, -.
spelling mat eh in l--\\Dton
" hieh time lar-e
prizes w ii; b. •.it.-ri-d fur thbest spell. . ".

\ bo) in
uou under hi"

K.idyv i,!e. b>wa. latel) found 5.0.1.
father's barn, and there w as giv e
in tlie famdv until
w a" discovered
that the ea"b was ai! couitterleit, and 1 \. rv b
eoimterti it at t ll
r

'juicing

1

The

seiiool superintendent
! Michigan. ii
r.» the compul>.>r\ •••m.-aiiou law of tha.
-t to !.-arn of its
state, sa\" ; **1 have
forecincnt in a single Ine.dit
li is .. .lead h;i
>11 the statue books.*’

hiding

The health of Prank 11. Walworth,
ricade, now eoutiin'd in tIn* Auburn dvium
insane eouviets. i> rapidly leelmtng. Hi" li"

epilepsy

i"

in an

lie cannot long

aggravated

"iirv

i\

I

.rm.

and

i:

is

:

-•

1

a

e.

I'he "uit Deniing \- luhaoitauls 1 llou.t *11
on coupon"
for inter- >t on the bonds of tie
town in aidofihe ll-*ulton P,ranch Kailr<>a.i
has bt ii Je. ided against tin d* feudants b> th.
Law t ourt of tlii" Mate.
Uhode Maud reput'd* aiis who bull'd 'h
dn at intis at the ivr.-nt State * *mv «‘iit i< >u m\\ die
a 1
lTovidencommand
lay
land Hazard lor <imenii*r and 1»
}. |>
for Lieutenant (<<>\ t in*?-.
liuii

:

at

..

a-Ilie keeper and aviv «.!
lit«• saving v
ti-.n on Long 1 si an 1 lit
Fin l-land I
>. ■■ret:.; v
leave been dismissed by mi
»t r;.,
Freusury, for neglecting !■• keep n; a putrid a
a certain night in I\l>i ua t y
••

radical brethren hear anyominous by gently inclining their
our

gold
simply
tainly burning furiously enough hereto- tact that Barnabas gives the sign, and the thing
ears toward Connecticut.
fore. He, also, speaks enthusiastically ot mule kicks.
It will be remembered that there was a
the fair parks and valleys oi the unexLetter from Ellsworth.
applause.]
plored country, and coolly reiterates the time when the mule kicked towards the
Ei.l.swm: in. Vpril il, Iso
\\ lien Barnabas was
Nor so Bai». The World has been proof of its richness in auriferous deposits. ring-master.
ap
I. .-! .Miunlay was election iku in out- little
making some ligi res on the New Hamp- Such stories will be of tar greater weight pointed, four years ago, the Age was as city, ami a very good day for an election. fin1
shire elections, and comparing the result than the
ilowery descriptions of a profes- indignant as a nude could lie. li laid Rails trotted out the M ay or of la-t year. Joseph
with thatot previo is years, ii summerizsional magazinisi like Custer. On the back its ears and Hung out, its heels to- T. (Ii'ant, Esq., their very heaviest piece of
es thus:—The
largest Democratic vote
fin
and

(lo\. Tibleu refusi■" to iie.-rtbre furthei m:
i\ in- *oidi 1
of Donald I »or>-n. who
lbtenec of d*Mth in jail in I.-a. kport. V v
will. therefore, bi- «\*< it.-I flu r on !•
\ 11ri I 10.
ease

There is

without any consideration.

almost

1

ot friction to overcome.

you would be safe. l!ut we fear you often
take in the rectified product ot the mill.

tain.

easi-s.

long

as

—When we take into euii'idi ration tin- picture of that cider mill with which the columns
ot* the Journal wen
long ornamented, ivc
are not surprised that
simp-on got things a
Lewiston (tay.ette.
little mixed.

On

ring-

Tiler* have In ll JlJst tn e|it> -oil..11 let;.for murder in Massachusetts during the
twenty-one >eai". or at the rate of one a
and executions have taken placw in but *-ie\-

II that local

a

I"

There i" a man in Nebraska who isn’t being
worried to death by people who want t- Son- *>v
liis- wheelbarrow. His farm :" "i\ nr.U-s s,juai
and his house is set three miles l»:t.-k from tin
road.

new

the conventions of

run

Sidin y l# 1 it*v
thorough!) m
I’lnw have reeeully chosen
the Mlpi rilltelldillg School C •!:.
dark. W arren an-i Dutton.

right".

Chief .Justice Waite has affirmed the de« i"i e.
the Supreme «, oiirt of Missouri, to the etle ;
that the Constitution -f the i uited States !.•*not confer the right of suffrage upnu an. on

spelling
change of

City of Kllsworth must be
temperance reform
ami
lunch
further,
liipiors are to be
goes
seized in transitn. it can't have the party
l'he rigid t cmneramv
gatherings there
republicans na\ e never yet attempted to
l'he

earelnl

a

of

and

as

peopi<

three ladies
millet.— Mi"

toot.

to the editor

entirely

The

women’s

state; vicissitude: and think it is under-

That sort of

Age s present

11

A
Maine genera! hospital at Portland.
them reside out liftin' .-ity. and several lie
f tin state.
Come from a distant part

there have been but

organization,

—One gentleman on the Keimehee. pledges
SeO.UOO toward the proposed Augii'ta and Lew-

consistent with
relations to Barnabas
hike the trick mule ol the circus, ii
(lings
its heels in whichever direction the

It is clear front this letter that the ellect
ot Tatlier Do Smet's story ot the mountain
of gold has never worn away, and it will

olhn.

*

ompauy
employ of the Aina steam Mid
Aina, was .-aught in a belt, tlirovvn ar-'iiii.!
w heel and Yen '* rioiisiy miured.

>

match,

conclusive.
to his faith-

surprising.

young man named William

A

1

Dirigo

much towards the Bellas! road,
tlie defence ol Barnabas in the matter of and havn't
paid it yet. although the c.i rMr. Barker's removal. Also that lie makes liavo been
running three years

disparaging personal allusion

*••• '*
*Tin Maim l»ihl>- >*••■;*•'
William !’-. Hayden piv-idrni. amt U
11.*!»!#- s* vivtary. ami prop**-, holding *
ver*ai'y m> ting in Portland.

The weather this week lifts been glorious on rheatl, hut sloppy and uueomfortahle mult r foot.
Belfast Journul.
And now please toll us whether we low
Rockland Courweather under foot, or not.
ier.

re-

neighbor of the
great alacrity to

with

comes

dames Coddington 1- mid* 1 arre't fot-otf.
for sale t* n b*>u*ls **f New dr-ey. w orth
hO0 each, whi- h Were -t*di-n from tin
few mmb' a--*.
treasury

fodder

no

cost of

Question of Fodder.
our

niw
A Nebraska man w li<» ei.p -.
of supplies for hi" destitute neighbor' and
them and poeketed the proceed', w a- ; dui
hung by hi* neigh!"*r-.

I- there no money getting scheme near r
home to which the Age might turn its attention? is this the only -dletne of plunder "l
which the people need to be warned;

other possible meaning.

observe that

c

el

would be IVm-lous,

iston ILtilroad.

A

-•

the

of the sham civil service reform : the personal lobbying ol the executive in the last
days ot the congressional session—these
no

joke

the heart <•! a w« -t-*;
the iU'Ky v;u:ia
ij*K 'Ugar through I*

>*mi||

m

Rural takes issue with
h i* contemplated to make aw* tther'ign
in
its denunciation of the station **n tin- Isle of Shoals, and the -t- un
Age
I’rog.
dd.* t
Faraday w ill he employed t ,a\
Grangers. It says that instead ot sTOno I Portsmouth. N. 11., t<* that spot
in
now
nineteen pate n
Tin !
art*
having been sent oLt ot the county, as the
—The

ful supporters; the removal of good vtlieers for no other reason than that
they are

have

the verbal

••

* nt•! a dr ig
Oakland
mug
tic panel'- foi 1 w
lately, and waiitcil
bark, and tin* intelligent
*-k -'mwed u.
roll of sticking plaster.

That's the ditVereuee between

Roberts!"

the President's aspirations are
What his rivals for the

can

like

to

A11

dolls its cap, and “in a bondman's key,
with hated breath.” speaks ot “Collector,

not sulliciently reliable workers for Impersonal
interests; the litntl abandonment
purely military

all

>

stocking-."

winter

years since the Age itselt alluded to him
as
Barney" and “Barnabas.'' Now it

..

As to the

spring lung*

editor, who -illgwill be -e.-ii -training

the Custom house. But it is less than three

daily.

explanation already made, that the expe- positive acts are even more
The rewards profusely given
dition was sent out on purely
military

■

ha- returned t«» i* -iimc hi* work in Hrmisw; k
tli** ensuing term.

l'he Age aceiises the Journal "I ■■silly
slang'' in regard li the hailing otlicial at

..I j The President himself vines not lose any
the Cheyenno
by Custer, i.^ o.inks there is but little opportunity iu meum his intentions undermore ot a gold
deposit there than is usual stood U is no longer his silence from
throughout the West, and he re-asserts the which inferences are to be. drawn: his
1

«-

>

IWeilty -three new new-pap T" eaiu. lilt" \
i-tenee l:i-l Week, alld se\eiltceil passed oil t
1
trawl*-the journalistir bon* yarti w h-11*
*• !.!•»11
return-.

very.

increasing
republican
in saying, both trout Father l>e Smet’s in- nomination may expect is shown by the
formation and from his own knowledge, treatment which Mr. Blaine experienced
that there are large deposits of gold in at the hands ut the Washington organ as
that part ot the Black hills country along scon as his mime was brought up in conthe Big horn, Bose Bud and Tongue rivers. nection yvith the Prosiden tial candidacy,
to

mica.

Hut

Sonic.

as a

Sioux Indians, and told them of its value
answered that they knew where

as a

Klbworth i« r
ThrlateSetliTisd.de
to Until- Hoi ki*
*>t Portland.
md "Au.000 p. belief
an adopted daughte:
institutions.
*

000

appointment, that it
without a single petition ol
favor from any ot the repub- J

Balaam's time, it

is more like a frank and open

acknowledged

pounds.

place

--Wouldn't it lie a joke on Belfast if tin IVnoli-eol rivet'should open before Belfast harlior
released till’ KatuhditT.' ‘tninden Herald.

announcement that the President wants to

be

The talle-t 111:111 in Lowed. M .-*.. is f olumI'Us I'vliT, a bar-t* ml* 1. who is -e\CU tret t\%
inelies ill !i«*light. I> y a!
<1*1. ilhi Weigh' -l

inconsistencies.

ing

not

passage

regarded

M
Fashionable wedding in Washington
blushing
Senator Jones’ tuaid is to be led
No
rook
to
Butler's
Gen.
bride to the altar
( ards.

the outrage of a re-appointment id I'.ai
nabas? Why, there's fodder in the trill,
and fodder is very apt to salve over glar-

third

:

be

hardly

eon.-isleii'

■

"It is easy to believe Item malty imlieaiieiis
that titet'e is a large Lank of intelligent citizenwho deprecate a change in tlie national government. ami would much prefer the re-election of
President 1;rant than the revolution in public
otliees and national policy that would follow the
-tteee-sion of another to the place. Perhaps the
number of citizens who would prefer President
til-ant to any new mail, and especially to a
democrat, is much larger than ha- been supposed. There is no question that lie is the
strongest man in the republican party to-day.
This i- admitted by such clear-sighted papers
as the
squ'ingiirld liepubliean. And suppose
that tile majority of republicans, feeling that
the. time for a new departure lias come, put
ltitil ill nomination? it is purely a question of
national expediency, of party policy, and as
such tleserv es consideration.
lint if it is found
desirable or important to renominate him. what
i- there in tin- principles of our g n erumeut or
the nature of tilings to hinder its being done?
bet us have the reason of tin- m let iuste.nl I
idle declamation."

The above

wonderfully

<

instead ot

following

particularly remarkable

is

is

--

congress," the latter having opposed the
President's

The riotous miners, near Heselton, Pa., have
been committing outrages and have broken in
to Iniuses and terribly beaten offensive parties

lieuns, and in o|^iositi«;i to the earnest
in a W
protests of a large number of the most j While an auction '« 1- in pi >gr.
floor g ive way and fitly p*-opi
influential men of the party in the dis- lliaiu harn, the into
* ;I t.
w
1 1
tin■
were tumbled
triet.” Why, then, does not the Age. as seriously injured.
four years ago. rake its snout and rend
I >. A "argent. .ii;*■•:■*r ! 'iu gy lima
*
e
the concave of the sky with cries against having disrhargt I hi- tinti* at Ya>

The lesson of Hu-

president

*•

letter in his

there

the latter could

against

made

was

last tall elections is said to lie “that the
stood

111 France a man has been condemned for a
libel which lie wrote with
sharp 'tick on the
skin of a green pumpkin growing in the field'.

ed at the time of his

not worse, but even bet-

to the former.

people

In Brooklyn, during the present engagement,
the ■•mills of tile gods" reuse to grind at 4 p. m
Friday, and resume work at 11 a. in. Mundas

four years, a full
Presidential term." The Age itself declar-

second, and that much that

a

be said

might
apply

Graphic is, that
objection ; that a

ot the

in this

Prog. Age

■•lias held the

General Grant in the
after the expiration of his pres-

feeler; it

was a

The

retaining

logic

no

from

It says ol' Mr. Parker’s dismissal—
He had hold Hie place lour years, a lull l'ividemial term, lit? was appointed upon his.owi
repeated asking and nut upon that ol the npublieaus.
Suppose we apply this test to the codfish and molasses collector.
Barnabas

ent term, but seeks rather to ridicule the
conviction of thoughtful ami patriotic men.
that sueh a deviation from our political
habits and precedents may easily uproot
the very foundation of our government.

is

inspired

a

1*77.

is the popular opposition to tin' third term
It does
not pretend to discredit the assertion that
strong efforts are being made in the diit

won

article under the above

thing which has nothing in
styles third-term nonsense

a

The insurgents in t uba have destroyed tom
teen of the very tinest ot the sugar estates on
tile Island.
There is an unusual number of icebergs and
immense ice-tields in the Gulf Stream, directly
in the path of ocean steamers.

will not stay its force until it lands a Democratic President in the White House in

heading, which deserves the attention especially of those who consider the thirdterm question nothing but a “bugbear.'' a
“humbug" and “nonsense." The Graphic
does not look

adelphia.

brilliant victory.
There can now be no mistaking the tact
that the current of victory is right on, and

now performs the function of President's organ in
Xew York city, vice the Republic, de-

ceased,

l-our thousand nien are to work fourteen
hours adav on the centennial buildings at Phii-

Blaine.

caretul prepara-

more

contrast with that

Washington, have

Graphic, which

the Indians and their country than any
other man in the world, saw specimens ot
the precious ore in the possession of the

They

form, in

result.

same

there

was

by Speaker

A Vermont eat is the mother of 120 children.
Tliev ought to give the old lady a serenade.

tion, or greater effort.
And yet, despite all this, the democrats,
by the simple presentation of their plat-

was

New

cent

crowds, headed

Never

the party, and declined to do
asked again, before the reHampshire and Connecticut

save

lie

so.

The ease ol' Kit/ John Porter is before the
President for advisement aud disposal.

Bribery stood at the corof the streets with full purse
Officeholders, speakers, and men for all kinds
ol work, on and under the surface, came
ners

with very great
to
his
but
declined to do
advantage
party,
so.
Just before the sweeping Democratic
victories of last tail, lie was implored to
say the lew words which it was believed
would

The Georges fishermen continue to arrive
Gloucester with good taros.

at

j

in

such

j

whether they would or would not susGen. J. A. Hall uf Damariseotta, will deliver
tain the administration and its policy. AH | the address at Bangor. Memorial day.
the usual appliances of the party in power
The centennial committee raised $*170,000 !>'
j
1 were
brought to bear Money was poured subscriptions in New York in one day.

pie,

nied

ter

who has spared time
enouga from the care of the terrible banditti of Louisiana to say something upon

The great unknown—Those who don’t advertise.

out like water.

term is not

Sheridan

sweeping victory ot the Democracy
in this state can have but one signilication.
The issue was put squarely before the peo-

perpetuating party power. Since
that time the aspect has materially changed. There have been abundant opportunities when the President could have de-

armies of eager and olten desperate men
that will move upon it.-- recesses in the
Ceil

Generalities.

The

view of

amount to but little in view of the vast

spring.

tor the

given

who seemed to be most

Connecticut-

Term.

to be

vicinity of that unknown region designated
The attempt which the
as tin* Black Hills.
The argument
is
making to protect it from
government
settlement

Third

a

Some time ago. while discussing the
subject of a third term for the present incumbent of the Presidency, we expressed

presiliency

gold scrambles which this country

and

Grant

Troas.

\ gentleman who had I.■•» n
iinuiging :
:it Nortll
\ Uierieaii plivilcgc
.f gelt n
drunk, sgy- ha was
to a
.ti
as soon as he It t
go the post fell dow n.
That
•JT! a

holding

tlie last thing In'

ja

lamp-post.

member'.

1 he

Lewiston dournal ci\• •- an
ainu-ing
of a spelling match in tImt <*11\ \\. dm-day evening, the contestants he mg sel»«.-seliolars. printers and "tiea people. The w
111f w as Mrs.
la la Alher -a.

I'onut

■

< ieorgc
:..i
*t
1
L>. I 'annuli del* itc 1.1 <
tali, indicted Ibr pm; mm
\s
,im'Ii;iu
1' riday. the government not being aim topi
that In had contract I man *_.• with,:. tvv
years preceding the did :m. id.

l

•.

■

iie \

iL L. Wal'd lo

t "!

"t

1 VpM

>!

Hie people of Trescott

greatly

are

def.redat*.uis ..t wild
curried off sheep and geees*-.
by

the

around tlua dwellings
th. w m>dfe has f..j-ce.l tin in
for f-od.
com.
in

11

f,

Koeklaml, has di‘ei led t
:!e urgent
to St. Michael’s
parish. Marblchea 1. M:t"
ha- tendered his resignation t. St. pen a
ish. to lake elTeet the last, Suuday in April.

a

an

;

Phi
!h*-

t"

;

won

:ib vvlm h h
and have cv,

i,

!*•*•[» -no.
ttlemenis

s*

Adilie A mlr-'W
a girl *_'•»
cars **l«l w hile in
somnumbiilistic state, w aiked from Lawrence to
Lowell, a distance ..f In mil*
M»e W;t* dress,
in her night clothes and aw **ke ill the yard ot
house in tin Ifitti fit\, tnlled and with bad.,
lacerated feet.
••

Mi. storey, editor and proprietor ol tin
hie ago Times, lias been sent to prison toi ten
da v-. for a constructiv *■ c *111. nipt of ourt. The
atlair caused gle.it excitement in <'hi* ago. n
being thought a easy ,,t‘ strained povv'-r and

positive

se\

erity.

named Purr in- u.'-t b* -n m.-ted
Wallingford. < <mn.. f.u ; ,-p* ab-.'dy and brutal:*
beating his Is-v ear-old daughtei w ho is a selnteacher, with a heavy cudgel.
Him has been
in tin* habit of punishing lUs daughi.i in this
manner for the most trivial cause-.
A

man

The spelling ma!*-h between twcutv-tiw >iu
dents of Bowdoin < nllcgc and tv\euty-fi\.
young ladic-. took |* 1
Saturday night at 1,,
niont Hall. Prof. • liapnnin ga\.- out the wordBarrett Pott, r *1 the Freshman
I.i--, wn. tp,
successful speller and r*«a*i\ed the
prize. «
W orcester quarto dictionary.
Mr. Theodore < ary. of the Moulton Times.
1,1 bis paper in reference to tindecision ot
tin- lull bench in the case of Powers against
him. that he does not admit the justice of tin
verdict and docs not propose to let tin* matter
rest, as the court has not had all flic informa
tion necessary tor a proper understanding
;
the case.
'•W*

The attacks upon Beprc-i tit itive Blaine in a
Washington daily paper are said to 4 be inspired
by the President himself. The
editor and
proprietor” of this paper has a conference w ith
utter
business
Grant even day
hours, and fin-

editorial columns each morning reflect tinpresident’s sentiments. Of course the fact that
Blaine is a candidate for the Presidency hanothing to do with those attacks upon him.

The discovery was made that robbers hail
hired the top story of a house adjoining the
public storehouse on Laight st., X. Y.; a holt*
had been cut through the wall and that some
thousands of dollars’ worth of silks had already
been removed, while preparations had evidently
been made to take away more. There were
over a million dollars’ worth of silks and satius
that the robbers could have had access to bad
their plans not been discovered. No arrests.

News of the

City

and

On Thursday last,, a Castiue subscriber, Sir.
W. T. Hooper, came into the office to pay for
his paper, and gave us the surprising information that he had that day ridden from Castiue
to this city in a sleigh, straight across the bay,

County.

on

the ice.

Mr.

They

him.

A. Kobinsou

cut

Written for the Journal.

CONNECTICUT!

Sermons from Various Texts.
Ami my young mistress thus did I bespeak
“Lord Hamlet is a prince and out oi thy sphere:
This must not be
and then 1 precepts gave her,
That site should lock herself from his resort,
Admit no messages, receive no tokens.
Which done, site took the fruits of my advice;
And he, repulsed, (a short tale to make,)
Kell into a sadness; then into a fast;
Thence to a watch ; thence into a weakness;
I lienee to a lightness; and. by this declension,
Into the madness wherein lie raves,
Hamlet, Act 2. Sec. 2.
And nil we mourn for.

Pol.

accompanied

the ice in several
places, and found it nowhere less than twelve
inches thick.

through

John McCabe and John Melody who were
before the police court last week for an assault
upon 'William lvellar, were permitted to go upon the street unattended for the
purpose of pro-

with the sweet

incline to the belief that here he lias over-taxed

The hearts of all our people go out in sympathy to Mrs. Lewis, whose beautiful little boy
died on Sunday, of scarlet fever, after ail illness

n

\aimik an k»-.« kla jiu.n-thk
-IT. i.I 1N(«

HOOL.

>.

the credulity of his hearers.
As it respects Ophelia, there can he

of only two days. He was a child so graceful,
winning and radiantly lovely as to attract the

admiring gaze of every one who met him—and
withal an intelligence far beyond bis tender

and his harsh treatment
during
ration of his own intellect, serve to

i t.,

1

,s

have

robin-

A

L

a

M

Only two short days from his warm,
impulsive and loving life to the cold and enduring sleep of death! If it gave a shock to com-
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-•••-m as though the city intended to
Liering business the coming year, in
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many things
ill through the
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Louse is getting ready to
ui tier head and go about
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nation

ev e.
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I-ackagcs and
-urpri-ingly -carec.

horse shoes

warm

were

of an apprentice who is
work out of doors now, when the
nip.- -.1
.■•n't U- made to go, and the ringing
!> i*
of the bell is stopped!
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very hamisouK
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people, and gratifying
eipis amounted to
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a

sum.

found loose about groceries.

unusually large
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that

ho«*k of wild ger-M- passed over the city on
»ing mcihw.rd. Thev made so much

*iay.

taik
t:

the ive

a'.-oil:

in

the

bay

that it was

f.iii'.r of the (’aiudeii Herald must

’ii<

i-m

among :hetn.

I"

Mu

Kim !••!;. \\ nv the pirates whose haunts
ii>«•*-vered on the first day ot April, the
.gt-i.il-M-- -: those who a few years ago stole
ur ’-abroad and -old il for $20,000. and thus
aid an iiniiien-e burden on the city? If so the
alter are worthy sons of worthy sires.
■

Diivf'or H....
Board

tin*

new

Maine

Central

Hire. :or-, was in the city on Friday,
looking \er the local business, lit says the
Miipanv d. -ire to otler to our people all facility-- and do an bx-n-u.-ed business with Belfast.
■)!

n- N-

s’ate

i:i'found

it! ’li*

{• ri•

,i

inquiries we
in the pirate's

cave

decipherer

A

tlx- '•urious discovery that
••ad backwards. i- April fool.
niad-‘

loof-lirpa,

nitieh

i.i in

u.•(

l
lia->

»!• >! to

regulate

:uid

a

the loafers of

-tibulc of the

b

post-otlice,

Moody’s
Respectable ladies
ll.\ insulted by indecent language.

-[-tier

corner

are

the

that n.-cd attention.

-.h
.i

im

1 man giving tin* name of John O’Donh«J'!ib-«l into tin* police station early last
ing and applied for lodgings. He stated
■va- sr, years old. had walked all the
New b irk fit\. and was on the way
Me
-l’hi- daughter in Belfast, Me.
1
H
nidly arcd for by the police. [Boston .Journal, Apr. 2d.

thundering

and

simple,

that

those

o*

to

nervous,

sound"

tween

man,

of the

one

prize spellers

a

neces-

her the confession that when he was
eighteen and she twenty-six years, at which
from

ages they were married, lie was, and had been,
Romeo and Juliet
a warm and earnest lover.
may be considered to have been pretty far gone
There were some strong
love passages between Anthony and Cleopatra.
No doubt exists that Othello and Desdetnona

in the sweet delirium.

of the former

Dr. Pendleton disagreed with

and even Master Slender

A.

an

ward, who iiad maintained herself excellently
well, declined to attempt crosier, and retired.
J, C. Cates, Jr. didn’t agree in orthography

so difficult to wait for tire usual
of wooing prescribed by the rules of good
society, that they obtained their wives by seizing the ladies from their attendants on the way

successful effort.

applaud each

Mrs. Prank W. Patterson

little boy unburdened with
clothing, having a bow and arrows and the rudiments of wings. He was lively and active,
Love was then

left

the first h out of rhythm. (ieo. E. Brackett
wasn’t precise enough on precisian.
11. P.
Thompson missed quitchgrass, which the au-

give

also

as

quickgrass

suckles over the

Mrs.

Phinney

on

on

on

Thursday evening the fire company responded to an alarm, and ran their machine about town in search of the conflagration.
None could be found, and on return to the
house,

a label inscribed’‘April Pool”
attached to the engine.

Jersey

a

Love, instead
house with a

to reach the heart, lie aims at the
largest package of greenbacks; and the feathered messengers which he discharges, although

or

Skauspout.

for its con-

herbs.

the better

About iJttO was received for
about *40 to tlie funds of the society.

tinuance.

and dine sometimes

fections. but sees as clearly as the most sharpspellers. sighted. The scales have fallen from his eves,
admission, netting
and instead of shooting His arrows at random

themselves to be

—An

porch,

cottage with honey-

brown stone front, and lias grown pursy. His
roasting pieces are cut from the stalled ox.
He is no longer troubled with ophthalmic af-

Coombs the victor, who received the first prize,
and Mrs. Phinney the second. Tims the ladies

proved

a

But now this is all changed.
nf living in a cottage, inhabits

indigenous, and
solecism, leaving Mrs. Emma

Mrs. Bixbv retired

a

willing to live in

was

and twitch-

grass. Lucius IL March, the last male contestant, gave whirl instead of the botanical term
whorl, and was whirled out, leaving three
ladies.

inns

from church or places of amusement, wit isking
them into carriages attended by a force of outriders, conveying them at a gallop to the Gretna
Green of the time, and marry ing them off hand.

front some of the most dillieult verbal archi-

was

|

found

account of Grant’s visit to New
says lie lias been at Elizabeth.

trying

generally fatal as in tiie old days, are
sharp enough to perforate bank note

not so

still

paper. The prudent young men and maidens
of the present time, with an eye single to the
maiii chance, do not commit the folly of going
mad for love, it is no longer necessary for the
wise father to advise His daughter to—
“Lock herself from his resort,
Admit no messengers, receive no tokens.”
Stic is complete mistress of herself and the sib-

and
following persons were chosen policemen That’s what got Beecher into trouble,
1
tin* municipal vear, at the meeting of the is worse than third term ambition.
She requires no instruction as to who
itv aovei riment on
Monday evening last: Mil—An administration junketting party ilation.
ton 1
arter, Frank Bowen, Benj. F. Tucker,
is, or is not, a desirable parti. Iler instinct is
that includes Cameron, has encountered
Frank 1
Fames, < alviu J. Gray, Kverett S.
infallible. She will “receive no tokens" unless
the yellow fever in the Gulf of Mexico. she tie assured they come from Ball, Black, &
arter, < diaries 1\ \\ alker, OwenG. White and
Public sympathies are with Yellow Jack Co.’s, Titfany’s, or Shreve, Crump, and Low’s,
William Stevens.
I in

*

■

l'horudikc is beard train on big rattle. Two
pair of steers, owned by Messrs. Coffin and

While, weigh together 7,(WO pounds. The
largest pair, four years old, girth 7 feet 7 in* lies.
weigh 3000 lbs. and the smaller ones,
three years old, girth 7 feet fi inches and weigh
8000

pounds.
lively girls,

Some

the evening of April first,
dressed up a figure in fashionable attire, the
I see eoneealed by a veil, put it at the doors of
v atioiis houses, and retreated alter
ringing the
It

was

tured at

one

bell.

glass broken,

—Castine harbor is open, and vessels,
are

but

so

nice fun until the image was caphouse, and a five dollar pane of
which they had to pay.

imperfectly

without let

or

the

embezzling
Bryant the tem-

perance lecturer.

boots stolen.
I bey were of Burt’s make, a
portion button and a portion lace boots, ol both
cloth and leather. The thieves locked the door

again,

departing

—Briant, arrested for
Lewiston city rum, is not

>n

once

and

hindrance.

h riday night the shoe store of William T.
ulbiiru. in City Block, was entered by means
oi false keys, and about
eight pairs of ladies
<

arriving

that their visit was at

detected.

—In Lewiston the Odd Fellows have

es-

tablished the Abou Ben Adhem lodge, and
hope that their tribe may increase.
—The Dexter Gazette
new

laughs

about I he

Transcript

tractive than ever, in
—The

shaking

Connecticut didn’t

Bearing

town, the

a

suit of

of the
seem

is

more

new

bloody

to scare

at-

type.

shirt in

anybody.

the postmark of a collegiate
following pleasantries come to

us—

The Methodist Sunday School under the suof Mr. John A. Mace, held its
annual meeting on Sunday evening last. The
several reports show the society to Is- in a very

perintendimce

flourishing

condition,

i.arge

accessions have

been made to the library, and it now numbers
400 volumes. The average attendance lots been
110.

Mr. Mace

w

ill l>e re-elected

superintend-

ent.
little excitement

gotten up at the
■'tty meeting Monday evening, in choosing a
highway surveyor for the city district. Some
twenty ballots were taken in all, and resulted in
the choice ot Cl. i*. Carter, the
incumsome

was

present

V favorable report was
bent.
made on the admission of Allyne and Vine Streets into the
city
district. A final hearing will he had at a future

meeting.
New I/X..U. .VOVKUTTSKMK.ST8. Fred Atwood. of Wiutcrport, advertises the Charter
Oak Swivel Plow.
H. H. Johnson & CoJ
are in the market with new spring hats, bonuets, and flowers.—Miss Hickp calls attention
—

the ladies who are in want of flower seeds
to visit her at her cloak rooms.—Girl wanted

to

by Mrs. G. \V. Veazie.
Nkw Store.

Irvin Calderwood and brother

opened a store in the new brick block on
Main Street, devoted exclusively to agricultural
implements and farmers’ furnishing goods. The

have

stock is large and new, and embraces all the
improvements. The farmers of Waldo

modern

County

will here find

everything

See their advertisement.

in their line.

The usual sobriety of labratory work was
recently disturbed at a neighboring (institution
of learning, by the tollowing abrupt conduct on

the part of a Classical Student. "Professor,
what did the Priestess Io die of?” Prof.—“I
really could not tell Student, (triumphantIv).
"Iodide of Potassium.”
The following story Mr. Thackeray used to
tell of himself: While dining at a hotel one
day, he heard one waiter say to another, “Do
you know who that is?” “No,” was the reply. “That is the celebrated Mr. Tha. kerav.”
"What’s he done?" “Blest if I know.”
Tutor—“What is (lie meaning of eaeeus?”
Cheeky Student—“ A had sailor, J presume
sir.” Tutoi—“No, sir; that would be uauticus.”

The Ingenuity ok Sukgehy. An artificial nose was manufactured recently for
been
a man in Illinois, whose nose had
bitten off, in the following manner: After
he had been placed under the influence of
ehlorofonn, the pattern, two and a half
its
by three and three-quarters inches at
widest parts, was laid upon the forehead
and outlined with iodine. The skin inside
this
aflpi was taken out, left fast at the
lower end, between the eyebrows. This
was then
pulled down, turned upon itself,
shaped into the form of a nose, nostrils
being cut, and a piece was brought down
to make the division between them, and
grafted, as it were, into the upper lip. In
the meantime the sides where the new
nose was to grow had been freshened by
cutting. The stitching was done, the
place in the forehead where the skin was
removed was attended to, and the operation was complete. At last accounts the
gave every promise of success,

operation

for herself that they contain diamonds of a satisfactory size, when she is ready
to be the recipient of any number of them.
There is no young man now of whom it can tie
and

can

see

said that for love he—
‘■Fell into a sadness; then into a last;
Thence to a watch ; thence into a weakness.”
lie would consider it a weakness of which to
lie much ashamed,

(hie of the results of this

change is that marriages arc few and becoming
fewer in each succeeding year. The ranks of
the lineal descendants of the original settlers
of the Massachusetts ami Virginia colonies are

growing thin, because they

silver mine in that town.

—The Portland

so

place

Monday.

on

The Democrats have

carried
THE GOVERNOR.
THE

LEGISLATl RE, IN'

ROTH

BRANCHES.
GAINED TWO MEMBERS OE CONGRESS.
Hartkorl),

i'lic State election

to-day

ow.,

t

has resulted in

President himself lias been in the latter citv in
consultation with the leaders. The rigid lias
been distinctly a Grant battle. Mr. Greene, the
Radical candidate, was the man who ordered a
salute on the occasion of the Louisiana usurpation, and lie lias openly proclaimed himself a
Grant man. The returns are about all oneway.
An occasional town gives a small Radical gain,
hut these arc only exceptions. The Democrats
are jubilant over their victory in this citv and
county. Their city ticket lias been elected entire, and they have a good majority in cadi
branch of the' Citv Government. Tin: Dn.vro(T. vis have both branches op the Leoisi.atcite uv hood majorities.
In several
towns
the Democrats lost Representatives
through local causes, while they have gained
others that were Radical last year. In the Senate tlic Democrats will have fourteen or fifteen
members out of twenty-one, and probably thirty
majority in the House. The full vote of New
Haven was: lngersoll, fititio: Greene, T404;
For Congress. Phelps. 4i>73; KelSmith, 1
logg. 40M7. Bowers (Dem.) is elected Senator
in the Fourth District, and Byxbco Sheriff of
New Haven county by a large majority. The
city lias resumed its usual repose. The Democrats have been
reasonably quiet, while the
Radicals went home early,'demoralized to the
last degree,
II is tlie greatest victory ever
achieved by the Democracy, and its resuits will
he felt all over the land.
The Democrats re-elect Barnum to Congress
in tin- 4111 district. Landers, dem., in the lirsl
is elected over llavvlcv, who two years ago had
12110 majority. Judge Phelps, dem., is elected
in the third over Kellogg. The delegation, that
lias been three republicans to one democrat, is
now three democrats to one republican.

Prescription

is very strongly recommended bv the Medical
Faculty and is largely prescribed among their
Female Patients, it is wortliv of all confidence,
as may lie seen from the
following testimonials :
Dr G. It. Chapman, Plattsmouth, Neb.,
writes: 1 have under treatment a lady, who,
for the past seven years lias been afflicted, and.
after trying several physicians without receiving
benefit, is gaining rapidly on your favorite

Prescription.

fast

as

they

are

are

not

diminished.

replenished
We

have

alu ays assured ourselves that this is the lies!
stock of the country. Whether or net it be the
best, it seems to he on the way to extinction.
Trulv, we are fallen on a prosaic age. I’assion is' left to us in common with the other
animals, but it no longer inspires. True love
is out of fashion. When it has ceased to be the
inspiring theme of the poets, they will have
lapsed into mere rhymers, and the time will
have come for us to fully sympathize with the
poet who sings,—
“Oh, the days are gone when beauty bright
My heart’s chain wove.
When my dream of life, from morn lill night,
n.
Was love, still love.”

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
The hardest cough yields readily to Adamson's Botanic Couch Balsam, and the patient
soon finds himself permanently cured.
Sold h\
d ruggists ov cry \v hore.
It is a happily established fact that Fellows’
ompound Syrup of 11 vpophosphites will retard
vital consumption, increase involuntary muscu-

C

lar power, and thereby harden the organs, promote vitality and facilitate restoration. It consequently posses the wonderful property of
prolonging human life.
If a man wants a Bottle of Whiskey, let him
buy it and take it home like a man, and not
sneak home with a bottle of “Bitters,” or “Cordial,” and pretend that ii is medicine. If he
wants a tonic that is something better than a
temporary stimulant, he should get a bottle of
Peruvian Syrup, (an Iron Tonic,) that will
vitalize the blood and give durable strength to
the system.
A party who was looking at a house in the
Sixth Ward the other day. said lie couldn't afford to pay so much rent. “Well, look at tlx*
neighborhood,” replied tlx* woman. “You can
borrow Hat-irons next door, coffee and tea
across the street. Hour and sugar on the corner,
and there's a big pile of wood belonging to the
school-house right across the a’lev!” [iMroit
Free Press.
A SUFFOCATING COUGH

in a letter from Mrs. Cliarlott Lisle, of Chicago, a lady well known as a contributor to the
Western press, she ascribes the cure of a dangerous cough, accompanied by bleeding at the
lungs, to Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar.
“My cough,” she says, “threatened to sutibcate
* *
e
*
me
but the Honey of Horehound
and Tar has removed every trace of it." The
letter was in a lady friend in this city, who haplaced it at the disposal of C. N. Crittenton, 7
Sixth Avenue.
Pike's Tooth-Ache
ute.

Drops—Cure

in

one

min-

Hunt's Remedy is not a new compound, it
has been before the public for more than twenty
years, and extensively used by all classes, both
with and without the advice of
it has been the

means

of

physician, and
from a lingeruntimely death

a

saving

ing and frightful disease and
hundreds of our most estimable and well known
citizens. This medicine never fails to cure
and all diseases of the

dropsy
and urinary

kidneys,

Strange Phenomenon.

l°ur,
Corn Meal,
Rye Meal,
R}'e»
Lorn,

$3.00a9.50 Round Hog,
$1.05aOO!Clear Salt Pork,
$2l>u26
:?1.2GaOOMutton per lb.,
7a»
OalO
$1.25apO;Lamb per lb.,
l.OoaOO Turkey per lb.,
I8a22
Barley,
Isa22
8OaOO;Chicken per lb.,
Beans,
2.23a2.87,I.)uck per lb.,
18a*0
Marrowfat Pen-, 1 .00a 1.25 Geese per lb.,
18a20
Cats,
$!2al0
#a(>5;Hay per ton,
walk) Lime,
Potatoes,
•? 1.23a0.C0
Dried Apples,
sail) W ashed Wool,
10a44
40ao0 Unwashed Wool,
30a33
Cooking Apples,
Rutter,
38a3u Pulled Wool,
4oa44
Cheese,
l8aC0 Hides,
7a0C
l t ioo
Rggs,
20aoo|Calf skins,
Lard,
lOalsSheep Skins, $1.00:11.73
Beef,
salljHard Wood, $3.3('af>.00
Baldwin Apples,
70a.OOSoft Wood,
$3.30a4.C0
8a 10 Dry Pollock,
Veal,
4i 3
Dry Cod,
7au straw
$7.( Oa 8
Plaster,
1.30 | Shorts per c.,
2.00

MARRI l :i ).
In Rockland, March 23th, .Mr. Frank S. Ivalloch
and .Miss Almeda A. Thomas, both ••! Rockland.
In Rockland, March 23th, .Mr. Henry Curran, of
Thomaston, and .Miss Katie .s. Robinson ol South
Thoniaston.
In Union, March 30th, Mr. Ceorge W. Watson
and Miss Mary R., daughter of ( apt. E. Burgess,
both of Union.
In Searsport, March 20th, (’apt. .1. L. Cilmore and
Miss Hattie M. Lrskitie, both of Searsport. Mr.
Francis I.
Lowell of Ala-and Miss Lstella A.
Putnam of Searsport.
In Ellsworth, March 30th, Mr. Oscar McKenzie
and Miss Isabelle Haddocks, both of Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth, March 27th, Mr. Mavnard Milliken
and Miss Lottie Reed, both of Ellsworth.
In Ellsworth, March 30th, Air Henry W. Bent of
Sedgwick, and Miss Sarah E. Parker of Itluehill.
In Orlainl, March 2sth, Mr. Andrew Cinu of Orland, and Miss Clara E. Bennett ofBucksport.
In Eden, March 21st. Mr. Samuel 1 >. Keith of
Bridgewater, Mass., and Miss Ellen Phillips of East
Ead«*n.
In (iouldsboro, March 2Mh, Mr. Charles C. A'ansau
and Miss Maggie E. Coombs, both of (iouldsboro.
In ('herryiield, March 24th, Mr. Henry A. Haynes
of Ellsworth, and Miss Annie C. Wass’of Addison.

In Knox, March Mist, Mrs. Mehitable Hatch, aged
77 years.
In Searsport, March 25th, (ieorge J. F. Edwards,
aged \ years, 11 months.
In Xorthport, April 1st, Charlie Forest, son of
Joseph and Adelia Lane, aged one year and lu mos.
In San Francisco, March MSth, Mrs. George Treat,
daughter of Rufus Littlefield, of Prospect.
In Lincolnville, April Md, Frank Davis Rackliif,
son of Frank and Nancy li. RacklitT, aged 1 year (5
months and 11 days.
In Austin, Nevada, March 14, Horatio Alexander,
formerly of this city, aged 10 years ami M months.
In Rockland, March '-’9th, Addie 10, daughter of
( apt. Henry J. and Lucretia W. Sleeper, aged 17
years, 4 months and J days.
In Rockland, March Mist, l>erti
W., only son of
Albert D. and Sarah R. Lawry. aged 9 years,
mos.
and IS days.
In Warren, March MOth, Je- -e Dunbar, aged 7v
>

years.
In (

usiting, Marcli M7th, ()iiver P. Cliadw ick, aged
years, 1 month and Is- days.
Camden, March ISth, Oren P Iiryant, aged Is
years, months and Id days.
In Rockville, March 19th', Mrs. Elmira II Newhall.
aged 4* yeurs, il luontlis and 9 days.
In Ellsworth, Marcli ‘c-Mli, Alena 31., infant daughter of Sidney A. and 1 illie Jordan, aged 9 montlis.
in Ellsworth, March -'7th, .Mr. Owen .small, aged
In

>

7 J year' and 9 months.
In Ellsworth Falls, 31arcii !'th, Frances Ella,
daughter of Frank and Susan Heath, aged 14 years
and
month'.
In West Surrv, March -Mil, John F. Gross, aged
Ml years, in months and -M days.
In Salisbury’' Cove, Eden, Slat ch J7t h, Abby, wife
of David Harding of Ellsworth, aged J" years.

AATNOE\€EMEMT !

New
Store!

....

Premiums,

in

I.

course

of

I A li 1 I,

collection,

7,257 03

-o

Capital .Stock,.
Net Surplus,..

$310,958 -38
S.

»

HUMPHREY, President.

F.

ATWOOD, Agent,

March

31, 1875.

3\v40

Winterport,

Me.

SHI RTS!

ship,

keeping

CO.,

on

entirely

FRED
April 7,

hand

every

Goods.

Store the Farmers’ Head

Exchange

For W&ldo County.

a

(ieneral

rrMlFBK is no form of Frvsipelas, Scrofula nor
X >AI.I K1IFU.U that the human family ha\e
been afflicted with, but what 1 can effect a pci
inanent cure.
1 discovered the medicines in the
year 13b-\ and since that time 1 have effected a cure
of more than two thousand cases.
Any one afflicted with any of the above diseases 1 would like to
have them visit Portland, and make all the inquiries
they please in regard to niv skill as a physician
1 graduated at Harvard University, and have a'
ways practiced medicine in this city
Those who are not able to visit m*-, 1 will, at their
request, visit them, or send medicine-; and direction-

For

on

continue

the

Please Call and Examine.

House.

MISS A. A. HICKS, at her Cloak Rooms.
1 shall send orders every Tuesday during the season,
and design to keep the bkst and most reliable seeds
that can be
in the country. Particular
attention paia to plants after their arrival till called
for. Vegetable seeds ordered if desired.

purchased

Cloakmaking

a

Specialty.

Personal attention paid to titling and satisfaction
warranted. Stamping done with neatness and dispatch. Rooms in AIcClintock’s Block. Entrance
next door beyond Dr. Moody’s Drug Store, tfto

Wanted.
WOMAN COMPETENT TO DO THE COOKlue of a family, ami assist ill general housework. Apply to
MRS. W. 0. VEAZIE,
Church Street.
3w40
Belfast, April 7, 1875.

Copartnership Dissolved.
partnership formerly existing between the
THE
undersigned is this day mutually dissolved, C.
W

“l

7th. It will always prove wluit it is recommended
to be—a genuine Bone Phosphate.
6th, It is the Standard Phosphate of the country.
Oth. None is sent to market till analyzed and
known to be up to the required standard.
10th. it. is endorsed by the best scientific men of
the country, by the press generally, and last and
best by the most thoroughly practical farmers
throughout the Union. For sale bv
F. BEAMAN, Foot of Main St.
IweowhS

All persons indebted to A. H
French are requested to call and
settle their accounts.

ORGANS!

Linen Bosoms
/% fk

LIM N

T\

UOZ«

BOSOMS

Selling from 11

order to make

ORG ANS I

induced to mark down to

margin

profit,

of

L

ORGANS!
Don't Fail to Call

HP. WOODCOCK & SON.
AND I.XAMIN !'. Till: (El.EiUtA IT.D

SMALL & KNIGHT

Hayford

O N

Block, Belfast, Me

subscribers
\N VUI.IN,

having become •'m-o'S-.ns
by the purchase of his .Mock

They arc !)iiilt from the best material, in tin most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess till the qualities of Tone, Action, Design, Finish and Durability which constitute i-'iit.vrN ix-, and wherever they have been
class instki m
introduced, they have, by tin ir merit alone, won
into tin admiration and contideuce of the

their wa>

people

Tin, and Iron Ware Ac.
Together with the Tools ami Machinery, art
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the o! I
mers, and AS MANY MAY ON L.S as are pb igive us a call, with all kind* of good* in »ur
>

Every Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
satisfaction guaranti ed to the purchaser.

with

GOOD AN ARTICLE
-AN 1) A I AS

LOWFIGURES

TAR~

FOREST

A. B. MATHEWS

Is a new preparation, containing all the ltn dieal properties of common Far.
parated from
the black and impure product*, and should be
kept in every family. It i* >afe and reliable i:i
all cases where eure* can be tVccted, and i.* hie
milv preparation of Tar approved nd used by
physicians as a standard remed\.

OF TH K FIRM OF

I50U0IIT OUT

A. BLODGETT & CO.’S

Forest

STOCK OF FURNITURE!

the State

•-

ALL KINDS OF

JOB WORK
HONK

the

>kint Ividnej",

FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION,
hihaling, for Catarrh, Consumption, Bronchitis,
X'llima, and as a wash for diseases of the Skin.
FOREST TAR TROCHES.
l
Bronchitis, Sore I'hruut, Hoarseness, uid f»r
Purif> iug the Breath.
FOREST TAR SAEVE
1 >/r cleansing, purifying, and healing 1 ndolent t’ores,
l leers, Cuts, Bruises, Diseases of the Skin, and
wherever a healing process is wanted, for manor

additions to the stock which he
the lowest living prices

GOODS !

CHAMBER it PA RLOR S17 TS.PA RLOR
TABLES MARBLE it WOOD I'op.
HATTREES. WHATNOTS, 117.7 7INO DESKS. WORK TABLES
/mil LOOKING GLASSES,

beast.

FOREST TAR INHALERS,
For inhaling the solution. Manufactured by

EX TENSION TABLES
it- SIDE BOARDS.

FOREST TAR COMPANY,
Price 10 cts.

Trial Bottles

Portlvni*, Mi

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS ! WM. 0. POOR & SON.
CONSTANT/A ON HAND.

Repairing STOYLS, TIN
IT PL

Druggists.

OF

FOR LOSS OF APPETiTE

INDIAN BITTERS!
Old and Reliable Medicine,

An

ROSEWOOD.

-ALSO-

Metal io Burial Cases !
sold by F1KI.L) &
MATliKYVS.
us

were

|
!

RI rER Y

IO Main Street, Belfast Me.
A. B. MATHEWS.

A. HOW'S "VETO” SEED DRILL & “NEW” <>5*,
liand Cultivator sow and cultivate all

For all

Biu.iois

39 50

fry

^toaPrice

j&Zr

B“Ied'

Disk asks,

from

the original Uecipie by

WM. O. POOR & SON,
Johnson Block,
can

find

a

LARGE STOCK of

Drugs, Medicines,

TO

Maine,

Till',

Brunswick,

ami

2mos39

FARMERS

WALDO COUNTY.

DR. R.

Ml

KRl1

1875.

Style

to you Bradley’s X. L. Phosthe very best fertilizer in the
the article for about ten years.
The sale has increased from three to four tons per
and always with very generyear to thirty-live tons
al satisfaction, often with very large profits. I shall
be prepared to furnish the farmers of Waldo County
with an article Improved in quality fresh from the
mills and at a reduced price, on terms that cannot
fail to give satisfaction. Those in want of a fertiliz
call before purchasing elsewhere at the
er

BEAMAN.

JUST RECEIVED AT

K. I'. WELLS.

GROCERY

'STORE!

mcrly occupied by SANBORN & ST AlM.Ks in t.

giapti building, corner
where
will

ot Main and High «!r<.
they
keep every tiling in the meat at.d
line
that
season affords.
the
Also gr
vegetable
W

The best Spring Bittkr in the market.
Its peculiar medical properties gives it a precedent
above all others for loss of Appetite, Debility, Indikindred diseases which
gestion, Jaundice, and all
and Summer. It
people are subject to in the Spring
is nil excellent tonic, and used in connection with
and
makes
well the sick
iron, builds up the system,
and suffering. For sale wholesale and retail by
R. H. MOODY, Druggist,
tflitCorner of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me.

SHINGLES
—AND-

CEDAR FENCE RAILS
IN ANY

MARKET

MEAT

A Team will deliver all article*

purchased

as

E.

W

ceries of all kinds.

MOODYS

RECOMMEND

I
pliate of Dime
market. I have sold

Porter assuming all outstanding bills against
tirm.
H. A. WEBBER.
please
Red Store foot of Main St.
<J. W. PORTER.
4W00W38
Soarsport, March 1,1875.
1

W

CNDERSIGNEU have purchased the -tv
rflllE
X and trade of the Meat and Groceri store t.<-

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
(ionoral Agent
Nova Scotia.

1

.«• ■■■!.

Trusses. &c.

BITTERS!

^

CircularFtm. Male by E. E. L0MM03& 30.,Boston.Mass.

New

IRON \N \RI

SPRING HATS!

Dyspepsia, Loss
caused

Steel Teeth.

for

.v

with neatness ami di>;

1875.

it.

vegetables. Do work of 10
Best and cheapest.
312.50 combined.

A"

,L 1*. Wadlin will he found at the id
P. S.
for a short time, where all those win* Iniv** m,
tied accounts will please call and settle the -ui
.1 lb WAI.H.1N
Per Order
Uinos.viS

of Appltitk, .Jal ndici:, and every trouble
by a disordered Stomach or Liver.

Where you

men.

IT MPS.

L. WADLIN.

IirA RRA .V TE 1>!

HO TTL E

Carefully prepared

aj-REMEMBER TELE PLACE.-g»

kinds

II

stock of

To those who have to purchase I would say I have
them all grades, from the lowest price that they can
possibly be sold for, to the nicest WALNUT and

Same patterns

At

Ladies’ New

& COFFINS!

CASKETS

<

WADLIN & MERRILL.
<i.

Bring Bails, Mattresses and Feathers!
our

M

Tin Roofing Made a Speciality!

nice assortment of

would call special attention to

»LT>I K.

Agents lor Belfast, .Johnson Block.

BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &c.. &c.

1

<

For

making large

a

LO

Tar,
Catarrh, L-thina,

For Consumption, Bronchitis,
Sore Throat, Files, Diseases oi
and Urinary <irgans.

MAIN STREET.

i-.’

as

As any House in

•Also

*i

S

ORGANS!' STO YES,

M. P WOODCOCK & SON.

KINDS

VEBY l.oW

a

New Firm!
rpill.
A lb

priei-s.

WALNUT

I.All'd

have been

entire 'tuck

our

1 r

< •

w

Geo. W. Burkett & Co.,

Upon

ban any you e ver saw and If you want one we are
»ni. touch us in
bound in M.i.l. as we shall let No

ALL

BLc Kl\
50

effectual and

an

HAMBL’IIOS,

on our

Come and •x.iiniue these Organs for yourself and
be convinced \ ha! they are as iiei)!» and
III ACM.

at

to

Cottons!

Bleached
In

The tuning and n pairing of an Organ should be
done by a person, that by constant practice and connection witli Organs, understands them'perfectly
Nile, from the facbonseq ntly we 'hall have a
tory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in
u ni: and kkpaik.

And is

i"

A. D. FRENCH.

haying.

LADIES
to send for Flower Seeds or Plants
Lono Brothkrs, Hovky’s, Vick’s,
Washburn’s, Wiu.iams, Bowditch’s, Pktkr
Hkxdkuso.n’s, or any of the popular Florists, are
invited to leave their orders with

at

0. W. FRENCH.

Phosphate.

1st. Because it gives the crop> a quick and vigor
Otis start.
2d. it matures tiie crops lroiu Mteeu to twenty
days earlier than any other manure, thereby in many
cases saving the entire crop from early frost.
3d. It will increase your crops from 00 to 10" per
cent.
1th. It adds permanent value to your soil.
Oth. You cannot keep up tin fertility of the soil
uuless you restore it to what you have taken away
by constant cropping. Bradlev’s Phosphate supplies tin required constituents for plant food which
all soils must have to grow a prolitablfrcrnp.
f»t-h.*YVhen the season is late, you need Bradley’s
Phosphate to start your crops, so you can not only
have a good crop, but have it up and lioed before

70

dm

m.f

Sale.
YORKSHIRE SWINE.

HAS

to

>

lively by Hamburg

reason

hand

yv^-Bemember the place, No.
20 Church St.*, near the Court

Ten Good Reasons Why
Every Farmer Should
Use Bradley's Super-

tf 17

WISHING
from

intend by LOW 1’KICl

We

SALE

tf-iO

April ft, 1S75.

HAMBURCS!

street.

on

Furnace Work and Plumbing
made a specialty.

4o

T have for sale the following pun- blood
1 Boar one year old; y hoars
swine
J&siM»ggsix months old; 1 Sow one year old; 1
Sow- six months old; 1 litter
Sow two years old;
Pigs four weeks old April ^7th. Also Partridge and
Cochin Kggs at one dollar per dozen, and a few
.). M. BP AN
fowls for sale.
Iw l"
Detroit, April 8, 1875.

LATH

their

&e., &i\, &c. |

A. LAMB,
and Surgeon,

BREED

will

they

keep constantly

I

PURE

to

ICES-

I* R

Pipe, Sheet Zink,

they direct.

Congress .St., Portland. Me.

public

and call attention of the

Now

ever

No. T17

infection

counters for

Tin Ware, Sinks,
Suiniiier Dress Caml'iics1
12 1-2
celling
Sheet Lead, Lead

Rheum Cured.

Physician

our

STOVES!!

Agent.

Erysipelas. Scrofula, and Sait

}I.

Wehav*-

been quoted before.

ever

placed them upon

First Rate Stock of

a

ATWOOI),

•-'mos-lu

Fine Line of

FLOWERS!

the

We shall

New

Winterport, Me.,

1875.

that

stand, No. 20 Church

Principles.
before purchasing. Descrip-

Don’t fail to see it
tive Circulars Free.

PRICES

LOWER

friends, and the public gen-

Business at A. D. FRENCH’S

-SI'CII AS—

Farmers’

IIAMBL'RGS ol'the very LA 1 KST St;.!fs

and improved patterns, selling ut

inform

Stove ami Tin Ware
old

over

Copartner-

a

respectfully

to carry

SWIVEL PLOW,
Built

would

erally,

493 Comress St., Portland, Me.0m4°
The Charter Oak

will sell

Furnishing
our

on

SPECIAL NOTICES. A

a» iHTiLiB,

their

Warranted to Fit,

( HAS. CUSTIS &

formed

Having

■>.

Much has been said about the “Open Polar
Sea” at Winterport. It is indeed
strange
phenomenon, and deserves to be investigated
I)v scientific men.
The facts are these: 'The winter has been
one of such intense and long-continued cold
a20c for common and I2al4c for choice; Ducks are
that the Penobscot River and Bay have frozen
selling at 10 l-2al3c, and Geese at 8a 12 1-2 c; Coin
over to a depth never before known; and yet
mon turkeys at lOallc.
there is one place in the river about three-quarBeans—We quote Western pea beans at $2 25a2f>0,
ters of a mile below Sanford’s wharf in Winterand ciioice Northern pea beans at $2 50 per bush.
over
ice
that
lias
not
even
with
There
are very few yellow eyes in market and we
skimmed
port,
during all this severe cold, hut lias remained quote at $3 per hush.’
market is firm for Potatoes
VEGETABLES—The
open and clear. The open place extends nearly
and we quote Eastern Jacksons at 70a75c, Northern
across the river and down the river towards
at 65a70«, and Early Rose at 70a73c per bush.
Bucksport about three-quarters of a mile.
FRUIT—Apples are in fair request, at $1 50a2 00
At the upper part of the open place the ice,
per bbl for New England Apples and Western Green
we are told, ends abruptly and was, a week ago
mgs; ciioice lots of Western Baldwins $2 50a3 00.
about 5 feet thick. At the lower edge the ice is Cranberries are dull at $6a7 per bbl for country, and
broken up into cakes which float hack and $7 .fi0a9 for Cape.
HAY—We quote swale at $12; fine at $l.r>al0;
forth in the open space with the ebb and flow
medium at $18; coarse at $21, with an occasional
ol the tide.
sale at $22 per ton. Straw is firm at $20 per ton.
we
have
heard
The only plausible explanation
of this extraordinary phenomenon, is, that
at
that
an imriver
the
place
under
is
there
is continually seudmense boiling spring which
in,r Up a vast column of hot water. Some nine
in the summer seaare
informed,
vears ago, we
the apson, the river at that point presented
At one time Published as a warning and for the benefit of
pearance of a seething cauldron.
of
4
or
o feet Young Men and others who suffer from NERthe water bubbled up at a height
VOUS DEBILITY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, ete.,
above the general level, and was distinctly seen
supplying the means of Self-Cure. Written by one
bv the workmen on the Mt. Waldo quarry who cured himself after
undergoing considerable
a direct line.
some mile and a half distant in
quackery, and sent free on receiving a post paid diwere
slabs
sunken
and
sawdust
silt,
rected
Mud,
envelope.
thrown to the surface in great quantities. Who I Sufferers are invited to address the author.
[ Bangor
will investigate the phenomenon f
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR,
P, O. Box 153, Brooklyn, N. Y.
CraolOsp
|
Commercial.

can

day received

$600.00
Worth of

A. D. FRENCH&C(L

MADE TO ORDER.

Stock New & Fresh
Shall make a specialty of
thing in the line of

Have this

reasonable terms of cred-

information and examination of the
be had by applying to the subscriber
No.
at his office
Iff, Main Street.
PHILO HERSEY Agent and Owner.
tl3a
Belfast, March 20, 1875.

FINE

W

And propose to make
quarters and

property
of it with

and most
prices
it. Further

property

FIELD & MATHEWS’

11Ti'l hereby inform our friends, acquaintances
and the public generally, that we have leased
one of the stores in the Mew Block near the Shoe
Factory, on Main Street, where we will be pleased
to see them all at any and all times, and show them
our goods which we will sell at as LOW or LOWER
Prices than they can be* purchased in Maine. ^

Also

CHEESE—We quote factory at 10 l-2al7 c per lb;
with now and then something fancy at 10c; good
cheese sells at lf>al53-4c, and common and medium at
12 l-2al3c per lb.
EGGS—Fresh Eastern sell at 20c and Western
eggs sell at 25a26c; limed eggs are dull and almost
wholly unsalable.
POULTRY—We quote Western Turkeys at HalOe
for choice and IGalS for fine lots; Chickens sell at Is

each.
5 Store Lots on Main Street, 24x70 feet.
£6 Acres of Land on Belmont Avenue, 1-2 mile
from the Post Office; 13 acres tillage and 13 acres
wood and pasture. This lot has a
frontage of 100
rods on the Avenue and is 41 rods in
depth.
All the above
will be sold at reasonable

C. H. TAYLOR, Ass’t Secretary.
PRENTISS f.OKING, General Agent.
FRED

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

>Tortliport

»•

PLUMMER, Secretary.

1>.

(>

»*-

Farming Tools

BI TTER —We quote choice butter at 20a2? per 11).
with now and then something strictly fine at a little
in advance; good and prime lots at 23a24c; medium
and common at 19a22c, and bakers’ at 10a 18 per lb.
Jobbers’ prices are two or three cents above these

1 New Two story House and L on Belmont
Avenue with 1 3-8 acres of land.
1 Farm on Waldo Avenue one mile from Post
Office, 4o acres, fruit trees, two story House, L,
Shed and Barn.
1 House Lot on High Street, containing 1-2 acre,
tin* most desirable of any unoccupied lot in the city.
1 House Lot on Union Street 1-4 acre, one of the
b« st of wells,
young fruit trees, and rock for a cel
lar.
1 House Lot on Bay View Street,
is House Lots on
Avenue, overlooking
tiie Bay, and
containing 1-2 acre each.
£ House Lots on Belmont Avenue, 1 5-8 acres

^

0,500 00
11,000 00
1,200 80
200,520 00
25,950 14

.-

MBM HIDES!

acre.

:;7
..,

'*

HAMBURGS!

on a

of the linest residences in the city. The lot has a
frontage of 7 1-2 Rods on High Street, besides driveway, beautiful shade trees and contains 5-8 of an

I T I E S

Losses due and unpid—none.
Losses in process of adjustment,
Losses contested,.
Fire Re-insurance Fund, at 50 per cent. /
and pro rata on Term Policies,
^
Bills payable, given for Marine Re insurance,
Bills payable—since paid.
Miscellaneous items,.

-«

centrally and beautifully located
good water and fruit trees.

1 Beautiful llou.-e, L, Carriage House and Stable
22*.400 no
25,500 00 on Congress Street, in tin* b«-st of repair with all
12,018 50 modern conveniences, 5-S acre of land and forty
14,i»4i o*> ! bearing fruit trees. This place is in all respect's
17/.cm 58 desirable.
1 Large Two Story House, L, and Stable on High
1
$510,958 28 Street, centrally located, and capable of being one

Accrued Interest,.
Net

This bouse is
lot with

large

10,865 18

•<

Coods!
New
Business!

BOSTON MARKET.

cimmFiir

Ass ets.
on hand and in Bank,.
Loans on First Mortgages of Real
Estate,
Loans on Collateral Security,
Bills Receivable for Marine Premium.-,

New

Farmer's

city.

following described parcels.
1 Two Story House, 1, and Stable on Church Street
known as the residence of the late (ion. Webster.

$500,000 00
200,520 00

Cash

O.s

HATS & BONNETS!

tee

Amount of Authorized Capital Stock,
Capital Stock actually paid up,

DR.

Obituary notices, beyond the note, \ a me and Age
must bt paid for.)
In this city, April 4th, Seavev, youngest son of the
lute S. S. Lewis, aged a years, 5 months and 14 days.
In this city, April Md, Hannah L., wife of ('apt.
Jeremiah Stover, aged 49 years, 0 months and la

Stop That Cough.
pulmonary complaint however

April

Subscriber offers for sale the most valuable

and desirable lot of Real Estate for Residences
THE
before offered in this
It consists of the

ever

as

>IKJ>.

1

organs.

Monda'

OF BANG Oil, MAINE,
JANUARY 1, 18 7 5.

1875.

1875.

Than have
lj>75.
loal2

bladder

quotations.

A

PRICE CURRENT.
Co rrected
{Welly for the Journal.
Hf.least, Wednesday, April, 7,

chronic
Ol- every description, Plows, Harrows, Horse Hoes,
can resist the healing influence of Hit. Mounts
Cultivators, Road Scrapers, Shovels, Forks, Sec., See.
and
IIore- Also a full line of Field and Garden Seeds.
Syrup or Tic, Wild Cherry
liou'ND. Nothing that we have ever sold acts
Please call and examine before purchasing elsewith such promptness and certainty, in coughs, where.
111VI N CALDFKWoOD.
colds hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all
SAMI'LL cALDFRWOOD.
diseases of the throat, lungs and chest leading
tl'do
Belfast, Aprils,
to consumption.
It is acertain cure for CROlT,
and the best known remedy for whooping
cough.
Cough worn victims whose lungs are
racked and torn with paroxysms which threaten to choke them, lind sure and speedy relief
from its use. Trial size 10 cents. Sold by W.M.
O. Poor & Son Belfast, Alfred Hooper.
Have just Received their Spring Style of
Searsport, A. J. Jordan, Orlaud. J. W.
Perkins A Co., Portland, General Agents.
lvrlO
No

Company, Real Estate for Sale

BELFAST

days.

Ati.a.vta, III.
Dr. it. "V. Pierce, 1 111llalo. N. Y.: Dear Sir—1
not
have
words to express my gratitude to you
lor your advice and assistance in
my case.
There is not one who lias used your medicines
since they have been brought here, but that can
say with me they have been greatly benefited.
Since 1 have been so helped by its use, six or
seven around me left off all doctors and other
medicines, anil now use il in their families, after
being cured of the same disease as mine. You
do not know what a wonder it created in our
city, by its restoring my sister I wrote you
about, for sic- bad been under the care of three
of our best doctors, but could not sit up but for
a few minutes at one time.
I begged of her to
trv your medicines, and before slip had used
half tin* bottles she could go all around the
yard, and lias now just come home from a visit
live miles awav.
,Mi:s. THUS. AleFAliLAND.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is sold bv
dealers in medicines generally.

VALUABLE

TDK

OF

Insurance

Bangor

a

glorious Democratic victory. Tile Radical party worked with a desperation never exhibited
here before. Speaker Blaine, Gen. Garfield.
•Judge Hoar and other Radical speakers have
been on the stump for two weeks; the corruption fund from Washington and New York lias
been as large as the Radicals desired: while the

Dr. Pierce's Favorite

NOTICE.

TAKE

Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of
testimony in favor of
I>r. Schenck's Pulmonic
Syrup, as a cure for consumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac,
containing the certificates
ot many persons of the
highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after
being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s l’ulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, us :
these evidences will show; but the cure is often
promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the
timely use of these
medicine.', according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cured.
Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the
following Wednesdays, from 0 to 8 o’clock
.Jan. 18th and 2,"th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
loth and 24th. Consultations free; but
forathorough
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor, !
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his
principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, ;
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be

CONDITION

OF THE

addressed.

April •">.

to

land, found it

f

The contest was now narrowed down to four
ladies and four geullenu-11, and was becoming
interesting. It was necessary to bring to the
to

us

ing

W. M. Rust was floored

began

for His audiences of

old-fashioned love making were not wantIt was about this
the hand of the poet.
time, and later, that gentlemen of ardent temperament in Hnglaini. and particular!} in Ire-

to

by the commercial term demurrage. W. <L
Frye missed polliwig, a young frog, and
hopped out of the arena.

The audience

into

Jilaekfriars' Theatre, the latter part of the sixteenth and early part of t lie seventeenth centuries, the blind god was at large iu the land,
and fruitful examples of real, downright, and

of diphtheria. Mrs. Lucius McDonald put
aud extra b into ribald. Miss Eva Carter left
a t out of grottoes.
Mrs. Llewellyn Wood-

tecture.

writing

the time he was

h

out

witli the Saddueces.

falling

consuming passion for sweet Anne I’age.
a wall of masonry was necessary to keep
Ryramus and Thisbc apart. From which we
conclude that in Shakespear’s day, and during

1>. Chase was remiss

Mrs. l>r. Pendleton left

near

And

Irvin Calderwood didn't eorrecalv

remissful.

came

a

The nautical term reeve retired Mrs. A.

render renderahle.
on

..-el!.- for that purpose. The bell on the Unitarian church, formerly used, i.-, somewhat out of

unwilling

There were lively exmade a love-match.
changes of love's complimentary coin between
Ferdinand and Miranda, Valentine and Sylvia.
Orlando and Rosalind, I.ysander and Hermia,

Perry, belonging to a peaceful church, was unacquainted with schism, and stepped down and
1>. Chase.

of ardent lovers must

Were it convenient to have an
interview with the materialized spirit of Anne
Hathaway, we should doubtless be able to win

Dr. Webster in consultation over catechism.
aud fell back. Mrs. Cutes missed satyr. Mr.

out.

pairs

manv

lover himself.

was buried in catacomb.
Aguish gave
chill to W. II. Simpson, and shook him out

of the ranks.

so

have been aide to look upon the signs of the
genuine passion in his contemporaries at pleasure, must have seen lovers, must, have been a

Then Deacon Bea-

from the vase on t lie table.

'be

de.r, and the society is

length

the

with a cabbage head, cut into a fantastic bouquet. with which he gracefully retired. The
iirsl lady to miss was Airs. S. F. Aleader, who
put z into tansy, and received a pretty bouquet

ha-been a]ipropriated lor the
ngiug of the bell tor the current year, and the
t
berk authorized to procure some one of

-:

which heVrote; some who loved
some who loved "not wisely, hut, too well.” He
who lias shown us the course of true love be-

The tir.sl victim was the youngest of Hie male
contestants, Air. Will Prince, who put -'cubic
c into the word necessary, and was presented

"bn

sij 11.-

reassure

thorities

regular policeman, tin* right kind of

Me-

<

will

The holders value them
of inscriptions

ughl.

;»

■

■

0

uineroiis

days in
madly, and

llev. Mr.

the book of fate.

t"

certain that there were lovers in those

that

sary to confound the close study and tough
memory of the bookworm.

-•

A

as

from the bland and

ranged

learned

a

.i"oi
i !• I w th<
'it-!.:-:->n oi'Kii- it \, tilled and sunk. Supi T.» have been rut through by the ice.

1

we may settle it iu otir minds
the intention of the great dramatist regarding the madness of these lovers, we feel

Bixby took the floor with slips of paper, containing the selections for the occasion—words

-mall tishing schooner
bridge, owned by James

morning

;.

huge

loomed

of it.

Hut, however

as

contest,
of drunkenness

amount

have occurred upon the streets
v.« ek. and the
o'
city guardians are going
sr:
what an be lone about it.

ill-

gentlemen origin

unabridged—volumes

-s

with so much rudeness, which seems to he useless and wanton cruelty.” This absence of a
sufficient cause for pretending madness implies
that some seeds of absolute insanity were the

and Col. Fogler took their places an judges at
a table in the centre, whereon appeared Wor-

Belfast Amateurs,

\
clip.. >>f boys vv»*re last week detected ill
•mail thieving from stores, by filling their pockwith ball- of butter, eggs and such articles as

An

courteous

liev. Air. ltoss

faced each other on the settees,

M inlay

...

of Hamlet there appears no adequate
for he does nothing w hich he might not
have done with the reputation of sanity. He
plays the madman most when he treats Ophelia
in:uin*

cause,

of them finally responding, to two men.
At last il was determined to resort to a draft,
and Mrs. I’hinney and Dr. Pendleton were appointed to select from the audience. The result

would

Imagine tic* feelings

mind to he unbalanced, feigns downright madness.
Hut l)r. Johnson says—“of the feigned

—eight

cester and Webster

imn‘li general celebration of
I>;i\ :r< this city. Fat pocket-books,

1

a '<

the more

sex were

was that twelve ladies and twelve

A.

ails

gentler

But the

a

do greater than he can perform. Fudoubtedly
his mind does at times tremble on the brink of
insanity, shaken lmt not overthrown, lie exaggerates his mental defects, and knowing his

farmer and sailor, seemed to smile approvingly
ou the scene.
When Uev. Mr. ISixby called for volunteers,
there was but little alacrity ill coming forward.

mil!

1

him to avenge his death,
man who lias some task to

enjoins

he becomes like

Maine, conspicuously disstage, with the supporting

the

over

never

of his father

in a

the coat of arms of

lo

.i'll i-

Hamlet’s madness the commentators
been able to agree whctfe'r it was
feigned or real. His original character is that
of an irresolute dreamer,, and when the ghost

Wiicn everything had been properly and satisfactorily arranged, and the audience seated,

bei-ume their pastin'.

~.

arranged

were

in like manner,

As to

have

square m the centre of the hall, with seats for
the spectators facing them from all sides.

up-

itioiial church at Wiutere rl>< rt \
Loring a call

ny

tor the contestants

scats

skating condition

Ophelia,

forsook her modesty of demeanor, and became
reverse of her natural character.

ITiititrvian Cliurcli. A very fair audience in
point of munlicrs was in attendance, and much
more than the average in
intelligence. The

<

while in a
become hold, the

the

Huy ford Hull, under :lu; direction and for the
benefit of the Ladies' Sewing Society of the

The election in Connecticut for Governor, Legislature and Congressmen, took

that in madness people
disposition the very op-

of sanity—the timid

state

< >i
Match.
lin>gr:i|>11it• tournaluent No. 'T took joil Tuesday evening, at

kci.

Inal

gentle and affectionate charmodest in her sanity that

suggested

SPOKEN.

HAVE

Let tiie White House Listen to
the Verdict !

so

tender cruel—and that

Spkm.i.m;

tall last

unhinge

frequently manifest a
posite of that which they possessed

widow."

parsnips yet.

no

the aber-

never

been well

so

getting lively.

lier

confesses her love for Hamlet even
to her father, yet when Hie becomes insane
site sings snatches of obscene songs. It has

must the affliction be
tile mother who held him in her heart of
hearts, and whose mourning is like that which

Tuesday.
dangerously ill.

-hipvaids

she

to

on

She was

acter.

parative strangers, what

coming?

ever

inter again

w

NI

'■<

ome.

founders

"•

W

day

;t>i

tragic

oi

PEOPLE

doubt

events which surround her, first
the death of the king, then the death of tier
father, slain by her lover, hei love for Hamlet,
that the

years.

Mia

no

CONSUMPTIVES,

ALL EIGHT!

ANNUAL STATEMENT

European

improvements.

lyrsplG

case; so unusual and so nearly
the possibilities even of “ye ancient

rare

failure to detect any error in his dealing
passions elsewhere, I should

own

TRAVELERS.

TO

leave the City of NEW YORK,
save annoyance ami expense of carriage hire and
stop at the GRAND I NION HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It has over
350 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an
expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam and all modor

Plan. The RENV4VHAJHTH, Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish.
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora single person, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money
at the GRAND UNK)N, than at
any other first-class
Hotel in the city. .Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
every minute for all parts of the City. G. F. & W.
1>. GARRISON, Managers.

curing bonds, and money to pay lines, natural- surpassing
ly enough forgot to come back. The offeuce of days” of which Shakespeare wrote, that, had 1
McCabe was a very grave one, that of slabbing not the word of the critics that in the expresan uuguarded mau in tiie dark, and he should
sion of human passions lie never errs, and my THE
have been made to sutler the consequences.
When last seen they were upon the Northport
road with their faces toward Thomaston.

When you visit

ern

Here is the ease of two young persons. Hamlot and Ophelia, both mad for love. It is an

exceeding

IMPORTANT

QUANTITY FOR SALE

S. A. HOWES & CO.

BY

**

of

ns

at any part of the City

free of Charge.
We Invite our old friends to call.
N F PATTERSON
CALVIN J. GRAY.
Belfast, Aug. 20th, 1874.—tf7

DR. JOHN
Physician

HOMER,

and Surgeon.
Boston.

Late from

Office, 58 Main St., over store of S
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.
N. B.—Catarrh. Surgical ju>d Chronic Dieases, with those peculiar to WOMAN and Cun.
dhen, will receive his Set. i.u. Attention.
Electricity used in all its forms—where thi
valuable ngeut is indicated.
«-He will Visit Patients at their houses, who
are unablu to call at his rooms.
Office Hours—From 10 A. M. until 1 P. M.
From 2 F. M. until 5 P. M., and from 7 1*. M- uati.

WA.M.

tOS

;• n achieve the life bv heaven intended—
Few
Few die the late calm death by nature meant;
Vet with this wintry da> mefhinks i" ended
A life w hick, holding nothing strange or splen-

did,

Keadud the ideal in fulness and

«

Ai«*it.

No loud majorities hi> praises sounded.
N > proud "Uee-- mad him imim nt.
I>nt children loved him: all his life abounded
In kindly deed": lii- fourscore years wore
rounded
With well-done dutws and sei’eue content.
He \v:»" a amiiai soul, that io\« d to render
still, and good for guile ;
Kindness lor«<»Id in
to meet the sunshine's splenA s buds 111; I
11 is w
To

dor,

lw art ojicned. (lowar-hke and tender.
a loud touch, or friendship'" word and
:
smile.
arm

No death mo v blest could be to mortal given;
Lo\e watched the loosing of the silver curd-—
Vud when the golden bowl was gently riven
Without a pang exchanging earth for heaven
The faithful servant went to his reward.
And though by

proud marble's sculptured

no

masses

The story of his blameless life is told.
Tin- frozen >ods will wake when winter passes.
And dandelion" bright, and tender grasses
V* ;ll broider all his bed with green and gold.

Wishing
\\\

li

and

H.

l:.

Having.

>

In
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1

A

Ihe

art

of tin*

down

;

'Unum

woods.

i "ea-'ide tuivn;
of little feet iii the leaves,
-it! iful boy at \ «*ur side ;

onr

pait*

A

whirling

low t- not

are

«?

-THAT AT-

S. L E. WETEERBEE’S

ar o

A house lot of 72 3-1 square rods on
Belmont Avenue, rocks on hand for
already dug cellar drained, together
__Avith a pile of lumber lying on the
land. Price $450 for all. Terms easy. For further
particulars call on Charles A. Brown, at Iiich’s shoe
tfi'.'
[■Tore.

Advertised in this) paper,
lower

even

iiOtf

IsT 12 W

arrived and for Sale One Hundred good
voung sound Horses from Iowa, 111., and .Missouri, suitable for FARM, DRAY, FAMILY,
LIVERY and PLEASURE Driving,
from
t* to 16 hundred pounds and suitable for all kinds of
work, all of which can be seen and tried (to the
satisfaction of the purchasers) at 86 and 01 W. Dedham St., Boston.
DRAPER & HALL.
4\v37
Boston, March 17, 1876.

AM) SIADK TO ORDKIi •#
.Jobbing of all kind.' done with dispute’

HAND

Machine

liim

\s

ili

lve

l'c

Hoad, eight acres of splendid land, cuts six
hay, a young Orchard of choice fruit just
commencing to bear. Story and half house. Ell and
Barn, all in good repair; also, Carriage and Black
smith Shop, plenty of work for two men. to be sold
at a bargain. Large discount for cash. For further
particulars enquire of W. W. DOW, at J. !.. Havener's, corner of Cedar and Franklin sts. Bella t. Me.
Avenue
tons of

0 G

u

BEliTIST I
OHlce in Gordon Block, Main St.

SEARSPORT, ME.
Special attention paid

extract in;;
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured.
Teeth filled in the he.-t rnanmr.
to

Notice to Tax

Payers.

and

o

■

If 1" wi -h and to have were -tile, ah lie
1 would not be old an 1 poor,
Ibif a -mug and prosperous gcnlhunaii.
With lit er a dill) at \ he d‘...r
oil Id
no ; ast to b< wail, im 1'-'. e,
b wi'e wonhl be 11>■ future to dread:
air b, otli<
woiii-1 lie li\e men again.
And my b>>\ would not be dead.
"•
hap- it will all nine right at last:
I' may be \\ hen all i< done,
U <• ball be tog.*thcr in some good world.
When- To wi'h and to have are on-*.

i'o tin Honorable
ol W uliio.

Castings

A

Hi

re

i;

one

Brooklyn

scandal

ne.r wile had all the responsible
ion..'die sublimated and spooned
over her engagement, and lias ever since
with diring anything
.e
-.In ;v iiri.i win. washed her
until
ie al-o
bold (bei,
wiped them with her
Mr
hair
Tilton has been in a state of
</
e
eonvul
shnhrlb lor the unnecessary
duration f her days, Theodore Tilton
ubmitted to have his feet wiped. She
was the champion londler, and lie the
champion londler lor fifteen years. Conceive a statue of a long legged man, cold
and
tngliid, perpetually licked by a eat
which i- perpetually kittening, and you
see this laelirvmoclirital taini.v.
They
conjugated the. verb “to weep" in their
daily rounds, and the woman made a tool
of the man, who had a strong disposition
to lie a tyrant of liimseli
Other women
assisted in the business. Theodore Tilton
was the idol ot that part of Brooklyn
Heights which regards Mr Beecher as
above the earth, lie was flattered into a
sordid cake ot self-contemplation, and
still his graces and natural piety disgust-

lid-

••mol

ed tlie ossification.

There

\va

the nearest

approach

to

■

I

■

ESTABROOK

Agents

a

in the family of a Commercial
Street merchant yesterday, says the PortII appears the head of
land Advertiser.
the house arose trom his slumbers and
attired himself, all but his coat. That
couldn’t be found. He put on another
The coat was
one and went to business.
afterwards found hanging on a nail in the
Whether the
servant girl's apartment.
gentleman had been carried there in his
deep, a hi lie-sie Turner, the indignant
wife didn't stop to inquire, but when her
husband arrived home to dinner tiiat angry spouse, wont for him in “accents low
The wicked
but strange” to his ears.
“trollop" was called up, but her explanation was entirely satisfactory. It seems
the husband "retired after his wile, and
forgot ills coat, which lie loft, on a chair
in the sitting room, and left the gas up
When Bridget returned she
lor Bridget.
threw her shawl over an adjoining chair.
Before going to bed she turned oft' the
she
gas and then took up her shawl—as
supposed and carried it up stairs and
hung it on the nail in her room. When
she came down stairs in the morning she
forgot it.

quarrel

—

There is a Yovnu Man in Dubuque,
Jowa, who is anticipating a horsewhipping, and there is not the slightest doubt
He is a dry
he deserves it.
goods clerk,
a moral youth, and one who parts his hair
A couple ol ladies lateas it should bn.
ly entered the store where he is engaged,
and one of them asked to be shown some
bleached muslin. The moral clerk laid
several bolts on the counter, and the lady
ran one of her hands underneath to test
the fabric. The young man ran his hand
underneath the muslin from the other side
and squeezed the lady’s hand significantly.
She didn’t blush and look unconscious,
though, and encourage die fellow. She
just withdrew her hand and addressed
that young man as a mad woman does
address a man sometimes, and so the
whole thing was exposed. And now the
local paper is
urging the’ lady's husband
to go on with his horsewhipping, and a
good deal of fun seems promised to everybody, the moral clerk, of course, excepted. But the main point of the incident is
in the light it throws on some things.

SUITINGS*

To

E VTOX.

77.1875.

Super. \

Tapestry. 3-Ply.

Boys'

csts,

lcseued he presented a shocking spectacle
l.i.s face and hands bloody, and his clothes
torn into shreds.
“When his wounds were cared for lie hit
on a better plan of warfare.
Borrowing

twelve cats, which, with his own, made
fifteen, he in the evening shut them up in
the granary with the rats, and the next
morning he found on examination ten
dead eats, one blind one and two with one
eye apiece. The remaining two were unhurt, and by actual count he found 11!)
dead rats. Of the dead dog there was
nothing left but the bones and hair, the
rats doubtless having eaten him while Mr

Paverty

was

hunting

eats.”

I oiler/yv-c to every man and woman in New England who cultivates a farm, tills a vegetable garden,
plants a Mower garden, my large, Illustrated CataOne.
logue of -4Vegetable and flower seed for
hundred and fifty of the varieties of vegetable seed
were grown on my four seed farms, on Xew England
soil.
I have made new varieties of vegetables a
specialty for many years. As the original introducer of Hubbard, Marblehead and Butman
Squashes,
Melon, the Marblehead Cabbages and a
score of other new vegetables, I solicit your patronage. All seed sold under three warrants.
JAMES J. II. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

The Mat

COMPETITION !

Department is stocked with

1

he

lar>p

sf

and best assortment of Mat.' and Unas e\er oll'end
in this market, presenting unu ual opportunities to

or

Wholesale as well as Urta.il buyers.
On the Entrance Uoor may be found

a

WANTED-AGENTS

sell

our

Popular

Life of Dr. Livingstone”— from childhood to
his last .mm'hnal.
Full, complete, authentic, at
tractive. People’s Edition, it. B. RUSSELL, Pub
lishers, Boston.

FILE

Major Harbord, a British oDicer, has
lost his commission tor cheating at cards.
H as selected. 4 years ago, and
A club of gentlemen, all of whom were
put. to work ii» the Patent Ofintimately known to each other, were in
and has
fice. Washington, D.
the habit ol playing baccarat at Mice.
proved to be the best. 19sizes made
/‘rives
lower
than
other
firstany
Major Harbord having become acquaintclass wheel. Pamphlet free.
ed with one or two of them, was allowed
N. J'\ BL’li.MiAM, VonK, Pa.
to join their set.
llis plan then was as
follows: After losing all the money in his
1 must
trousers’ pocket he would say,
Il your husband, sons or brothers are to have any
Shirts made this spring, call lor the
get out 1113- pocketbook,” and putting his
hand into his breast-pocket take out the
PURE
LINEN SHIRT BOSOM.
it
out
and take
a note, which
book, open
FOSTER & MERRILL, Manufacturers.
he. would stake, at the same time laying
riieir goods are not part or all cotton but are made
the book, as it by accident, on the pack
of Part: Irish Linen, imported by them.
You will
of cards.
Underneath the pocketbook, know their
goods by tln ir trade-mark on each front.
which was a large one, was concealed a It is a blue label with gilt letters.
card (a nine spot), and when the. stakes
A WEEK to Agents to sell an article
were made the major had merely to lilt
saleable as Hour. Profits immense. Pack♦IP I
up his pockelbook, turn up the card he age free. Address 1U < KLYL Il'Pli CO Marion,
had placed beneath it, and pocket his win- Ohio.
nings. The fraud was discovered by a CK O C9fi
P^rdayat. ho ne. Terms free. Address
waiter who, while selling a pack of cards,
(jjj.;o. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.
noticed that there seemed to bo more
than lifty-two in the pack, and on looking
■■■ oi| A WEEK guaranteed to Male and
lound several extra nine spots. Suspicion
M
M Female Agents, in their locality.
M
m Costs NOTHING to try It.
Particat once fell on Major Harbord, as the only
M
ulars Free. P. O. VICKEltY, Austranger. He was searched and twenty- gusta, Me.
seven nines were lound on him.
Who
talks of the heathen Chinee now?
<<T>SYCIIOMANCY. OR SOUL CHARMING.”
A How either sex may fascinate and gain the
love and affections of any person they choose, instantly. This art all can possess, free, by mail, for
A writer says:
In the Museum at l’om- -5 cents; together with a Marriage
Guide, Egyptian
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1,000,000 sold.
peii are preserved the most horrible and Oracle,
A queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s,
pathetic witnesses of the last days of the Philadelphia.
ill-fated city. When the workmen were
digging in 1803, they struck into a small
Those Who
cavity, the nature of which was, of course,
to
Without breaking
a mystery to them.
Themselves.”
further into it, they poured plaster of
Paris down the crevices that were already
opened, apd as soon as the plaster had
hardened, the crust of lava was carefully Having recently purchased the stock and trade of S
removed, and lo! the form of a human y. IIKKSKY, will keep constantly on hand a large
assortment ot
being in his death struggle, perfectly preserved ! Buried in the lava that hardened
about him, his body had crumbled to dust
and left this wondertul mould.
Several
Of the best manufacture, Also Furnace Work,
bodies have thus been reproduced—one of
Tin Ware, Lamps, Oil, &c.
them with the features perfectly preserved,
so that there is still some
expression in the
lace. Some parts of the skeleton are imbedded in the plaster; and two female Made a specialty. Come and examine the newest
and best store in the world.
bodies found lying near each other are
called mother and daughter. There is
JOB -W ORK

Water Wheel

G. ABBOTT & CO.,
Xew Washington, Coracr friend hrttl.,
NOS. 78, 78 & 82 FRIEND ST.,
BOSTON.

LADIES!

“Help

Try

Help

ROBERT E. CLARK

STOVES

The WYOMING STOYE

nothing

at

Pompeii

more

touching

than

Of all description promptly attended to.
People who contemplate purchasing stoves
and tin ware will do well by calling on me before going elsewhere. Having had large experience in tlie
business am satisfied that I can give satisfaction.
Belfast, Oct. 15th,

1874.-tn5.r’

CLARK'

low*,;

a iso y

Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs,—the great Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitality
and energy.
To the Aged, they
are a blessing,
removing the in—

—

firmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker
Bitters a safe and reliable remedy, in all cases of illness incident to the

sex,—purifying the
blood,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.
Children suffering from sudden or
—

severe attacks of

illness peculiar
to early life, often find
ready
relief by taking one bottle of
Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if
curable) after taking a few bottles.

Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint & Co.
At their Great Medical
FOR

Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

SALE

EVERYWHERE.

vnl !

Henry Dunbar, Jr., bus bought
fjjystb'' stable formerly occupied by Fred Kimball, oa Washington Street, nrur Perkins
—"
brothers’ Carriage Shop, where lie has
opi ued a livery stable, stocked with
First-Class Horses. New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.

Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times
(hind and capable drivers furnished when required
*.trCive me a call and try my teams.

2St.,.18M.5«bUNBAR-

Jr’

ORGANS!
One Word is Sufficient for tlic wise i
buy

little third rate
can get one of WOOD’S or
LIN'S lor LESS MONEY.

DOVl

a

Organ, when you
MASON & HAM-

If Don’t buy of parties that know nothing about
selecting an Organ.
Don’t buy of parties that cannot Tune anil Re.
pair an Orjfan. The BEST and CHEAPEST
ORGANS can be bought of
W. C. TUTTLE,

0moa24-_High

Street, Belfast.
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la ml. with Co* building' 111« ft* i«, Inina fin Imuie.
-!• ad m tin- lat*- '-it-phen I
Kiilmam
Ilia’ .bd
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-aid Pro-pert, ha liiadt a n nly.anta-f
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f out humtreii doliarilia! l! is 1 •»i■ the interest of aid Wald that "ml
oIP-;- hr immediately
acr.-pti d.
Witt i: i.; oei- t(>ur petitioner pra\
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I ".nor to
era at him a license to
li and mm e\ tin -aim
aid bibb’, tor -aid sum.
It A fCI i I ,i. I »i l.’
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Irani' >tive Helfast 8 ti.
"ini' ••Tin^ direct to lia
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-In n.iusftoM
ill** .Junction and «• ■ a n<i Irunk iiailwnv, August
I’runswirU. I'.-.ith. Irt!aioi. aid v ia 1 ‘.astern. an
I lost on and .Maine Kailrnad-. arriving in Uo-t o
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Cincinnati has just experienced a thrilling sensation, the occasion of which was
nothing less than the escape of an enraged lioness from its cage in the
zoological
garden there. 1 lie cage containing the
animal, ;i line two-year-old specimen, had
lust been taken out ol its winter quarters
that its occupant might have tin* benelit of
the fresh air.
Shortly aitorward a boy
employed on the grounds passed the cage
leading by a halter a mule. The boy
'opped in front of the eage ol the queen
1 1
beasts to admire her beauty, but no
sooner had the lioness set
eyes upon the
id-starred donkey than she crouched in
tie back part of her cage and, with a
roar
that startled 1 he echoes, sprang
if11 a -1 the bars, snapping (hem like
’bread and anded upon the mule's back,
i a boy escaped with only a
slight scratch,
but the donkey was terribly lacerated by
tile ciaw- and teeth of the lioness.
After
ihis tlie iiotie." quitted the donkey and
bounded away through the park. Soon
the news spread that the enraged lioness
was loose iu lie
pari: and the greatest
consternation prevailed throughout the
city. Kxeited with its freedom, the animal would stand for a few minutes with
glaring eye- and open mouth lashing its
-ides with it- tail and uttering wild roars
and then spring into the air. All efforts
to capture the animal proved useless and
finally, darkness coming on, the services
of two exi erienced huntsmen were secured to shoot the animal. As they approached with their titles the lioness gathered
iierselt and. making a tremendous leap,
was upon her pursuer- burying iter teeth
into llit thigh of one of them, l or two or
three seconds there was a terrible confuon, the men screaming and the beast
roaring. The men were both down ami
bleeding, having been seriously bitten.
s le iped ov er one of the men
\
he -eized his gun and fired while the animal was on ti [i of his comrade. The first
shot missed its mark, but the second did
the work an 1 tin* lioness was dead, shot
through the heart.
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Will leave ltnilr .1 Wharf, foot of State >treet,
every 1 11L' RS1> O e\ eiting, at 10 o'clock, commem
ing Thursday, .March *J-%, for Rockland, Camden.
Belfast, Caprine. I • r Isle, Sedgwick, So. \\ #*-t
IIarhor, (Mt. In sert, Millbridg*. Jone-port and
Machlaspoi t. .,r a- i« will uerinit.
Returning will ]■ .n
Machinal ort »■vm M<>.\
1» AY Morning at 1- i\e* o'clock, touching as abov
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{’<
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For further particulars inouii
at R dlroad Whart,
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LEWISTON,

I Hi:AT ot Iranliort, VomitaL IM
.1 trutor of the estate of .Mary A Hopkins
) raukloi't, i:i said County, deceased, rcspec'till!
lepresents that the goods, chatties and credit- ot
-•aid deceased are not sutiieieui to answer hi- ju-t
debts and charges of Administ) at ion, In the sum ot
-ix hundred dollars.
1 lie property to he sold
i ds of the homestead lately occupied by the-a,d
-Mary A. Hopkins and a store'formerly occupied by
the hu-baml ot deceased, and by a sale ol'any entire
port ion ot't lie sa tne, the residue would he depreciated

cheap
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b think 1 mi with you there, dear wife.
Ill that < ■! -1 house by the sea :
I have Mown to vou as lie bluebird tlh‘I h:. uni. in the poplar tree.
\ -ailorhammock hangs at the d«»or.
-u ing in it. book in band :
boat
standing in lor the beach.
It." load now grate- on the sand:
Y' nr brother" are coming—two manly men.
Whose live" have only begun;
Their da-,
wiil be long in tie land, dear
heart—
II to wisj*and to have are one.
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that are not paid by the hr:-! of May will be
advertised and sold. 1 will !■<• at < hikes ,\ nyier'store from J until 1 P. M
of each d.iv until tin lirs
oi May.
1). 1
Pi IVill B,
l‘:.x Collector.
Belfast, March -Ji. Is.'t
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advantage
bought
.two m-|,.-irate iirii1 !•
impossible to say what the result of
direct from manufacturer', they are prepared U> -'ell
has are most hair
this unequal contest would have been had
(Ives-, but it sii.vithe same at Wholesale. or lietail at PriceSEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK !
not a passing neighbor, attracted by the
eoii.'.-iua! ion and ex
I>< vi« m d \\h( lesale
noise and cries, gone to the relief. When
<Ir11 ri.st
who have

Patterns

FIRST TRIP FOR THE SEASON.

■

lrylu.

m

>

lie i- gathering ilowers in the shady nooks—
l! w i" but a dream that lie died!
Keep hold of hi" hand." and sing to him.
No mother under 1 he spn
Tla- such a seraphic child :i" vours—
I f to w i'li and to have are one.

inrun nwcii, mm. S'.

Foi* Sale !
Belmont Corner, six milejfjgf- ^CSL Tfrom
ta«,vi^-iyiza.~.rthe Belmont
Belfast,
on

gfOS

hereby give
inhabiting of -aid
to make and bring in to them. tru< and jn-rh et
ol their polls and estates, real and
personal. in
writing, including money on hand and at imm-st
and debts due mere t^an owing, and all
*pn •p,-rt
In Id in trust as guardian, executor, admini.'-tra; w <-t
otherwise, except, "mil as is lc law < xt-mpt from
taxation, which they are posM -sed of onthetir-t
day ol April, and !).■ prepared to sub.-iant iate the
same according to law, and for tin
purpose of re
reiving said lists and making tran-h s ot n ,i
tin undersigned will I*. in x -.-ionat tin ir olln
overthe store of Oak'-' Anger, during the bie-im-hours of each day from the first to the tifn.M ntli melusix e of April next, Sunday excepted, ami anv p.-r.
sonal examination of property by the
will
not he considered as waiver ot rn gle* t ot anv per-on
in hringiiea in true and perfect list.-, as
i i-v
lav..
Highway Surveyors ot the several district- are n:,ui sted to’ bring in their several tax book- ot
W 1 nv
ihe tenth day of April, Is?.’*.
Agents of several school districts are requested to
make returns in xvritilig to the A-se^.-ors of the
number of scholars belonging to each family in heir
-ehool districts, their names and ages together with
the names of the heads of the families a- soon as
nut;. he after the !ir.-t day of April.
.A.-HAK K> A N’t IKK,
*d
KOKH K WOOD'".
^
Bella-1.
AN.
ISAAC .M. BOA RDM
.March J’.,

Attorney at Law!
to

Iblla't,

li>t

GEO. E. WALLACE,

«S-A11 business ontru--i d
ronipt a111-ntLou.

it y ot

city

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by K. K. Hoyle.

weighing

SHOP!

Pulleys, Miafring, Saw Arbors, .Jack
and IJagon Screws, &c.,

II K Subscribers, A-se.-^ors of the <
r|*
1.
notice to tin

at Law!

Attorney

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

Assessor’s Notice.

SOM,

reip’iir.

JUST

prices.

MACHINE

J O HN

M. L. M A G

at as low

PURCHASING !

BEFORE

CALL

Searsport,

GOODS

DRY

practice.

W‘*w known Schooner Win. Butmail, in good order. Apply to
d. II. LANE.
Feb. 20, 1876.
tCM

Tm:
1

Can l)e found all the

and

1

For Sale.

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

E.

G.

For Sale.

THIS I KNOW!

fliers

here in the winter, iny love,

not

-'

l’!i**

1 lie enterprising little village of Copake
can, in the way ot horse racing, poker
double
playing, and whiskey drinking,
discount any other place of its size in the
whole world. But the natives are a genol the
erous, whole-souled race, in spite^
Because
above named moral Drawbacks.
a stroke of good luck, and
w hen they,

and queen of clubs under the table, upon
his lap, and he was anxiously waiting tor
clubs to be turned for trumps, when he
would have a dead sure thing lot the
turned up. Hearts,
money; but no clubs
the
spades, and diamonds, and waspot kept
nearly
getting larger until there
twenty dollars upon the board.
“Bovs,1’ said old I'ony, “clubs is my
favorite.’ When clubs is trumps I
win you can bet your pile on that 1

wish and to have were one, my dear.
You would l.f sitting now
With not a ear-' in your tender heart..
Not a wrinkle upon your brow :
Tlw «■!•» k <»f t inn* would go baek with yon
All the years vou have been my wife.
Till it" golden hand" had pointed out
fho happiest hour of your life;
I would stop them at that immortal hour:
I he rioek should no longer run:
'» n would not be "ad, and sick and old—
It to wi■" 11 and to have were one.
t

>u a;

One of the most prolific crops that the sands
of Florida develop during the fashionable season, according to a witty correspondent, is the
playful flea, lie is a merry little nomad, and
wanders around on warm days in a reckless,
dissipated sort of a way. One no sooner begins
bis gymnastics on vour logs than a whole regiment marches up, deploy into line and begin
skirmishing over your body in a manner that
1- very perplexing. They are very independent and good republicans, being all alike, withby
out regard for color, race or previous condition,
the cards,
etc. lie
a very uncertain critter and very
by superior deftness in handling
outagile. To catch him is like playing at “thimble
held four aces against some unlucky
sider's four kings, and had completely rig.” Now you see him, now you don't. You
builds dow n violently and with great
busted the unfortunate outsider, they chip your on some tender
portion of your body,
precision
one
never refused to lend the unlucky
where llie little rascal is pleasantly grazing.
ot
his
reach
place
suilieient means to
You carefully remove it. linger by finger, and
abode. Occasionally there would bo no discover, instead of a little red rascal, a big red
and they mark. One sportsman lias been in close purgreenhorn on hand to pluck
suit of a certain flea ever since lie arrived in
would have to fall back upon their own Jacksonville. The last time he got track of the
resources and then talk about tall play ing
playful animal lie poised his hand fot a few seconds in midair, then down it came like a sledgeand sharp
Several ve&rs ago, one cold wintei s hammer. but away skipped tlie flea “merrily
Id- eliie-a-dee-dee.” A lady wlio lias
niedit there was seated aiound a table in singing
bad admirable success ill dealing with tile little
dozen
halt
ol
the
a
one of flic bar rooms,
red wretches does it in this wise: "Go to your
old stagers, deeply interested in a quiet room,” she says, “lock your door, close vour
of a dollar a blinds, spread a large blanket out on the floor,
o-ame of loo, at a quarter
in the middle of it, with a
deal. The game had been progressing take your position
basin'of water beside you, then remove each
the
of
without
time
party article of dress, one piece at a time, turn it infor some
any
either winning or losing any great side out, and shake it carefully over the blanket.
amount, but after a while they got quite The little wretches will drop on anil become, entangled in the nap oi the blanket, when they
a large sum upon the table, eight or nine
and consigned with approdollars. One of the players, old Tony, as can easily be caught
priate rites to a watery grave in the basin.”
he was called, had, as he thought unobserved, managed to hide the aee, king,

Some One Is Cheating.
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City Accounts.
Voi ii r is hereby fieri to all p» r-a,« hav an
bilk ag.11in-t tie1 «'• t v .>1 Belfast, that the Com
mittee on 1 nwiice will be in session at the Alder
men’s Hoorn in thiJ city, '*n the first Monday of each
month, from two o’clock until ti\e o’clock IV M for
ot making up the Roll of Accounts.
tin- purpo
E M IP >A Kl>M \X. City Clerk.

A\

Belfast, March

Copartnership Dissolved.
partnership formerly existing between the
THE
undersigned is this day mutually dissolved, C\V. Porter
:.ll
the firm.

Searsport,

assuming

March

outstanding

l, lt?75.

bills

against

II. A. WEBBER
<
\\
PORTER.
iiwiiD*

